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INTRODUCTION
 
The Grumman Aerospace Corporation is pleased to respond to the Goddard 
Space Flight Center Request for Proposal, N16067/575 dated 30 Juno 1970 for
 
an OAO/LST Shuttle Economic Study.
 
The objectives of this study are two fold. The first objective is to
 
determine the effect of utilizing the Space Shuttle upon the cost of the OAO/
 
IST point design spacecraft. The second objective is to determine the effects
 
of utilization of the Space Shuttle upon the mission objectives and operational
 
system of the OAO/IST spacecraft.
 
Our proposal to undertake this study is based on our unique experience in
 
being able to provide the major program elements involved in this effort in a
 
timely fashion to result in a meaningful output.
 
This study will involve as one major program element the generation of a 
complete cost model of an OAO/LST based on the GSFC point design spacecraft 
and launched in what has been considered until now the convential manner 
employing an expendable booster, the Titan III-C. Early in the concept develop­
ment phase of the GSFC Program for the Large Space Telescope Grumman contributed 
to the structural and thermal configuration of this point design. This baseline
 
cost model will undergo several itterations based on possible changes resulting
 
from the introduction of the concept of an Earth Orbital Shuttle (EOS) available
 
fbr initial launch, deployment, resupply, and retrieval. The effects of this
 
ViZ UnO te igAL 4LU JIOL.0At L'X t ~ J~wLUj.b kL.~& ri, 'flaH 
resultant sensitivity to program costs will be presented.
 
Grumman also has considerable experience in another major study program 
element - the Earth Orbital Shuttle. We recently competed successfully for a
 
study of several alternate designs after more than 2 years of dedicated effort 
on the part of several hundred people at Grumman who were involved in the 
evaluation of Earth Orbital Shuttle Concepts. We propose to draw heavily on 
this experience for this OAO/IST Economic Study. 
Another major program element, which has received little attention in the
 
past, is the Teleoperator device which form-sthe major interface between the
 
shuttle and spacecraft. Grumman is in a unique position to make a major
 
contribution in this area since it has been involved in the design and evaluation
 
of remote manipulator type devices. These type of devices are employed in the
 
Grumman built deep submersible vehicle, the Ben Franklin. The design experience
 
and actual operational data available from the GAC Ocean Systems Program will
 
be a major source of information for our study team members to draw upon in 
considering Teleoperator requirements.
 
An especially significant program element of this study will be credible 
cost data. To this end Grumman will rely heavily on the cost data available from 
the present CAD Program which provides a continuous ten year history of cost. 
To augment our 0AC Program cost history we have also had wide experience 
in the design, development, and production of large and complex structures, 
many involving the use of the latest exotic materials technology. This
 
familiarity with requirements and costs will be applied to the cost models in 
the OAO/IST Economic Study.
 
An additional interface requirement is the evaluation of the influence 
of man rated systems on the design of the 1ST and a comparison of costs 
associated with man rating on the program. GAC will rely on our IM experience 
for this area of the study. 
In summary, GAC has been familiar with and in many cases a direct participant 
in the major factors contributing to this OAO/IST Economic Study. Unique
 
experience in these critical areas assures a straightforward approach to the
 
evaluation of the baseline cost model and satisfactory development of interface
 




Part 1 of this proposal is the study guidelines and constraints. Part 2 
is the Shuttle Interface considerations with the statement of work and the task 
Flow Diagram in Parts 3 and 4. Part 5 is the Proposed Schedule. Part 6 
contains the cost and pricing summary and financial information. 
OAOISISHUTTLE ECONOMIC STUDY 
PART 1 
STUDY GUIDELITES AND CONSTRAINTS 
1. 	GSFC/LST point design to be used as baseline definition of observatory (Space 











3. 	Additional material to be supplied
 
2. 	Shuttle launch vehicle capabilities model to be supplied by GAC Shuttle 
Group (W.Carl is Shuttle interfaces representative on study team) typical 
shuttle launch and servicing costs to be supplied by GAC Ops Anal. 
Note: 	 The 25,000# IST plus handling, servicing and interface 
equipment will be assumed to be capable of being inserted 
into a 400n 11o, -iprl-ivil An, ' Il 1rnc ~c1Q- n- i nn 
required.
 
3. 	GSFC/LST mission model as described in the STAR presentation referenced
 
above will be used.
 
Note: 	The intent of this mission model is to provide up to 90 to
 
100% observing time availability to orbital astronomy.
 
The actual mission model required to accomplish this goal 
is to be determined by the GAc Study. 
4. 	 The Titan III D (or equivalent Titan Model designation) Expendable launch 
Vehicle with a stretched version of the Viking Centaur Shroud (Fairing) 
will be used as the model for the baseline costing. The Launch environ­
ments end payload constraints of this vehicle will be supplied by GAC/G3FC.
 
5. 	 The LST-peculiar service module for automated resupply of the observatory
 
will be as defined by GAC documentation to be supplied.
 
Note: 1) 	The intent of this mechanism is to minimize the costs 
of Man Rating Influences on the payload (LST) costs. 
Maintainability is to be limited to that which can be 
accomplished with the teleoperation system. 
(See documents 4C and 5 for teleoperator references)
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5. 	 Continued 
Note 2) 	EVA maintenance represents a possible alternative to
 
the above service module which, if shown to be feasible,
 
may result in lower LST program costs. Reference 2A.
 
Page 2 states that this should be another study independent
 
of the shuttle. We should consider the possibility of
 
proposing such a study to be done as a follow-on to the
 
present study. Present studies in the Reliab./Maint.





6. 	 Observatory checkout, alignment and calibration will be conducted through

the GSFC Ground Station and Observatory Spacecraft telemetry link. No
 
special equipment for this purpose is presently envisioned for the shuttle.
 
Note: 	 The shuttle launch readiness cycle and payload injection
 
operations may require some kind of payload readiness check­




7. 	 The Shuttle launch vehicle environment imposed on the LST, due to re-

CMd lantlirg 9rm an abo+Pa mis'ion should be r-P n
mnrp.p 
the structural design requirements for the LST and its subsystems. It 
is intended that additional costs due to this requirement be identified 
if significant. 
8. 	 The Shuttle launch vehicle will be considered to be available for the
 
IST program starting CY 1977 and as required by the STAR mission Work­
load thereafter.
 
9. 	 Potential hazards created by the IST spacecraft when on-board the Shuttle
 




Note: 	A reference to "Category III b" of Safety Program Directive
 
No. 1, Rev. A (SPD-1A)
 
- Systems Safety Requirements for Manned Space Flight, has
 
been given as one guideline.
 
10. 	 Shuttle capabilities for rendezvous, docking, and subsequent attitude
 
stabilization and electrical power support of the docked configuration

will be determined by the Shuttle Interfaces group.
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11. 	 Availability of a Data Relay Satellite System for ccntinu6 us real-time 
communications between the observatory and the ground is not known this 
time. Advantages of DRSS will be listed but not costed. 
12. 	 Spacecraft systems failures should be categorized as: those capable of
 
repair and replacement in orbit through automated procedures, and those 
requiring retrieval and ground repair. EVA activity will be considered 
as an alternate to retrieval only. 
13. 	 The Level of Modularity for Orbital resupply is assumed to be at the Sub­
system Assembly Level as described in the STAR presentation. 
14. 	 Experiment Package replacement will be performed for two reasons: 
i) Experiment mission change - typically a one year mission duration 
is estimated for the particular experiment.
 
2) 	 Experiment equipment failure will rezquire package replacement at the 
next scheduled shuttle visit. Since four independent experiments will 
be in the observatory payload, the loss of one would not cause loss of 
scientific mission.
 
15. 	 The Observatory Spacecraft will be defined for the purposes of this study 
as being comprised of the following subsystems which include a number of 
separate modules. 
_L'; 	 !tabiliz--tio a Control 
2) 	Ccmmnications
 











16. 	 The shuttle launch mode is defined as including the phases of: 
0) Configure shuttle for dedicated IST mission
 
1 Stacking in the shuttle payload bay
 
Shuttle ground checkout and launch readiness cycle 
Shuttle launch 
4) Boost to orbit
 
5) Orbital transfer (if required)





17. 	 The Shuttle instrument update mode is defined as including the phases 
of:
 
o) Configure Shuttle for dedicated LST mission 
1) Loading replacement experiment packages in the shuttle payload bay
2 As in 163) As in 16 
4 As in 16 
5) As in 16 
6) Rendezvous with LST 
7) Docking to IST 
8) Service module and experiment package deployment 
9) Experiment package replacement 
10) Service module and old experiment package return and STOW 
n2) Shuttle return to earth
 
18. 	 The shuttle refurbish (orbital) mode is defined identically with the 
instrument update mode with the substitution of "Subsystem Package" 
for "experiment package". 
Note: Both instrument update and subsystem replacement can be performed 
simultaneously.
 
19. The shuttle retrieval mode is defined as including the following phases:
 




3) IBST return to STY4 Configuration

4) LST STOW in shuttle
 
5) Shuttle return to Earth 
6) IST unload from shuttle 
20. 	 IST has backup S&C System capable of putting LST in safehold mode for
 
shuttle retrieval comprised of sun sensor, gyros and jets.
 





1. 	Shuttle guidelines and constraints are: Section A, Baseline System Require­




2. 	 Shuttle capabilities with regard to altitude and angle of inclination have 
been calculated and are compatible with the LST orbital requirements. 
3. 	 Interfaces: 
a) 	 Structural 
1. 	 It can be assumed that lateral and longitudinal support can be 
provided in 2 planes to avoid weight penalty of cantilevered 
support. 
2. 	 Deployment Retrieval - It can be assumed that EOS will provide 
--------.--------­
outside cargo bay. Deployment mechanism will include a docking 
mechanism for capturing LST for servicing, module replacement, 
or return to earth. 
3. 	 Shrouding - LST can be transported to orbit within a pressurized 





1. 	 Electrical Power 
Electrical Interface
 
Power 	available from Shuttle for use by payload:
 
Type: 
D.C. 120 Volts (May become 28 volts)
 
A.C. 400 Cycles 120 Volts 
Quantity: 






CONDITION N(g) N (g) 	 r (g) 
Max. Accel +3.0 -1.30 Il1.0 +2.5 -2.7 
Entry -0.13 40.1 -2.2 
Landing -1.30 *o.1 -2.7 
Maneuver -0.7 *1.0 *2.5 
Rebound &
 
Lift Off +1.45 10.5 L0.8
 
PARAMETER 	 BASELIE DESIGN 
Miss Distance Centerline *15 in 
Miss Angle Centerline 0400 
0° Rotation Angle 




BASELINE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
The following characteristics shall be considered as baseline system 
requirements. Variations from these baseline requirements should be 
identified by the contractor in the event improvements in mission capablity
and/or reductions in cost could be achieved. 
Vehicle (B-Booster) 
Systems Requirements (0-Orbiter) 
1. 	 Fully Reusable Two (2) Stage Vehicle B, 0 
2. 	 Vertical Takeoff; Horizontal Landing B, 0 
3. 	 No propellant cross feed B 0 
4. 	 Aerodynamic Crossrange: Configuration (s) 0 
for low crossrange (approximately 200 n.mi.) 
and high crossrange (approximately 1500 n.mi.) 
5. 	 Gross liftoff weight - 3.5 million pounds B, 0 
6. 	 The cargo bay shall be sized to have a clear o 




Systems Requirements 	 (O-Orbiter) 
7. 	 A maximum payload capability shall be 0 
provided to the Space Station orbit and 
return. The vehicle must also be capable 
of flying up or down with lighter payloads. 
8. 	 400,000 pound sea level thrust bell-type B, 0
 
engines will be baselined in both the
 
orbiter and booster stages as further
 
defined in CEI Specifications, DCN 1-0-21­
00001.
 
9. 	 Sequential Ignition B, 0 
10. 	 Intact abo.'t capability will be provided. B, 0 
This implies the capability of the booster
 
and orbiter to separate and continue flight
 




11. 	 A Booster/Orbiter life of 100 missions will B, 0 
be provided with a cost effective level of 
12. 	 The weight of passengers aad removable provisions 0 
for passengers is charged to the payload. 
13. 	 All vehicle stages shall be capable of ferry B, 0 
flights between airports; provisions for 
strap-on engines and/or auxiliary tankage 
may be considered.
 
14. 	 The Booster and Orbiter shall be baselined to B, 0 
have go-around capability. 
15. 	 The Booster shall be capable of returning to the B 
launch site.
 




17. 	 Propellant shall provide 1500 fps in excess of the 
 0
 
amount required to obtain the referenced injection
 
orbit. The tanks shall be sized to provide for a
 
2000 	fps delta V capability. 
18. 	 The Orbiter crew and passenger environment shall be 0 
shirtsleeve.
 
19. 	 Systems sensitivity to loading of fluid consumables B, 0 






The following mission requirements are presented to provide initial 
direction for the Phase B Study. Continuous refinement of these require­
ments may be provided to the contractor by the NASA throughout the duration 
of the contract. Table B-1 contains a general description of the missions 
and mission requirements that have been identified as being of major interest 
in future space program planing. 
The following nominal conditions have been selected, from the mission 
matrix discussed previously, as the shuttle baseline requirements: 
1. 	 Mission duration: At least 7 days of self-sustaining lifetime 
shall be provided for the mission duration. For missions in 
excess of 7 days the weight of the expendables shall be charged
 
against the payload. 
2. 	Design reference mission: The reference mission to be used in
 
designing the space shuttle is a logistics resupply of a space
 
si-wtin or srpce base. 
3. 	 Reference injection orbit. The reference injection orbit shall 
be 50 x 100 nautical miles. 
4. 	Reference injection orbit V: 1500 fps of usable V 
capability in excess of the amount required to attain the reference 
injection orbit shall be provided. 
5. 	 Design reference orbit:. The reference orbit to be used in designing 
the space shuttle shall be a 270-nautical mile circular orbit, with 
a 550 inclination. For purposes of performance calculation the 



























ALTITUDE (N. MI.) 200 ­ 300 loo ­ 8oo 100 ­ 200 200 - 300 100 - 800 100 - 300 
INCLINATION (DEG.) 28.5-90 28.5-SUN SYN. 28.5-55 28.5-55 28.5-SUN 28.5-90 
SYN 
ON-ORBIT V (io00 FPS) 1 - 2 1 - 5 1 - 1.5 1 - 2 1 - 5 1 - 2 
ON-ORBIT STAY 
TIME (DAYS) 7 7 7 7 7 - 15 7 - 30 
CREW 2 2 2 2 2 2 




WEIGlf (iooo LBS.) * 70/QTR ---------.-----...... ........_--­ ...-------
VOLUME (1O00 rr.3) 5 - 10 10 10 5 -10 4 - 6 
CRITICAL DEWN 
DIA. (FT.) 10 ­15 15 15 15 15 15 





DESIRED SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
The desired system characteristics listed below are presented to
 
provide initial direction for the Phase B Study. The contractor shall 
evaluate these desired system characteristics and shall recommend revisions 
where improvements in cost and effectiveness would result. Continuous 
refinement of these characteristics will also be provided to the Contractor
 
throughout the duration of this contract. For convenience, the following 
tabulation of characteristics has been grouped under three headings:
 
Program Characteristics, Vehicle Characteristics, and Operational Character­
istics; however, it should be noted that each item applies to the total 
system. 
Program Characteristics 
1. 	 Costs will be reported using the design reference mission and 
should not included payload costs. A communication satellite 
system is assumed to be available and shall not be costed in 
the program. 
2. 	 The calendar year 1972 will be used as the materials technological 
base.
 
3. 	 I0C baseline is the second half of 1977. 
4. 	 Flexibility shall be maintained to incorporate technology 
advancement and alternate missions. 
5. 	Launch rates will vary from a inimum of 25 to a maximum of 75
 
per year. Cost estimates shall be developed for two launch 
rates: 25 and 75/year. 




1. 	The vehicle shall have a two-man flight B, 0 
crew and shall be flyable underemergency
 
conditions by a single crewman.
 
2. 	 Provisions shall be made for deployment 0 
and boarding of a cylindrical payload of 




Vehicle Characteristics (Continued) (O-Orbiter)
 




4. 	 The space shuttle shall have an internal 0 
sealable tunnel with a standard interface 
between the crew compartment and unpressur­
ized payload bay. 
5. 	The space shuttle crew/passenger compartment 0
 
atmosphere and total pressure shall be com­
patible with the space station and space base.
 
6. 	 Systems shall be designed for a minimum of B, 0
 
maintenance with ease of removal and replace­




7. 	 In systems where redundancy is needed, the B, 0
 
space shuttle systems shall be developed to
 
provide redundant full mission capability
 
and shall avoid minimum-requirement, minimum
 
performance backup system concepts.
 
8. 	 The space shuttle system shall provide for safe B, 0
 
mission termination in the even major mal­
functions occur during prelaunch preparations
 
and 	subsequent to lift-off. The desired safe­
mission-termination capabilities should alloJw 
for 	crew and passenger egress prior to lift-off
 




9. 	 Multiple redundance system techniques that B, 0
 
minimize or eliminate system transients
 




10. All subsystems shall be designed to fail B, 0 
operational after the failure of the most
 
critical component and to fail safe for 
crew survival after the seccnd failure. 
Electronic systems shall be designed to
 
fail operational after failure of the two
 
most critical components and to fail safe
 
for 	crew survival after the third failure. 




11. 	Boost stages should be designed for manned B
 




12. 	Vehicle preflight and inflight checkout B, 0
 
systems should be on-board, consistent
 




13. 	 The vehicle shall be designed for maximum B, 0 
on-board control, using on-board and ground 
capabilities as appropriate to maximize 
operational flexibility and minimize ground 
mission operations consistent with low cost. 
14. 	 Guidance and navigation functions shall B, 0 
be performed on-board, using ground and 
other navigation aids when appropriate. 
The guidance and navigation system shall 
be unrestricted in attitude. 
15. 	 A Lhree-axis translation 6ys,el and a Lhree- oU 
axis attitude control system is required.
 
These systems shall be designed to minimize cross
 
coupling which may result from normal operation 
and from potential failure modes. 
16. 	 The Booster and Orbiter shall be capable of B, 0 
Pilot Controlled Landing under FAA Category II 
Conditions. Autopilot Systems similar to 
Systems used on commercial aircraft shall 
be included.
 
17. 	 The vehicle shall incorporate on-board B, 0 
provisions to quickly and easily place the 
space shuttle in a safe condition following
 
landing. 
18. 	 Survivability against hazards from radiation 0 
as specified in Joint DODNAS Survivability 
Characteristics document (s) dated 16 June 1969. 







1. 	Space Shuttle launch sites may be located B, 0 




2. 	All-azimuth launch capability B, 0 
3. 	 The vehicle trajectory load factors should be B, 0 




4. 	 The launch pad, the primary landing site, B, 0 




5. 	 The space shuttle shall have minimal assembly B, 0 
and checkout requirements at the launch padI 
6. 	Use of specialized facilities (te, Clean Room, B, 0
 
altitude chambers, etc.) shall be minimized). 
7. 	 Cargo elements containing hazardous material 0 
shaJlI have self-cnn+a4nnA -&-Q+4-+Ir 4-4­
provisions against nt. nazaras.
 
8. 	 A variety of self-sustaining payload types shall 0 
be included in the payload integration. Pre­
launch payload integration procedures similar to 
current air-cargo carrier operations are desired. 
In general, payloads should be loaded prior to 
moving to the launch pad. 
9. 	 Limited transfer of cargo shall be possible through 0 
the personnel transfer hatch. 
10. 	The vehicle shall be docked to the space station 0 
or space base, and docking to acccmodate personnel 
and cargo transfer should nominally be accomplished 
in a single operation. 
11. 	 Personnel and cargo transfer shall nominally be 0 
intravehicular activity. 
12. 	 For logistics missions, personnel and cargo B, 0 
transfer will be by intravehicular activity. 
EVA capability should be provided at the expense 
of the allocated payload weight. The design of 
the vehicle should not preclude EVA capability. 
Vehicl (B-Booster)
 
Operational Characteristics (Continued) (O-Orbiter)
 
13. 	The space shuttle shall be designed to lift- B, 0 
off within a 60-second launch window for all 
launch azimuths.
 
14. 	For the design reference mission, the space B, 0 
shuttle shall be capable of launch fran a 
standby status within two hours and nominally 
would be launched at the next acceptable in­
plane opportunity. The vehicle should be 
capable of staying in a launch status until 
the second in-plane launch opportunity. The 
system must be capable of accommodating the 
time between insertion and rendezvous for a 
worst case phasing situation. The orbit 
maneuver sequence should not be constrained 
by systems limitations. 
15. 	 By using ground facilities and other aids '0 
when appropriate, the space shuttle shall 
be epable of accomplishing rendezvous with 
a passive target. 
16. 	Systems sensitivity to weather conditions B, 0
 
during assembly, checkout, and launch shall
 
be minimized. 
17. 	The opportunity to return to a pre-selected 0 
site shall be available at least once every 
24 hours or at more frequent intervals for 
the high cross-range configuration. By using
alternate sites, more frequent emergency returns 
will 	be possible.
 
18. 	 Hypersonic lift-drag ratios will be referenced B, 0 
to conditions at a Mach number of 20 and at an 
altitude of 200,000 feet. 
19. 	The space shuttle elements shall have the capa- B, 0 
bility to land horizontally on runways no longer 
than 10,000 feet. 
20. 	landing characteristics and handling qualities B, 0 
shall not require skills more demanding than
 





Operational Characteristics (Continued) (O-Orbiter) 
21. 	 Visibility fran the cockpit during B, 0 
landing shall be ccmparable to high­
performance aircraft standards.
 
22. 	 Total space shuttle turn-around time from B, 0
 
landing to launch readiness should be less
 
than two weeks. The removal and replace­
ment time shall be minimized with on-board
 
checkout and module accessibility.
 
23. 	 All-electronic displays and control should B, 0 
be used, wherever practicable, to replace
 
toggle switches and electromechanical gages 
and motors.
 
24. 	 The space shuttle shall be capable of operating B, 0
 




25. 	 Service lines at the launch pad should be B, 0
 




26. 	 Maximum use of existing standards for the B, 0
 
selection, design, packaging and integration
 
of hardware should be employed, consistent
 
with program operational requirements.
 
27. 	 Any peculiar GSE required to support a remote B, 0
 
site landing should be packaged in a manner to
 
be easily flown into the site.
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Facilities/Test, Handling Crew 
1.5 	 Breakdown Major Cost Elements to Subsystem Hardware Level into: 
1.5.1 	Direct cost hardware and develop recurring, non-recurring, 
refurbishment. 
1.5.2 	Contribution to GSE, spares, major test hardware,.final assembly 
test and checkout. 
1.5.3 	 Pro-rated costs of system engineering support, program management, 
G&A.
 
l.6 	 Establish Detailed Definition of Resupply or Service Modes to IncludeT,m,01, "hc.4 TT o +o 	 'P,..+"',ep+ ' A Pe' h-'hi,''1" (rh.+- J). tf,,.;4e,), t,,A 
icer.ieva_. 
1.7 	 Define Functional, Hardware, and Operation Requirements Peculiar to 
OAO/LST Mission for: 
1.7.1 	 Observatory 
1.7.2 	 Shuttle 
1.7.3 	 Ground Station 
1.8 	 Define Subsystem Hardware Level Requirements for Costing and Establish 
Preliminary Criteria with and without Mainteance and: 






Identify refurbish design requirements 
Establish spares philosophy and identify cost impact 
1.8.2 Establish definition of cost validity (average, plus or minus 
tolerances). 
1.8.3 	 Rank cost factors in order of importance. 
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1.9 	 Establish Reliability-Maintainability Model Replaceable Modules using 
OAO Flight System Experience. Maintainability is Limited to that which 
can be accomplished with the Teleoperator System. 
TASK GROUP 2 
DETERMINE MAJOR COST DRIVERS, UTILIZING DEFINITIONS OF TASK 1 AND 
COST DATE FROM 0AO, 1M, AND SHUTTLE PROGRAM 
2.1 	 Establish Preliminary Cost Model with and without Shuttle. Quantify 
and Rank Major Cost Elements for Each Model; Select Principle Cost 
Drivers. 
2.2 	 Study and Quantify Cost Benefit Effects of Shuttle Serviceability on 
Hardware Cost Drivers in Each of Following Areas: 
2.2.1 	Design 
o Lower qualification requirements 
o Lower reliability requirements 
o Lower weight optimization requirements 
o Lower material performance requirements
 
.2.Z Ts n Checkut (Ground and In-Orbit)
 
o Lower acceptance-test requirements 
o Lower test elements 
o Lower number of test articles 
o Determine alignment and calibration trade-offs for 
telescope
 
2.3 	 Study and quantify cost benefit effects of shuttle serviceability on 
Program Cost Drivers in each of following areas: 
2.3.1 	Schedules
 
o Long lead items 
o Pacing items 













2.3.3 	 Services (Manpower) 
o 	 Engineering 
o 	 Manufacture 
o 	 Field Operations 
o 	 Test 
2.3.4 	Spares 
Shelf Life, Complement and Readiness 
2.4 	 Expand Reliability - Maintenance Study 
- Identify and rank wear-out items for each subsystem 
- Determine expendables schedule 
- Determine required reliability functional path (assume maintenance rate) 
- Determine Reliability and Maintenance - Cost optimize approach for 
hardware in critical (costly) areas, e.g. level of redundancy vs. 
replacement.
 
2.5 	 Expand Experiment Package Definition Study for two Cost Categories. 
The first is the on-axis mission success package. The second is the 
principle investigators radial packages. 
- Estimate replacement cycles rates based on scientific requirements 
- Categorize genericoa-JJy phyoical characteri0 LXcs fo. .a3. i 
tent types. 
- Estimate typical experiment cost; original develcoment and build. 
- Estimate typical refurbishment and upgrade package cost 
- Estimate special handling, hardware, test, alignment, calibration 
for orbital servicing
 
TASK GROUP 3 
IDENTIFY ANM EVALUATE CCMPARITIVE COSTS 
FOR SELECTED PROGRAM OPTIONS 




o 	 Evaluate feasibility of alternatives 
o 	 Evaluate sensitivities of major cost drivers to program alternatives, 
varying parameters 
o 	 Analyze effects of basic study assumptions on cost results. 
3.2 	 Indicate best Reliability-Maintainability approach for design, manufacture, 
operation for each selected program - Determine logistics/spares rationale, 
each case. 
3.3 	 Estimate manpower, materials, facilities, and related costs required to
 
refurbish and recycle observatory.
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3.4 	 Estimate develolment, build, test, training costs associated with 
autamated servicing module - look at EVA/IVA alternative. 
3.5 	 Sumnarize cmparative costs for selected program options. 
TASK GROUP 4 
FINAL REPORT 
4.1 	 Presentation of results - generate charts, graphs, etc. - prepare 
presentation. 
4.2 	 Final Report - A/IST Shuttle Economics Study 
4.3 	 NASA Reviews 
Part -, 
OAO/IST SHUTTLE 1,CONOMIC STUDY 
TASK FLO DIAGRAM
 
Task Group 1 





Reauirements for Costing I,
Shuttle/lST Interface 

Titan/IST Interface ___It_______,_ 






Task Group 2 
[Expand EperimentQuEstabfish---iaiy]Quanty C Cost Expand Reliability14uantify Cost 
Cost Model with and ->/Benefits of Shuttle-> its ofts of Shuttle Maintainability ackage Definition 
without Shuttle I on Hardware on Progr3 .tudy[t..... . 
' '' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '' ' ' ' I '
 Task Group 3 --. .,.,,,,,,, ,,," " " " " 111..wt..........II a il IIaI gt IIaIn
 
still...... . uii... itttlIuliate Il'titituit seaseiiiiiim affiamlaga mu ml 

Assemble Selected Optimize Reliability Estimate Refurbish Estimate Tel- Smmarize Costs 
)--of Program OptionsProgram Options with.->-Maintainability for Costs f±r operator Cost 

Task Group 4 &
 
Prepare Preentati _- - - .>J-.epre Final Becot 1r " .. - eparefor NASA Reviews.
 
L-...... .....-­1--". Land Material 
I
 
I1 8 S11 s 11 3#1i111i 51 meiIIIIt a l IIIig 
I II III11111211111111 itlots I 
..... . .
1i














MTTF DELAY TIME NO. FAIL UPTIME UPTIME RATIO 
3.0 0.5 48.00 144.0 0*79qqq9­
3.0 1 .0 42.00 126.0 0.6Q090999 
3.0 t.9 37.33 112.0 0.62?22230 
3.0 2.0 33.60 100.8 0.56000006 
3.0 2.5 30.55 91.6 0.50909108 
3.0 3.0 P9.00 84.0 0.46666664 
3.0 6,0 18.67 56.0 0.311 145 
3.0 I .0 11.?0 33.6 0.18666667 
3.0 24.0 6. ?P 18.7 0.1017030 .. 
6.0 0.5 29.85 15.1 0.86t53141 
6.0 1.0 ?4.00 144.0 0.799')')9 
6.0 1.5 22.40 134.4 0.74666667 
6.0 2.0 21.00 IP6.0 0.65509509 
6.0 P2. 19.76 11S.A 0.682373 
6.0 3.0 10.67 11?.0 0.62272216 
6.0 6.0 14.00 84.0 0.46666664 
6.0 1?.0 9.33 96.0 0.31111,115 
6.0 24.0 5.60 33.6 0.18666673 
9.0 0.5 17.68 159.2 0.884?1093 
9.0 1.0 t .8O 151.2 0.84000003 
9.0 1.9 16.00 144.0 0.79999095 
9.0 P.0 15.27 137.5 0.76363641 
0.0 2., 14.61 131.5 0.73043403 
0.0 3.0 14.00 126.0 0.69999999 
9.0 6.0 1t.20 100.8 O..A00000 
q.0 1,.0 A.00 72.0 0.390901 
,. P4.0 .q09 45.8 0.25454545 
17.0 1.91.44 161.3 0.8q"90997 
12.0N 12.0 1.0 1.5 12.)2 I .44 195.1 149.3 0.86151441 0.A206'066 
I 2.0 2.07 . . 144.0 0.7009095 
1P.0 '.5 11.5q 139.0 0.77241379 
12.0 3.0 II.?0 . 134.4 0.74666667 
2.0 6.0 0).13 112.0 0.6P22P?30 
12.0-2.0 7.00 14.0 0.46666664 
12.0 ?4.0 4.67 56.0 0.31lll1 
25.O 0.5 10.14 162.6 0.90322570 
15.0 1.0 0.50 157.5 0.87000000 
I.0 1.5 10.18 192.7 0.84148475 
1 .0 P.O Q.88 148.2 0.8235294? 
15.0 2.5 9.60 144.0 0.80000007 
15.0 1.0 9.33 140.0 0.777777 85 
15.0 6.0 9.00 120.0 0.66666663­
15.0 I?.0 6.22 93.3 0.51851497 
1'.0 '4.0 4.31 64.6 0.3989744 .. 
1 .0 0.5 q.08 161.3 0.9008006 
.8.0 1.0' - - 3.4 I  pO.? - O.842104­
18.0 1 . '.62 15q.1 0.86 11441 
1,1.0 ... P.0 8.40 151.? 0.04000003 
18.0 2.5 R.20 147.5 0.81952?25 
1 .0 1.0 8.00 144.0 0.7q9)9995 
IS.0 h.0 7.00 126.0 0.69909009 
100 12.0 9.60 100.8 0.56000006 
18.0 ?4.0 4.00 72.0 0. 19090998 
P1.0 0.5 7.8I t64.1 0. 9116t13 
?1.0 1.0 7.64 160.4 0.Fl()090902 
2l.n I., 7.47 t56 .8 0.87111104 
It 1.0 '.l .30 I5 1.4 6.f'lI I it 
-' '.0 ' tap - IO.! .0144,'h 
~ - t .00 - -~ - IA f.0, . . i 'I 
!J ~~~M i; M_ M:.. _Mi:;I
2,.0 24.0 .73 7.4 o.0 ,, 
.
-?4, .. . . 0. 6.86 1154.6 0:91 66 . . . . . . . . . . ... 
24.0 1.0 6.72 1 A].3 0. S9)9907 
24.0 .... . . 1 .9 . . . . 6.59-- 198.1 0.87n43112 . ..... . 
'-"24.0 ?.0 6.46 165.1 0.6611,3841 
- 4 .0 - -2 .9 .34 .. . .. . q2 .2 - . .. . 0 .84 5?82 9 7 
-P4.0 3.60 6.22 149.3 0.82962966 
24.0 6.0 5.60 114.4 0.74666667 
" 4.0 1?.0 4A7 112.0 0.6PPPP?30 
24.0. 24.0 3. 90 ... .... 84.0 . . .. . .. 0.46666664 . . . .. .. . 
36.0 0.9 4.60 161).7 0.020547140 
36.0 1.0 4.54 161.5 0. 90810806 
16. 0 1 .5 4.4B 161.3 0. 19SQP')97 
36.0 2.0 4.42 1 cg .2 _ 0..99q421041 ..... . .- . . . 
36.0 P .9 4 .36 157. 1 0.R727P716 
36.0 3.0 4.31 155.1 0. 961 -384! ... . ... 
3.0 6.0 A.00 144.0 0.7991)qlOq 
16.0 IP. 0 3.50 IP6.0 0 .60911099 
16.0 24.0 P.SO " 100.8 0.16000006 
48.0 0.5 3.46 166.3 0.923711|30 
4q.0 I.11 3.39 162.9 0.90"05046 
4a.0 .. .. . . 0O. . . . 3.36 ... . .. 161.3 0.F09 0g997 
49.0 -­ ;." 73.33 1499.7 .O.BB7TI>865 
48.0 .. . ..3.0- 3 .?9 1 s8. 1 0 . 17f'3 1 32 
48 .0 0. .. . . 3.11 140.3 0.8?qF,296f 










0. Mtt1119 - 0.1566667 0.1017038 0.96153A4 0.8000000 0.7466667 
0.7000000"- O.r R8237 0.62'aPP4 0o.466666 0.3111112 0.18666 7 
0.8842109 0.8400000 0.F3000000 0.7636164 0.730434f) 0.7000000 
0.,600000 0O.4000000 - .P5545-5 0.B960000 0.8615384 0.qP9620)7 
0.10000n0 0.7724139 0.7466AA7 0 r,';2?23 0.4666666._0.3111112 
o .q012p5n ' 0.8750000 n-.R8484R-- O.RP35?94 -- .n000001 0.7777779 
0.b6656666 0.5199196 0.31,897415 0.901081 0 .8842104 0O.R61 53H4 
CA 0.4 000 0 --­ 2 0lSI.RnO000 0.7000000 "05600001 0.4000000 .. .. ............. ... 
0.9116p7s O.RlOlqOqO '.n71111tO0.0521739 0.8340426 0.8166667 
0.721,qpl0 O.'503QIQ4 0.413'9956 0.914P857 0.69060000 O.ATB4113 
LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE CLST) MISSION-SUCCESS APPORTIONMENT 
.. ITEM FNGINEERING JUOGMFNT FACTORS
 
....................... ......................................................................... . ..............
 
ITEM GN .ON INON
 
S , ITEM NAME CRITI- * INFLFXI- COM- , COST WEIGHT - ENVIRON- * REPLACE- , ITEM
 
* ITFM DESMEJ DESIGN 	 ­
* NO. CALITY RILITY PLEXITY a . MENT . ABILITY * POINT TOTAL.
 








I EXPERIMENT 10.00 8.00 a0.00 10.00 8.00 9.00 0.0 31.00 
2 STABIL. & CONTROL 10.00 5.00 10.00 9.00 4.00 7.00 0.0 71.00 
3 THERMAL 8.00 7.00 6.00 4.00 6.00 2.00 __ 10.00 83.00 
- - 4 	 STRUCTURE 9.00 5.00 5.00 10.00 10.00 5.00 20.00 52.00 




7 PRIMARY OPTICS £0.00 8.00 4.00 20.00 8.00 10.00 10.00 42.00
 
6 DATA HAND. r COMM. 8.00 1.00 9.00 5.00 1.00 

A DOCKING MECH. 10.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 7.00 4.00 1O.00 80.00 
O PNEUMATICS 10.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 0.0 £18.00 
-{ - r -;,, I- ' I .'' s'I7-----------------
I-" ./' I"ll! . , I' 
LAROE S:PACE TELESCOPE (LST) MIS91dON 'SUCCFS APPORTIONMENT 
AVAILARILIt'' GOALS 
................ .... 
* NO.* ITF'IA-' NAME 
. . . . 
i 
I EXPFRIMPN' . . 
.... ... .. . ..I'..... . ...... 
. "' 
j 0.800000, 0.700000' '. " 0.62P222 
. .. . .J........................... .............. .... ................................... 
. , , I , AVAILAqtLIITY APPORTIONMENTS 
. . L I. .............................................................. 
i I I '-I - I 










-4-"TRT '1 ...... ... 
'.1 
."-
0 .9 7 2 9 3 5 1 











" FLECTRIdAL' POWER ' 0.974221 "1 0.95c115 '0.945984 0.934391 0.924026 
-'6 nATA -hAND' 0' COMM. 
. . I 



















I DOCKING 'M'CH. .' , , ', 0.971900 - i .'i5s608 ', 0.045320 . ....... 0.q33589 00.923102 
9 PNFUMATICS - ' 0.961742 -- 0 .0 3 9 5 ? - 0.920404 0.903607 0.888676 
I, I 
SPACE TELESCOPE (LSTF MISSION SUCCESS APPORTiflNMENT '--­-LARGEr 
* 	 AVAILABILrTY GflALS * 0.466667 0.3111 * 0.186667 * _ 0.103704 __ * 0.861538 
............................................................................................................................ 
* NO. * ITEM NAME . AVAILAflILITY APPORTIONMENTS 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
I EXPERIMFNT . . . ..0.965603 0. 47789 0.95813 0.901155 .993179 
- 2 SZT-AdILl. 67tTPOLU 0-.922963--------.R84426 - 0.8-3160~ --- -0.787909- 0-'.984446& 
3 THERMAL -- 0.91054P .....- 0.866258 0.813920 0.756797 0.981841
 
.. - -STPUCTIQE 0.942977 0.913978 0... 0.839808
..087 709 	 0.988584
 
-....--F-LECTRIcCA p 0.914664-........---- 0.872273 .. 21652 0 . 7 6 7 0 2 .. . . .i 709 .
 
.4---DATA HAND.- CMM. 0.874273 0.813C060.. . . 0.743861 '0.67063 0.974068
 
7-P "IPVOTICS 0;953685 0.929925 0.q00033 -- 0.8688 0.990770 
. - O CKING MECH. .. 0 913632 .. 0.870765 . .. . -0.819611 0.764458 0.982492 ­
0.672894 .. ... ... 0.974283 -­9 - PNEUMATIC . . . 0.87926! . 0.815369 0.745713 

(LST) MISSION SUCCESS APPORTIONMENTLARO SPAC Tj'EECOPE 

° S e ' 4 e 4 4
 
...aeoeoo 61eo~eI~o eeo4.




 .... 2 ..
* 0.700000 . _ 658824 . 41 • . .. 4.. ....
' 0.800000 0.746667 . . . .. . ................
. .. ....
AVAtLABILITY GOALS .. . .. . . .. . ..... .. .... 

AVAILABI LITY APPORTIONMENTS



























0.029,7 ..... 0.077746 0.972897 4. 'TRUCTURE " 









. 7. PRIMARY OPTICS 0.986211 0.Q91987 0.978051 

0.051745 .0..945320




. .0. 61742 .. . 0.950212 . . . . 9-- PNFUtATICS .
 
- LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE (LST) MISSION SUCCESS APPORTIONMENT 
AVAItA'ILITY 














.... ...... . .... . 020258 
.. . . . . . .. .... ...........................
.*?26 .2 . .. .... ........0. .3  1 
EPR I4FNT - - 96960i 0).q47?8q -- - .9 i9ta3 
STABIL. 'CONIROL .9?2963 0 n8442n 6.133160 
THERMAL " 0.010542 0.866258 0.813520 -. 
STRUCTURE .. ... 0.94 977--------0.93 9?8.... .. 087870 
..... .. 
90 9 













S-ELEfCTRIfCAL -POWER ........ 
6-DATA HAND. & COMM, 
7 PRIMARY OPTICS 


























LARGE: SPACE TELESCOPE (LST) MISSION SUCCFSS APPORTIONMENT 
....................................................................................................... 
* AVAILARILITY GOALS__ 0.80000 . 0,O763636. 0.730435 * 0.700000 * 0.560000 
* NO, . ITEM NAME 
........ ............................................................. 
I FVPFnIMM.NT 








0.987692 0.985678 0.983753 
0.972034 0.967500 0.963178 




4 STRUCTURE.... .. ...... 00.982976099 0797897 0.956315 
5 FLECTRICAL POWER .........0.974222 
6-- DATA HAND. ' COMN . .. 961424 
SP---PRIIMARY- OPTICS 0.986211 
... DOCKING MFC11, 0.q73900 




























LARGE SPACF TELESCOPE (LST) MISSION SUCCESS APPORTIONMENT 
* AVAILArIILITY 
* Nfl . * TFM 
GOALS 
B. . e , 
NAME 
* 




. . * 
0.254545 0.896000 * 
• *.. . . . . . . . . . . .; P P T¢ M N T 
AVAILARILITY APPORTIONMENTS 
0.61538 * 0.829630 
. .*N 
-I 5l(PEIlaFNT-- 0.958792-
? STAI-L:. CONTROL 0.908119 
3 THERMAL:- 0.893446 
. --STRUCTURE .0.931 
. ELECTRICAL POWER 0.898310 
-'-6- ATA-HAND.-& COMM .0.850834 
S- PRIMARY OPTICS - . 0.944581 
18 DOCKING MECH.. 0.89709? 






































-- ~~~~~ - - - - -- - - ­
LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE CLST) MISSION SUCCESS APPORiTIONMENT
 
* AVAILA~rLIrY GOALS * 0.800000 * 0.772414 * 0.746667 . -- 0.622222 _a 0.46666? .­
. NO. * ITEM NAMF o AVAILABILITY APPORTIONMENTS
 
. .............. ............. ..........................................................................................
 
-0.9136673- 0.978446 0.660
I 'FXPeRIME.NT - -0.989804 - ---- 0.9F8210 
2 STARIL. £ CONTROL--------- 0.076802 0.973203 0.909739 0.951319 0..422963 
3 TllrRMAL. . 0.972935 0.968746 0.964716 0.943328. 0.91,0542' 
.. 4 "-STRU CTUPE. .. . ... ...Og2987 "-0:903030 . .977746 0.964109 0.942977 
.q74222 0.1)70229
.S -ELrCTRI-CAL POWEr ............ . 0.96A387 . . 0.945984 .. ... . 0.914664
 
S6DATA HANO.& -CM5 .- . 0.961424-........ 0.955495 0..4980t- . O.9t4758 -- 0.874273 
... 7 2. IOPTICS .. 1087 0.970910 0.953685 ......PRIMARY .... 0.984060 

... O-'nnCKNG MFCH. 0.973900 0.969858 0.9r9.69 0.945320 . 0.913632
 
9-'PNEIJMATICS .- --..---. 0.961742 0.955861 - - 0.50?12 - . 0.920404 .... 0.875261
 
- - -LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE (LST) MISSION SUCCESS APPORTIONMENT 
AVATLARILtTY GOALS 0.311111 0.903226 .0.87.000 0.84S48 0.823529 
......................................................................................................................... 
'ND. * ITEM NAME * AVAILAnILITY APPORTIONMENTS 
.................................. . .... 
..... .... .... .... ...... ............ ............. .... ...




3 THERMAL 0.866258 





































'8" DOCKfNG MECH 
... PNEUMATICS 























NO. * ITEM NAME 
-I -EXPEPIMENT-----------0.981)804 0.08852 I.8S51 0.7270.9 4039
 
P STA3IL. & CONTROL 0.976802 0.973912 0.95q24B 0.933249 0.897841
 
- 3 THERMAL ..	 7P935 0.969570 0.951365 0.922416 .0882 36 
. S...C. . .. 0.9A2957 0.9801i26 0.969247 0.950662 	 0.924110
 




-- 6 -DATA HAND-COMMT. .......0.961424 ..... 0.996661 0.931013 	 0.90664 

0.959957 0.938242
7 PRIMAOY-OPTICS .0.986211 00.984484 0.975087 
8-- DOCKING MECH. 0.973900 0.970654 0.953081 0.925112 0.885660 
0.891531 0.836024 




.LARGE SPACE TELrSCO (L)' 





. . . ....................
. ......
.. ...





O OAVAILABILITY 0.884210 . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .
GOALS . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .
. . .
 
....... . . . . 
AVAILAqILITY APPORTIONMFNTS
 
* NO. * ITEM NAME 

.................. 
 ... .. ................................................................................................
 






0.089912 . ... 0.987139098 0.979281

-" --2STARIL.-& CONTROL .. 0.984446 0.981828
0-9913 










E4LSTRUCTURE 0.92602 0.99055 0.0584 







- ELECTRICAL POWER 

. D-ATA HAND. & COMM. 0.<83150 0.978539' . 0.74068 

__070 237- 0.90770 0.989210 0.987691
 








... .. 0.969980 









LARGE SPACF TELESCOPE (LST) MISSION SUCCESS APPORTIONMENT 
S ...... ....ILITY GOALS 0.00000 * 0.700000 060000 * ... .400000 ....*.. 0..11628 
* NO.* ITEM NAME AVAILABILITY APPORTIONMENTS 
I -XPFRIMENT OQ. O-804 0.983751 0.9737?3 0..58792 .9957-60 
2 TARIL. C CONTROL" 0.076802 0.963178 0.040834 0.008119 0.90315' 
3 THErMAl 0.972935 0.957090 0.931186 0.893446 0.98868-
A STRUCTURE --0.982957. . 0.972897 0.956315 .. 931845 0.992598 
S ELECTPRCAL POWER -0.974222 .... . '0.-591 s . . 0.934391 0.898310 0.989230 
6 ­--DATA HAND. -C COMM. . 0.960424 0.939016 0.90Pn31 0.850834 0.983821 
7 PRIMARY OPTICS 0.986211 0.978051 0.964565 0.944581 0.994260 
A--DOCKING MFCH. 0.973900 0.958608 0.9339589 0.897092 ...... 0.980094 
0 PNEUMATICS 0.961742 0.93955? 0.903607 0.851989 0.983956 
LARGE SPACE TELESCOPF (LST) MISSION SUCCESS APPrRTIONMFNT
 
* 	 AVAILABILITY GOALS 0.89000 * 0.87111 0.852174 a 0.834043 , 0.816667 
..................................................... ....................................................................................... 
* NO. ° ITFM NAME 	 AVAILAnILITY APPRTIONMENTS
 
I FXPFRMENT .. 0.994709 .. .. 0.9q3683 0.926 . . 0.991700 0.. 74. 
2 "CONTR .... .----.­ 87923 '. .,9850.9 .983315 ...... 981093 .0.978923.. . 
THER95L 0'.Oq6897 0.983176 0.980522 0.977933 0.975405 
. --4-STRUCTURE O,991141 0.989426 0.987752 0.9861t7 0.984519 
--- EECTRICAL 'POWER.. 966572 -0. 98.3980 0..O81 452 0.978985 ... 0..976-76 
6 OAfAHAND. COqti 0.970841 0.975967 0.97?103 0.968514 0.964926­
7 PRIMARY OPTICS 0.992800.991451 0.990096 0.988772 0.987478 
. .- DOCKING MECH. 0.986403 0 C)0.83779 0.9lp20 0.978722 0.976283 
9 PNEUMATICS 0.90009 0.976167 0.Q72423 0.968774 0.q65215 
LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE CLST) MISSION SUCCESS APPORTIONMENT __ 
* 
AVAILABILITY 
NO. * ITEM 
GOALS 
NAME 
* 0.725926 o.sq3930 * 0.435556 * 
AVAILABILITY AP"ORTIONMENTS 


















S'ELECTRICAlPOWE R ... 
- DATA HAN & C(M 
7 PRIMARY OPTICS 




0.063206 -. .. 0.940848 
0.94S006 0.912245 


















LARGF SPACE TELESCOPE (LST) MISSION-SUCCESS APPORTIONMFNT 





* NO. - ITFM NAME AVAILABILITY APPORTIONMENTS 
................................................ ................................................................................................ 
I FXPEI.MENT 0.904065 . .0931 79 0.<92310 0.991459 0.986673 
2 STAfiL.- G CdNTROL-- -- 0.8q6459 .. .0.9R4446 0.482475 . . ----­0.b80546 -.-... .. 0.969739 
3 THERMAL .. .. . 0.984108 0.981841 0.979S44 0.977295 0.9647t6 ---­
.... 4- STRUCTURE 0.99040.988504 0 0.9 7135 0.985714 0;977746 
..- ELECTRICAL"-POWR 0.9944 .06982709 0.980520 .. 0..978378 0.966387-. .... 
6 DATA HAND. COCMM. .. 7t408 0.97406- - '0.97080? . 0o967608 0.949801 
7- PPIMARY OTfCS 0.991967 0. 9 90770 o 0.9890 6 0.988446 0.981987 
8 -DOCKING MECIH. . .. 0.984755 . . 0.982492 0.980276 .0.978107 ...... 0.965969 
-- PNEUMATICS 0.977596 . .. .974 2A83 - -­ 0. 971044 0.967876. .. 0.950212--­
LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE (LST) MISSION SUCCESS APPORTIONMFNT
 
......................................................................... 
AVAILABILITY GOALS * 0.466667 *020548 9022222 * 0.908108 * 0.896000 
.................................................................................... 




I - EXPERIMENT .0.78446 0.965603 --- 0.996205 0.995583. 0.94969 . 
2 STABIL. , CONTOnL '--0.051319 0.922963 0.991330 0.989912 0.986516 
3 THqPMAL 0.943320 0.910542 0.989672 0.988217 0.986588 
4 STRUCTUR. 0.964109 ....... 0.94297" 0.9q3643 0.992602 0.901576 
9 ELFCTRICAL -POWER 0.945984 -- 0.914664 0.990358 0.988782 0.987230 
6- DATA HAND. £-COMM....... 0.91979Y 0.874273 0.985511 0.083150 0.980826 
7- PRIARY-OPTICS --... .... 0.970910 0.953685 0.994862 0.994020 .0.993190 
S- DOCKING MECH.' 0.945320.. . 0.013632 0.990?36 0.998641 0.987069 
. '-PNEUMATIC- .......... 00.920404. . 0.875261 0.985632 0.983290 0.980986 
-- ---
-LARiG AC ELFSCP CLST)- MISSION UCES APPORT I ONMC NT - - ­
.... .... ... .... .... 
...
 
.... .... .... ... 
















I - FXPEPIMENT- ....--.----- 0.094364. 0.903767 	 0.993179 

0.q84446 0.976802 0.963178
2 - STAIL.,&'CONTROL- . . '0.987139 0.985783 

0.972935 0.9S7090
0.9349832 0.983400 . 0..9R18 41 







. FLCTRICAL-POWER .0.985701 0.984194 0.982709 0.974222 0.959115 
S 6--OATA HAND; -- COMM. - ... 0.978539 .......... 0.976266 . . .. .. 0.97406 ...... .... 0.961424 -- 0;939056 
7 PRIMARY OPTICS 0.Q99372 0.991,65 	 0.990770 0.986211 0.97805.
 
0.983995 0.982402 .0.973900 	 0.958608
 
- R-DOCKING MECH. 	 0.985521 
......
.-- 0.976483-- 0.974283 0.961742 0.939552
 
-- -PNEUMATICS--	 0.07A717 

. . ... . ... . .
S_ _ - .. . .	 -.... ...
-S. 

- - - -- -- 
- -










.. .. .. ..... 
­
. .... ................. 

T APRT ONMENTS-










O.91688 0.990618 0.989561 .. 85 . .






4.. S- 0,'56315..... 0 993905 .... 




-- 0.03439t 0.990755 
.984326 0.982566 0.980826 













... 9--PNEULMAT ICS - O.903607 '0.996223- 0.984457 .. 98271 
-
--.------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -- - - ­
-
- 4~- - - - - -- - - - -- --- - - - - - - - - ­
---------------------
LARGE 	SPACE TELESCOPE (LST) MISSION SUCCESSAPPbRTIONMENT
 
. - .AVAILAtIILITy GOALS ,. 0.887|29 * O.878431 0.829630 * 0-746667 .__0.622222 ,.. 
..................................... ...... ...................................................................... ................... 
* NO. * ITEM NAMF AVAILAILITY APPORTIONMENTS 
...................................................................................................................... 
1EPE ET - - - - -- - .9410.906090.004555 0.-90967 0"901450 . .9.--..-------Zh4W6 
&_-STATL.CONTOL-- - '987481 0.9864J9 0.90546 . 0.969739..9- ­
3 	THERMAL 0.985381 0.984188 0,077295 0.964716 0.943328
 
TT ----...... ..... ...9..06... 09857 0.977746 .464109
I.C 

... -FLETRICAL WER'-'- 0.986081 0.984944 
 0.978378 0.966387 .0.945984
 
6 DATA HAND. CdMM. 0.979107 0.977408 0.967608 0.949801 0.919758­i 

.... PREMAPY OPTICS 
 O;9925 70 O99t97 . O98046 0.981987 "0"970910
 
..-. 	 R-DOCKING-'MECH .. 0.985906 0.984755 0.978107 0.965969 ... .0. q45320
 
9 PNFUMATICS 0..792.-1 0.077596 0.067376 0.050212 0.q20404
 
IAO/LST/SHUTTLE - M T B F APPORTIONMENTS ---... ....-.-.. 
LST MTTF SHUTTLF DELAY UJTIME RATIO SUASYSTEM MTAF APPORTIONMENTS (IN HOURS) . 
(MONTHS) (MONTHS) FOR SYSTEM -STA8IL G CONT ELECT. POWER COMM/DATA HAND PNEUMATiCS 
3.0 0.- 0.709999952 107364.6 96492.? 64057.q 64600.9 
3.0 1.0 0.699q48R 76769.4 689Q1.7 4580°.3 46189.3 
3.0 1.5 0.62?272304 64922.2 58347.8 3873i.1 39063.4 
3.,0- p.0... 0.560000067 59027.7 ... 53050.2? -- 3518o.2' 35c16.7 
1.0 2.9 0.S0001079 q5764.0 501t7.1 13271.0 3355?.9 
3.0 3.0 0.466666639 5R5188.4 _+48431.3 - 3911.- 32424.3 .... 
3.0 6.0 0.311111450 57762.5 47419.5 31480.1 31746.9 
3.0 2.0 0.186666667 611 3.9 54979.0 3649n.7 36808.0 
3.0 P4.0 0.103701797 81553.1 73204.5 40657., 49070.1 
-6.0 0.1 0.8613n410 ... ..298539.7 268307.6 178120.0 179629.6 
...60 IO 0.799999952 214729.6 - -192984.6 18119.8 129201.7 
6.0 . . . 1.5 0.746666670 175733. _ _1 157937.4 - 104849.1 -- 105737.6- .... ........ ... 
6.0 2.0 O.6qqqq988 153530.8 137983.4 91602.5 92378.6 
6.0 2.51 0.658821729 139427.7 125308.4 83t19.0 A.83893.0 
6.0 3.0 n.622222364 129844.2 11669,. 77470.1 78126.7 
6.0 6.0 0 . 4 666 63q 107776.7 ... 96862.5 64303.7 64948.6 
6.0 12.0 0.311111152 1055?4.8 94l38.8 62960.? 63493.8 
6.0 -4.0 - .1866667P7 122347.7 10998.1 7P997.3 73615.9 
9.0 0.5 O.F184210-27 52-427.5 474914.1 315270.8 31791.4 
Q.0 1.0 0.840000013 192507.3 352841.0 234139.1 2362?4.2 
0).0 1.5 0.79090052 322004.4 289476.- 19?173.7 193802.6 
9.0 -2.0 n.761636410 - 7q221.4 250945.6 ..... t66594 .1 168006.0 
.. 0.0 2.5 0.730434939 250603.3 225225.7 149519.6 150796.6 
Y 9O0.0 3.0 0.60990088 23096.2 ?06975,. 137403.8 138568.0 
9.0 6.0 0.560000002 - 177083.1 1.....159150.7 10"654.7 106550.1 
9.0 ?.0 0.390090976 15h178.7 140q02.2 91599.0 94393.1 
.0 ?4.0 0.254549540 165009.1 148171.? 98498.9 99333.2 
I2.0 0.5 0."5090069 ... 770160.3 700257.6 464877. .. 4b8816.6 
IP.0 1.0 0.1161538410 597079.4 516615.? 396240.1 359259.2 
l?.0 1..; 0.A?96?29660 494756.4 4446q4.6 295100.4 297692.2 ---- _ ._ 
1'.0 P.0 0.79')099952 429459.2 385969.2 216231.6 258403.4 
12.0 2.5 0.772413700 384353.9 349431.5 ?2320.4 231263.8 
12.0 3.0 0.746666670 351466.1 315874.9 209695.2 ?11475.2 
12.0 6.0 0.621222304 ... 2568.6 2 1339 1.0 . 14940.3 156253.4 
12.0 12.0 0.466666619 21515.4 19172?.0 192507.4 129697.2 
1:,.0 24.0 0.311111152 211049.7 189677.6 125920.4 126987.6 
15.0 0.5 .Q032257$0 1042405.0 936n45.2 62193a.1 62720.4 
15.0 ..... .0 8O°75000O $20p92.6 717131., 4R997.6 493604.7 
15.0 t.5 0.94944755 687410.1 610791).6 410153.1 413611.1 
16.0 2.0 0.A23SP14;2 50343.6 511651 .I 35791.6 360622.7 
1.0 . 0.q00000072 536824.1 4H24r1.5 320209.6 321004.2 
25.0 3.0 0.777777A91 490268.1 440h2?0.3 292512.7 294901.0 
19.0 6.0 0.666666627 39452.6 318621.4 211522.1 213314.3 
1 .0 1,.n 0.985018967 281399.2 252909?.' 167893.5 160316.4 
15.0 24.0 0.3589'4157 260572.8 214185.7 5'i4",7.8 156785.4 
28.0 0.- 0.00810R056 131373A.0 I110r04.0 781428.6 71)0472 .0 
18.0 1.0 0.98421040 105950.0 ')4082.1 630598.0 635902.9 
1n.0 2.5 0.q615938410 895619.p 904922. 534360.1 5388189.8 
1.0 .0) 1.1140000031 7891'°4. 7 YoCP?.0 468478.2 472446.4 
18.0 '.9 OB110512248 70498P2.I h63493*1 4206;0.? 424184.6 
I2I.0 3.0 0 ll 1 11 .4'iIR 8.9 l,,rill . .I ~'I . "I- %.1X 
1A.0 r.0. a 0 ).69')qqSR 460502.6 413050.3 274607.6 277136.0 
18.0 !2.0 0.560000062 354166.1 318301of 211309.4 213100.1 
18,0___C 24.0 0.390909076 313757.4 201984 18719.8 1688786.1 
21 -'0 0. .. 0.911627629 1590619.0 1429536.b 940022.4 957063.2 
21.0 1.0 0.890909016 1303676.0 . 1171657.0 ......­777824.9 .... 784415.6 
2t.0 .5 0471111035 1116198.0 1003120.4 669043.2 671'iq7.6 
21.0 P.0 0.852173065 084197.4 .... 884529.4 ... 587209.6 - 092186.0 
21.0 2.. 0.834042600 886419.2 796656.7 528871.9 533353.7 
21.0 3.0 0°.166t6663 811171.8 729026.? 483976.1 4I8077.8 
21.0 6.0 0.725025922 576998.6 518560.6 344259.9 347177.4 
21.0 1P.0 0.593919424 433582.9 389676.1 25860?.7 260885.1 
P1.0 24.0 0.43155637 370612.4 333082.4 -- P 121.7 22 995.7 
24.0 0.5 0°14285660 1871445.0 1681931.0 1116575.0 -- 1126039.0 
24.0 1.0 0.80109968 2558320.0 1400515.0 9?0754.6 937633.2 
94.0 O.10 87R431320 .... 1346647.0 1210281.0 . 803463.q 8t,0?72.6 
?4.0 . .0 0.861,38410 11)4191.0 1073230.0 712480.1 718518.4 
24.0 2.5 0.845282072. 1070100.0 ... 9e907°6 643887.6 649344.2 _ 
24.0 3.0 0.120629660 898012.9 n89309.2 . .0380.0 5053B4.6 
24.0 6.0 0.746666670 702932.? 631749.8 419396.4 - . 42950.6 
24.0 ?1.0o-- '0.6222??304 . 519377.2 466782.1 309880.6 312106.8 
24.0 24.0 0.466666639 43t106.8 3R7450.1 257214.8 299304.6 
36.0 0.50.020547903 3017953.0 2712147.0 .. 1800626.0 . .1815886.0 
36.0 1.0 0.908109056 2627476.0 2361408.0 1567697.0 t580044.0 
16.0 - -5 08959)9968 -'- 2337481.0 . 2100773.0 . . 1394631.0 1406449..0 
36.0 ?.0 0.984210406 2113700.0 1699656.0 1261116.0 1271809.0 
... 0 2.5 0.07272716 t135875.0 1739839.0 . 1150250.0 1164805.0 
36.0 3.0 0.06153q410 1791239.0 1601845.0 1068720.0 1077777.0 .... 
16.0 6.6 0.7999999- 128877.0 . .771220.2 
36.0 11O 0.609999998 021t5.1 827900.7 . 54 615.3 554?72.0 
16.0 -. -.24.0 0.560000062 708332.3 - 636603.0 422618.8 426200.2 
4A.0 0.5 0.023711300 4t83527.0 3754,70.0 249604I8.0 2917200.0 
46.0 1.0"- 0.014285660 3742800.0 3363863.0 233150.0 2252079.0 
48.0 I.5 0.905050457 3396316.0 3052177.0 2026366.0 2043543.0 
4q.0 
44.0 
.. .. 0 
?.5 
























49.0 24.0 0.62P22304 1038754.4 933164.1 619761.? 625013.6 
Appendix Subsection 3B
 






ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUE AND SAMPLE PROBLEM:
 
In order to aid in the understanding of the analytical approach suggested
 
for this study, the following simple example is presented. Consider a system 
composed of one vehicle with failure rate (A); repair rate §h) and repair per­
centage (7r). The states for this system can be given as: 
(1) The vehicle is up. 
(2) The vehicle'is down with a failure which can be repaired.
 
(3) The vehicle,is down with a failure which cannot be repaired.
 
It can readily be seen that the vehicle cannot be in more than one of these
 
states at any time (mutually exclusive states) and that there are no other pos­
sible states (at least for the present scope of the problem) in which the vehicle
 
can be (mutually exhaustive states). *
 
The problem can now be represented by the state transition diagram given
I 
below (Figure 2). +
 
Figure 1 
* 	 See Definitions Section for detailed definitions. 
+ 	 In order to simplify the state diagrams utilized in this study the "self 





The directed edges between states in Figure 1 indicate The approximate prob­
ability of making a transition from state "i" to state "j" (e.g.. 1--v2) in the small 
time interval At given that We start in state "i" at time "t". Thus the proba­
bility of being in a specific state at a time "t +d t" is equal to the probability 
of beingthere at time "t" and remaining until "t +At"; plus the probability of 
being in another state at time "t" making a transition in "At" and ending there 
at "t +St". Specifically if we can write the probability that we are in state 
2 at time "t +At" as: 
Rearranging terms we obtain: 
Taking the limit on both sides as 4 t -0 (and thus replacing ourapproximation 
with the exact answer) we obtain:
 
ate 
In a similar manner we obtain the following set of differential equations: 
49 







where (P(t)) is the current state vector and (A) is just the transpose of the 
transition matrix (Y). That is: 
tAT 
K)iplying that: [IT 
Notice that the matrix (A) is a stocastic matrix, that is the sum of the column
 




The difficulty now results in solving the matrix equation. One method of 
solving the problem exactly is to take the laplace transform of each of the indi­
vidual equations to yield a set of linear homogenous algebraic equations which 
are then solved by standard techniques, and then take the inverse transform. 
This technique is exact, however, the solutions are exceedingly difficult to
 
obtain especially if the number of states is large. (Solving this simple 3 state
 





Another technique is to write the matrix equation as a simple differential
 
equation implying solutions of the form:
 




Here the answer is approximated by taking a number of terms of the series.
 
This solution, however, converges slowly for large mission times so a large number
 
of terms must be used - thus it is not considered suitable for our application.
 
A third method of solution for the problem is given in Reference (b) and involves
 
the use of a matrix of the form:
 
or [A [-I] jNt
 
or LMI [1] + CN3 4t
 
-
Where A t is of the order of 1 x 10 3 and then raising the matrix to a very high
 
power (9 105) to bring the time within the range of the mission time. This
 
method converges very rapidly and has been programmed and used successfully for
 
problems with as many as 50 states and mission times approaching twenty years.
 









(a) Multi-State effectiveness Markov Models -
This is the technique suggested to mathematically model the proposed 
vehicles and missions. These models break down the vehicles' inter­
action for each phase of the mission into mutually exclusive and
 
mutually exhaustive states. Transitions from individual states to
 
other states in the model are indicated by the product of the failure 
rate (A) and the repair percentage (7r) for repairable failures, and 
by the product (I-7 )) for non-repairable failures (See Figures 2 & .3). 




(b) System State -

A state of a system is a collection of failure and successful events
 
describing a particular system condition. (See Figures 2 & 3). 
(c) Mutually Exclusive States -
Aset of system states is mutually exclusive if the intersection of each 
state in the set with all other states is the null set (i.e. 0 = set 
containing no elements). This condition constrains the model so that 
the system cannot be in more than one state at any time. 
(d) Mutually Exhaustive States -

A set of system states is mutually exhaustive if the union of this set
 
with the set of all possible system states is the set itself. This con­
dition constrains the problem so that the system can be in no state
 
other than the set of states given in the model.
 
DEFINITIONS - (Continued) 
(e) Repair Percentage (t) -
The fraction, of all possible failures which can occur on the vehicle 
which can be repaired is the repair percentage. Thus if it is known 
that on a particular vehicle 9 out of 10 failures which may occur can 
be repaired, the repair percentage for that barticular vehicle is .90. 
(f) Initial Condition Vector (P(to)) -

The vector containing the initial probability of being in each of the 
"N" states at the start of the problem (i.e. at t = to) as its "N" 
components is called the initial condition vector. The initial con­
dition vector is usually taken to be, (1,0,0 .............. 0) implying
 
that the system started in the all up condition.
 
(g) Current State Vector (P(t)) -
The vector containing the probability of being in each of the "N" 
states at a current time "t" is called the current state vector. 
(h) Transition Matrix (M) -
The matrix containing the transition rate from state "i" to state "j" 









THIS IS CASE NU'BER 2
 
N MAXRUN MAXPHS MAXSLE KMCOE
 
. 2 -1-.. . .4 _ _ _ -.. 
- _ _ _ _ ___ 
... 
THE H VALUES F0R EACH PHASE ARE­
.1 0000E-1 .ICC OQE.iOQCO.ICo1o0o0E-rP_1_., 9OQOF_-0tO.sI0000_E-_O 
0.10000E-01 0.!C000F-0i 0.1000OE-0L 0.I0000E-01 
l.0QLOOQ.Ot OO~O.00IQ.JOOOErp--
-
THE INITIAL CONDITION VECTOR Is -
STATE I 1.0000 
STATE 2 0.0 
STATE 2 = 0.0 
STATE 4 - 0.0 
STATE = 0.0 
STATE 6 = 0.0 
C/ISTATE 7 0.0 











STATE 10 0.0 
... STATE-'-O --' .0 
-.- 0 ... _0.... 
0 0 0 
. O.... 0 . 0 
I 0 0 
-_ 
















I = 4380.00 HOURS 
2 4380.00 HOURS3.--4E.(O0 - HOURS 
_______ 




































0.0 OsIOOOCE 01 
WI-EN G IS 1. THE STATE VECTCR IS 0 
STATE I = 0.9613 
STATE 2 = 0.0366 
STATE 2 = 0.0007 
STATE 4 C 0.0000 
STATE 5 0.0000 
STATE 6 = 0.0000
 
STATE 7 = 0.0000
 
SiATE - = 0o.000
 
STATE 9 - 0.0000
 









. .. . -,w_ . ... ..- ..-. ... .. .. . ..-. .. ...- . .
 
THIS IS RUN NUMBER 2 WITHJUT SH .TLE 
L-A M-L AM I--LAM2--IA MS-L-A MR-
0-50-60---- ,ra4E05r--0-,rAO 04 -­ 0" 
LA A---P I---
3-Eft-0 -- 0r l E 
PI*--AMO4 
0 0r6 4 & 
A 
























0. - "0 I4! E-06 
0.0 0.14t51E-06 














-------- --- r--0 
0.42019-03 0.709P4F-04 0.51767E-05 
0.069 11 E-O0-.--O-r2654ft7-00-O -2627F-
0.0 0.78400F 00 0.1697SE 00 
0--0-- -0.0- '0.q9t II.-0--O. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 




0-3 54613-2-- 06 105 01, 
0.3?174F-01 0.AO05IF-01 
286i4- ------ O.14 0 S 1 6 -0 
0.q8'39SE 00 0.140'2E-01 
0* 0 - r 1 00002.-0"I 
-
.--...... WHEN-G--IS-I .- THE-GTATP VECTnR-I5--- -
- S T A T E I = 
- - -3-AT r-r--"--
0 . 90095 ­ -- - - - - - - - - ­ - - - - - - - - - - - -
004 -
-. 
. . . . . . . . 
. .. . . . 
STATW 4 - 0.0000 
STATE 6-- 0.0000 -" 
- ----
AT TIMF = 18000.00 EN) OF 
STA TE-NO-------STATE P03-M0~N.40~lB 
0.9130308'3 
----............0127O 











1 2 1-7 
WIEN G IS I, THE STATE vEcTOR 15 0
 
STATE 1 = 0.9950 
STATE 2 = 0.0042 
STATE 3 = 0.0007 
STATE 4 0.0000 
STATE E = 0.0000 
STATE 6 = 0.0000 
STATE e = 0.0000 
STATE 8 = 0.0000, 
STATE S 0.0000. 
STATE IF--:0.6000 
'!61
Al ItE-JW f---I'.OI7- " 

STATF,NO. STATE PROS. 
I O.980g~oIE741 




_ MODE PROS. 
0.999227703 











0.000039C 3 6 
0.000022544 




















ST-___EXPECTED_.TMME IN MODE I FCP IHIS PHASE = 4332.0Dl_ 
0.42500S-07 0.75000E-00 0.0 0.0 




. S000C2 07 ------
0.0 0.0 0.150002-06 0.0 
0.50.54=.o6 
- _ i____ 
00 0.0 0.0 0.22920E-04
.79 795E-07 
_________________________________ 





















0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.450002-07 0.0 
0.0 O,O 0.0 
- .0 ,.JZ7AA I.fz t_.- 3j o: =A§ .0.0 00 0.0 
0 .37441E-. C311 C7.__ 7c- a 
-- 0.10000E 00 0.0 0.0, 
. ... 0.0~ - 0.0, _ _ _ 
_ _ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 





























-- MODE0F: = FL.O. O 
.... . -" . . . .... OO___ .-
__ 
- -- - - -- - -
---
O.*9soOE 00 0.42208C-02 
_.6948-OE±.-.7.__0.2914.F-0.4 



















0 . 11011 ... 
0.02H74-66 
C.24F613273E-67 





















0 * Ie44C3O- 0il.. •7s748- 02--....... 
0.3274E-t6 0.117721--6P 0.20i99E-69 
0 .t64A4F-6q_ 0.7974F'- CA_.. 
0 .30769E-t3 C . 7846-C-66 0.1333EE-66 
0.3625E-67 .... 30(,2PE- 0 .... 
0.3,7b42-C63 C.78465F-64, 0.13338F-f(6 
0.362q-,0-07 
.0062E--01____, 































O6OT~W~rA~rr177n -i o 60=-	 K -
STATE NO. STATE" PROS. MODE NO. MCOE PROS.
 
1 0.963433385 1 0.998470187
 
__2 _ 0.032711662 2 0.00007422q"
 
3 0.o02 3 0,O.0 2-1624
 




6 0.00003P862 ___ ______ --. .....
 
7 0. 0000224 6 
8 -- 00029466 	 _______________________ 
9 o.000O000
 
1O O. O0 1?03PA I -....... 
 ...
 
THE EXPECTED TIMF IN MODE I FOR THIS PHASE-- 4329.2.35 -_ 
0.0 O.42500E-07 0.75000E-8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
____ _ 0.0 _____ _ .10o00o o13 ___________....________
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 C.E0000fE-07 	 I " 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.l5000E-06 0.0 - 00 	 0.04000E- O .475COE-06 
0 .0 C.50954E- 06 0.0 -04 	 0.45000-07 0.0.6--0.0 o.095- - J" 0 	 0 .. 922  0.0 .. 
.0 	 0. -07 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.t1460E-04 0.45000E-07 0.0 
0.0 0.79-5?F--C 7 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.460000-07 0.0 
0,0 ______ C. 7q@52<- O-7 	 .. . ... ... . 
0.0 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
____o .37441E60 0. 	 _______________C•3! l0=97E--0&___________-_______ 	 ___ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_____0 .37441 E -... C .31 Q7TQ6. 
0.10000E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
.. .. 0 clo0
 
0.0 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- MODE-,-0 
-- _--, . .... M0O'r_. jtS AN__QU_-__eo__ 	 ...s--
......- .... oD. , --_.._.0 	 I NOT REPRODUCIBLE __ 
.. . . .M00E-.3 -= ,O_-	 ... .
 
. ... . .. M00F_, 4_ . 0 _ 0____ __.... 	 ...... .____As 
-4__ ___ ___ ___ --___ -----	 - - -- -- - -- -
0.O950IE 00 0.42288F-02 0. 70'563E-03 0.28378E-05 0.19020r-05 0.63846E-06 0.t61SE-05 0.t694(E-04
 
____ .694Q09 7. Q0_,29.1_46Fr-04 -_........ 	 !
 
0.0 C.99501 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
-. -_0..  . qQgTe- 0___........ .......... 	 ......... .......-- ­
0.2641 C-C5 0.13272r-67 0.88868E 00 0.54120E-02 0.57472E-02 0.29000-02 0 .42099E-02 0.44164F-01
 
. 0,tBl0E -b - C.48810 -0l .. ...-.-........-........ ............ . ....
 
0.82874r-6C C. 1 t77P,--68 0.201 9qE-69 0.9812E-01 0.42832E 00 0.45949E 00 0.44031E-02 0.24066F-71 
0.e 484r-69 ___ 0.7074Pr-02 .. . ..... .... ....... ...... ..-. . ....... 
0.,2874fr-e6 0.1t772C-6P C.201qgE-69 0.S148E-72 0.3t397 00 0.67366F 00 0.44031F-0? 0.24066C-71 
0o*164'4r-69 0. 7,97 -02 	 --.. 
0.2874F--C 0.11772C-68 0.2019'2E-69 0.SI143F-72 - 0.-O74E-72 0.96762F 00 0.44031L-02 0.PA066F-7t 
0 . 16 4A 4 r-- g _ E- 02 _.7. -. -. 	 - . . ...I . . .. . 
0. 16769E-03 0.78466L'-o6 0.1333PE-t6 0.41278E-69 0.20766E-69 0.52856E-70 0.96937C 00 0.21252E-66' 
_,0.36?4'3C-	 7 - 0.3062C'-0 ... .. . . . . . .. .. ....-. . .....
 
0.367o96 C3- 0.7846Cr-6c, 0.133381-66 0.4127BE-69 0.20766E-69 0.52856E-70 0.POI 8E-6c) 0.16937E 00
 
0.3)6?QS -67 ___ C CF-01 ... .. . . .. ..... .
0.J 0.7.... 	 .. ..

""0.70556C-03 ",0.IQOIEE-0-S 	 0;5160461>-- "0.OOIF 00-- 0.42284C-02 -0.20"374E-05 	 -'0.63P24t-06 .... 6O-1t".:-0'; F04 
__ _ _ 
_ __0_ _ _ _ 
__0,9. ___ . _ _ _ _ ___. .Q ____ ___. 0,S . 
0.0 C.IOOOOE 01
 
W-EN G IS 1. THE STATE VECTCR IS 0 
STATE I = 0.9613 
STATE 2 = 0.0366 
STATE 2 = 0.0007 
STATE 4 0.0000 
STATE 5 = 0.0000 
STATE 6 = 0.0000 
STATE 7 = 0.0000
 







_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
------ 
9 
STATE NO. STATE' PROO. i. MODE NO. - COE PROP.
I 0.946954787 1, 0.04740225-1 . ..
2 4 8162 095 2 o0.00007295 
3 0.002205450 3 0.000247320 












....... THE EXPECTDTIMF IN MODE I FOR THIS PHASE 432-5.32

.0 g(LF _[ - --. .. . 0.42500E-07 0.750OOE-08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
o.0_c C,500ooo0 o---_ ­
0.0 C.0 0.0 O.ISO00E-06 
 0.0 0.0 0.45000E-Or O.47566C-06
 
0.0 0.50954E-06 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 





0.0 0.0 a 0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.45000(E-07 0.0 
_ .0 0*7C.__ . 2- C7 
_ _ _ _ __ 
_ _ _ 
_ 
_ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - ~ & 
_ _ _ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0500E-0
 
-- 0 . 074- 0 0.0.7k_ 07FrS-06 0.0 0.0 0.0 
____-- 0.0 0.0
.0 
 C31 0.0 0. 3 74I!E-68 0.3t*l0oE'- o6 
0.0 0.0 ceO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0IOOOOE 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.- 00 .. ... .0 _ - 0'- . . . _ --.-. 




_ _ _ _ _ . ­
0.0 
____ -AT- T INE INLRUN4 l00Q02 
M----- 1 ---- --
-
-................ MO ___ 0,.0___________\______ 

_ 
M 0E__ a2.___ .0.- -- o9 . ._ 
_ _ _ _ 
_ 
_ 
0.99501E 00 0.42288E-02 0.705(563E-03 0.26378E-05 O"9020E-05 0.63846F-06 0.16[15E-05 0.16949F-04Q.O 409480rF-7? 0 2q14tE-04__________________________________ 
0.0 C.SO;;50 IF 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-... . C..49eg75E-02 .-------------------------------------------------------------------.-
-
0.92641E-6b C.13273E-67 0.0886
 00 0.5412OE-02 0.57472F-0:1 0.290005-02 0.42099E-02 0.44164 -0.-01
 
. . 1010IOE-6f - _.C.48800E-0
 
0.82874E-66 C.11772E-68 0.200"E-69 0.9912E-o 0.42632E 00 
 0.45949( 00 0.44031E-02 0.24066E-71
 
OI6454f-69 -oa .2IcCj- 0.31397E 00 00 0.4403[E-02 .4066E-7I
. ... 37 E- ;774 0.5114ME-72 0.67365E
0.0 6... 0,79 &E 07... ..............
 
0.8Z7[E7F-66 0.11772E-6f 0.20199E-69 
 0.51140E-72 0.70754E-72 0.983762E 00 0.4403[E-02 0.24066E-71 
0.16484E-0Q 0.,7174PF- 0? _-
- -- - - ­0.3676qr-63 Ol0e465E-66 0.13338F-66 0.41278E-69 
- ­
- 0.20766F-69 0.6-2856C- 70 0.96937E 00 0. 21252E-63. 
0 .36215E- 67 06 VF--
0.36760E-C1 .0'. 7f46SF-66 0.13338E-66 0.41278F-69 0.26766F-69 0. 52856p-70 -0.018O-69 0.96937r' 00 
.. 0 .3t P95t- 67 ___ 0. 30,P F-0 
­
.0.041501 00 0.42'84C-02 0.705bF-C3 0.2H"174r-o.. 0.19016F-05 0.6,3824C-06 0.6t 12-05 0. 16946r-04 
_ _,_0. ¢, O_- ......	 0.0 0.0__ 	 C.._0,_.__.._________ 
0.0 	 0.10000E 01 
WI-EN G IS 1. THE STATE VECTOR IS 0 
STATE I = 0.9448 
STATE 2 = 0.0519 
STATE 3 = 0.0007 
STATE 4 0.0000. 
STATE S = 0.0000 
STATE 6 = 0.0000 
STATE 7 = 0.0000 
STATE e = 0.000 
STATE 9 = 0.0000 
STATE Ic = 0.0025 
AT-TIME = 4000.00 END CF PHASE - 4TCTAL rIL 16000.00 
STATE NO. STATE POR. _MODE-NO. - MCDE PAOR. - . 
1 0.930757099 1 0.996035516 
2 0.063031197 2 0.000071710 
3 0.00224c360 3 0.000243090 




_ _6 _ 0.000037544 . . .... . . . .... . ..... .. ......­
7 0.000021407 
8 _ __ 0.0C2Q21683 
9 0.000000000 
10 _ O___ 03(4S566__. ___ __ . . ..... _ 0 __ ___ . .. . ....... 

TIE EXPECTED_ TIME IN MODE I FCP THIS PHASE = 4319.q7 .. . _.... 
0.0 0.42500E-C7 0.750OCE-08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.,0.__ _____ _C0.tD02 .... -________________________________________
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 
0.0 C.6 000C-07 __
 
0o, 0.0 0.0 0.I5000E-06 0.0 0.0 0.45000F-07 0.75S8E-06
 
0.t 0 .5095 4E- 06 .... . ........... ... . ... . . . . 
0.' -0.0 O00 0 0. 0.22920E-04 0.0 0.45000C-07 0.0 
0.o 0.79552E1-07 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.11460E-04 0.45000-07 0.0
 
0.. O*70E52 -07 . ...... ... ______
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.450007-07 0.00.0 0.0 
0 .0 -0.71952E-C7 ___ ___________ _ _ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.10000E 00 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.. ....-0.0 .. . . . 0 _ _ __,O_ _ -- _ _ - _ _ 
0.00 0.0 0.0 00.0 0.0 

AT TIME IN RUN 1660 0. 00 
0Mo r = O0-. . .. -. ... .-- .---- . I-­... ... . .
 
0.0 0.0soE0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00-00.. 
-- ----. 10D....... 0., _*__ . ---­
. . .-. ­
.. .... M DE._. :O4 0 . 0-------
0.0d0t -0 0.4221?C-02 0.705631-03 0.28378E-0S 0.590202-02 0.38462-06 0.16015--05 0.16949E-04 
____ 0.t69A$480F 7? ... € z - . . __,___________,2I.41.C". 4 . ______ . _____ 
0.0 C740Ib O0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 - -- c.9 e75r-0' 
0.O~o4IF-C6 O.1327C -67 0.Oqfl21atl 00 0.5412013-02 0.67472P-02 0.200002-02 0.42091:-02 0. 441642-O0t
 
, l IOE __l .-.. . . ... 
 ..
.... I --68l C.4AR~flr-01 ...... ... . . .....-.-.. . 
0.132874-to 0.l1?72t-.3 0. 019'E-6GS 0.99012E-0l 0..4203?E 00 0.45q49E 00 0.4-403113-0 ... 0.24066F-71 ..... 
0.82874C-66 0.11772C-68 0.2019e#£-CO 0.51148F-72 0.31397E 00 0.67365F 00 0.44031r-02 0.240o6F-71
 
0. 16484E-69 C. 7974fr--02 . . ......... . ..... ... ... . . . .
 
0 .82374'- 66 20.11772F-68 0.2019E-69 0.51143E-72 0.20754E-72 0.98762" 00 0.44031S-02 0;24066t-71
 
0 .16484C-F9. 0.797 o 0'-O.. ...... -.. . .
 
0 .3676FE-C3 0.7846EE- h6 0.1 .333er-66 0.412702-69 0.20766r-69 0. 528961'-70 0.6937E 00 0.21252F-683 
0 .3629Pr-67 - 3h 
0.96937r O0
0.3(,769f--63 C.70"1,o 0. 33313r-66 0.4t270-69 0.20766E-69 0.528561:-70 0.20180r-69 
0 .- 0I 952- t,7 0.3062 1 - ... I I I 



























....... -C. 0 ... .'--0.0 .0 Ct 0d S 
0.10000E Ol 
IS 1. THE STATE VECTCR IS 0 
I = 0.9287 
2 = 0.0667 
3 = 0.0007 
4 = 0.0000 
5 0.0000 
= 0.0000 
7 = 0.0000 
e 0.0000 
S = 0.0000 
10 = 0.0040 
--- 
- . . .
-_-- - t------ -. 
4000.00 END CF PHASE - T.IME 199.9.99 -T.TALATTIME = 

























THE EXPECTED. TIME IN MODE. I._FCRT.H S. PHASE=S.... 4313.36 

0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.42b00E-07 0.75000E-08 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.1I0000F-12 . ______________ 
0.0




. 0. . .___ C.5000Or-07 
0.0 0.0 0.450Oor-07 0.47568E-06
0.0 C.0 0.0 0.150OOE-06 
0.0 C.50954--06 -..... - - - " . 
0.0 6.0 0.0 0.0 o.P29PoE-04 0.0 0.450ooE-07 0.0 
0._0 0,795.525--07 ______-________- -_______ 
0.0 0.0 0.11460F-04 0.45000E-07 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 
. . .. .. 
.......-- - - -- -- - -- ­
. 0 .... .... . ,79552E-07 
0.0 0.0 0.45000-07 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-----... .
-.-----.. . . .. .
 
... .0 .0 -- -_ C 7';552F =-Q 
0.0
0.0 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

..... 0 AtJ74It.& .0,31l 071S6 __
Z1 
0.0 O.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 






0.0 0.00.10000E 00 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 
. . .... .--. . ..

_-__ - .. ­
.0 0 -o ... 

0.0 0.0 0.00.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0. . . . . 0. 
.. ..- AT -TIMF IN -RUN Z SS9O.S9.... .. 
- - - - - - - -.- - -
- - - - - .. .. .. . ..---... 
. ....-... .... 
- . - MODE . . 0 -. . . . ~ . -- - - ­.... 1. . 99 ~ ~ ­
= 

.. ..... 2.. .- O-.O ------. ......... .. 

.. ..... . . MODE --- 3 __ . . . 00 .. . .
 
MOD .__, O.1_--- -- ...... ..--
0.99501F 00 0.42288E-02 - 0.70563E-03 0.283781-0' 0.19020.-05 0.63846E-06 0.1611SE-05 
0a.16,9 9E-04 
4Ct.-- ---- -- i­. t._6940QF-2_ a.C.91 O-____ -­
0.0 0.0
0.0 C0990O 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.. 0.0 ... . 0.4937-E-02 ..- --- -----.. .... ....... 
CO 0.57472F-02 0.29000F-C2 0.42099L-02 0.4164,-010.92641FE-(5 0.I3P72F-67 0.8968E 0.54120E-02 
.. .. . - - - --. . -.......
..........- --..... 
00 0.44031C-02 0.24066E-71 
0.1t 1 10E-O t' C.480)O C-....--- -- -- -- --... 
0.13? 81f4.--66 0.117725-00 O?0199-E-69 0.99012E-01 0.42P32E 00 0.45949E 
... .. . .....

.. . .... . .. . . ..
0 1,,)4R4( 6 9.O.0.79_- 7 4. _; 

0.31397a 00 0.67365F 00 0.44031E-02 0.24066C-71
0.B2874!-06 0.l'1772-bti 0.20199F-69 0.5t,146-72 
. .
....
0 .16484E-69 C.79740F-0O ? ..... . .. .. ...... . . . . -..... 




__0-.----e-___ C7q74---02. 00 0. 212526-680 .3676')tC- 3 0. 78465E-66 0.13338r--6 0.41 78E--69 0.2076F-69 0.5285F-70 0.96937C 
0 .36'09' 67 . In0@tE0k- P- --- -- - ---­
0. 167o90- 63 0. 7846650- 66 0.13338C-66 0.412I73E-69 0.2076bF-69 0 .28S6E-70 
---
0. 2180r-60 0.q6037F 00
 
O.36295E-67 .C304 ?Er- 1--- ... 
 - - --- 0- " ­
0.70556E-03 0.2n374F-05 0.19016E-0S 0.63,324C-06 0. t6142'-05 0.16946F-04o.qosn01 00 0.42?84F5-02 





- 1-_- 0 .. p_- 00. 0.,0 
WHEN G IS 1, THE STATE VECTOR IS 0 
STATE I 0.9128 
STATE 2 = 0.0808 
STATE 2 = 0.0006 
STATE 4 --0.0000 
STATE E = 0.0000 
STATF e = 0.0000 
STATE 7 = 0.0000 
STATE = 0.0000 
STATE s = 0.0000 
STATE 10 0.0057 
AT TItlE = 400.0 CF~o PHJASE -6TCTAL TIME- - 23999.99 








3 0.002170174 3 0.000234846 








10 0. 00724 462­


















0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 








0.0 0.4500o-07 0.0 
____ 
0.00.0........oqo.. .  0.0 c. 7___ O* _ 0.0 __ 0.0 0.0 
--
0.11460E-04 0.45000E-07 0. C 
0.0' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.45e6OE-07 0.0 
.0 -_ 
__-- 0. 75?E_. 
0.0 















0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
. -; ... 0.37441E-68 -- 0.31010. LT 0_ 
_ 
0.10000E 00 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-- O*0n - _--- C*--O-__ 
__ _ _---_ _ __ _ - - -_ __ - - - - - - - -- - - - - --­
0.0 
.. ..00 00 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
- AT TIMI IN RUN -2 . 9,C 9 ....-.­






-. . MODE 3 = 0___ 0--__ 
.. . .. . .. . 0 DEA = _0,_01 ___ 
0.99501[- 00 0.422886-02 0.70563E-03 0.2837,8E-05 O,'19O20E-05 0',63846--06 0.I6115E-05 0.16949E-04 
0.0 C0.95016 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0, 
. .-... 0.498766-02 
0 . 2641 E- 69 0. 13273E-67 0.0886eE 00 0."'4120E-02 0.57472E-02 0.29000E-02 0.42099E-02 0.44164E-01 
... 0..18 1OF- 69 
0. 828741C-6C6 
- C.48M00E'01 












__0 . I o4A4-b0_. 
0.R2d74 :-F6 
T74EP- Q?____­
C.11770-68 0o.201qE6-69 0.51148C-72 0.31397E 00 0.67365E 0C 0.4403IF-02 0.24066F-7t 
0 .10,484E-C9 -C. 79740C-0 ........ 
- - . - - - -
0.k42q74F-66 C.11772F-68 0.20IQE-69 0.51148r'-72 0.20754E-72 0.98762E 00 0.44031F-02 0.24066E-7! 
0.10 484[r-69 _.797466-02 
-.....-......  ..... ...... 
0 ."6769'-(.3 
0.62Q5-67 0.7846!!E-66 C.30c-?FL-olO----
0.13338P -66 0.4!27BE-69 0.20766E-69 0.52056F-70 0.96937r 00 0.21252F-68 . 
0.Jt7oqE-63 0.P465F-to 0.1333 E-66 0-.41278F-69 0.20766F-69 0.S2SbtE- -70 0.2018o -69 0...6937. 00 
0.6 e,-7. 0. 062 V -0 1 , _ - 00 0 I 
o9Lor00 C.4?(4r-2 O0.7055617-03 O.2f374C-05 0.100166-053 0.63$24F-06 0.16I126-06 .0.16946F-04 
------- ---------
o. -21 14-0E-f Z ­
__ 0.0 ... .. . .0, O__ 01..
 
WHEN C ITS I. THE STATE VECTOR IS 0 
STATE 1 = 0.8972 
STATE 2 =0.0944 
STATE f = 0.0006 
STATE 4 0.0000 
STATE 5-- 0.0000 
STATE & 0.0000 
STATE 7 = 0.0000 
STATE e 0.0000 
STATE 9 0.0000 
STATE IC = 0.0077 
AT TIME 4000 END 




























_ _ _0_S 0 Q0 0 9 4 4 5 7 0 L .. . . . . . .. . 
0.0 
THE EXPECTED TIME 
C. 4500E-07 
IN MODE I FCP THIS PHASF 
0. 75000E-O 0.0 
= 4296.C2 





























0.00.0 -- -­__ 
C.50954E-06 
0.0 0.0 





























































0.0 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O. 0 
AT TIMF IN_RUN_- 27999.99 
.. . . . . .M00 -__3 = 0.0._ _ _ _ __------__ _ -
.... .. . . MOO E2 . = 9, o!____________________________ 
.. 
0.99501E 00 0.42288E-02Qs6____0t9_400E£__2 0__,291 CE4-04 
0.0 , 0c.99501 00 


















0.82874E-66 C.1177?E-60 0.2019G5-69 
0 _ _ _.0, 484E-69Q 0.7974P-£02 -
0.82874-66 0.1177E-68 0.019GE-69 
0 * 16484E-6 9....C.7974P.-02_ -­
0.82874E-66 O.11772E-68 C.20199E-69 
0 .t64^84-69 . 7q748F-02- ... 
0.36760E-C3 C.78465E-66 O.1333eE-66 
0.3 6 205 E-67 C.30,,2P'-0l ... . ............. 
0 .J-l760-(3 C.7040SE-66 0.13338&-66 
0. 16?05-67 - C.36?pF-0I.- l-0-
0.1'l',0lC 00 C.4224r-O' 0.70596F-03 
0.9812E-Ot 0.42P22E 00 



























0.0 - _ _0.2qI4O--04'-
0.0 C.10000E 01 
WI-EN G IS 1. THE STATE VECTCR IS 0 
STATE 1 0.8818 
STATE 2 = 0.1075 
STATE Z = 0.0006 
STATE 4 = 0.0000 
STATE E 0.0000 
STATE 6 = 0.0000 
STATE 7 = 0.0000 
STATE e = 0.0000 
SiTTE 1; 0.0000 















































THE EXPECTED TIME IN MODE I FC IHIS PHASE -4
-
0.425002-C7 0?O.750E-08 0.0 
0.O*10000F-13---­






































0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.400-0 0.0 
.___ 0.037407iEf5C--.__i 
0.0 









0.10000C 00 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.. 0.0 
0.0 
.. .---- . 00 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.-.---. 4 TIME INRUN- 999 .. 
... . - ---
= 
........ _= _0,_ _ 
-. . 
.. .. . - -. . M40D22_3 o . . . .0 .. 
MODE. 4-= .... 
-
0.99501E 00 0.4220Fp-02 
- 0.&94002E-7 20.29129t.4 .._-
0.0 Q*996 0 C 00 
00 _ ---­ _, C4cq7t5r02 
0.92641C-69 0.13273.-67 
.__..0.SII0E-$U ---0t0 
0.32874E-66 0. 11772E-f65 

















































..... iA20WP~5 -67 ___ 
0.11772E-68A 








































0 0 .. 
0.0 





P - M 
0 . .... 9 0.o0 0 .0 
WIEN C IS I. THE STATE VFCTOP IS 0 
STATE I = O.667 
STATE 2 = 0.1201 
STATE 2 0.0006 
STATE 4 = 0.0000 
STATE t =-0.0000 
STATE 6 0.0000 
STATE 7 0.0000 
STATE 8 = 0.0000 
STATE S = 0.0000 
STATE IC 0.0125 
21 
--- - - - - -
- - - -- -- -
---
- -- - - - ------- 
~ ~ ~ -r:- ~- .- ~ - -r.qp "W ==-- 9---~-~.-~3999.99AT TIME = 
-
40100.00 EKED CF PHASE- TIM CTAL 
STAT' NO. STATE PPO0 . - ... MCDE NO..... MCCE PflOR. ... . . . . .. .­
1 0.853037252 1 0.985108376 
_2 - , 12 0421 1. . . . . 2 0.000065784 --­
3 0.002060714 3 0.000223000 
4. 0.000012227 ____4 0.0 14602657 .... . 
5 0.00001Q115
 
.... . . .... ..... 0_0000___ __. .. ..






9 0. C00000000 
90 0.0 4602667 _ 
427_ ........
THE EXPFCTED_TI.MhF IN MODE IFOP THIS pHASE ..
 
0.0 0.42500E-07 0.7500CE-08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
. 0 .. t 0 0 -_$ . . . . _ 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 .0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 C.50000E07­
0.0 0 .0 0.I500E06 0.0 0.0 0.45000..07 0.47568F-06 
-- -0.0 0.50954F_-06 . - - - --- --- ---
0.0 0.0 0 0.0 .22920E-04 0.0 .450002-07 0.0 
0.0 C.79552E-07
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.11460E-04 0.45000F-07 0.0
 
. 0.0 .. ... .. . 0.7955?--._7 _ ... .
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4000F-- 0.0
 
......0.0 . C.79552E-07- . . .. -..
.. 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0 .'37441 F-. 0,3107Ez6 
 ________-___ 
0.0 0.0 0.00__-7441E-6o _ o 8_o - lo J -o _ _ o---o o --- -o-o.'o- . . . --... .. . . . - o. - . -- <-_-/---- 0.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 _o, _ 0. oI.o o _ _ __--o--- --.-- . 
0.100002 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
--
-0.0) 0.0 _ _ - --- - - 2 '2 
0.0 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / i 
... o.o ..... ... ....-..... ...... .- ......
 
_ ~~AT-TIME IN_RUN_, _3 : . ... . . . . .. ... /// @ . .. ..
 
0.99501E 00 0.4228UE-02 0.70563E-03 0.283782-05 0;19020E-05 0.63846E-06 0).t611SF-05 0.16949E-04 
0.0 0.99501E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 0.00. 
0.0 - .0.49875-02 
0.9P64!E-65 0.13273'.-&7 0.88868E 00 0.541202-OP 0.b74722-02 0.290002-02 0.42099E-02 0.44164E-01 
110E-60 =..1 0.0.48.90..-01. -, -
0 .8 874E- 60 01 177 2C-6-3 C. 2019-C 0.998t2r-01 0.42e32E 00 0.45949E 00 0 .440312-02 0.24066E-71 
. 0. 16464E- 69 _07 F_.79749  0... .. .. . ... 
0.323746-66 C.O11-77.- 3 o.o.00E-6q 0.51148F-72 0.31.97E 00 0.6736b 00 0.4403-02 0.24066(F-7 
0.16484E-89 - O.797480-02 -- -




0.7R465-66 0.13338-66 0.4127 -69 0.20766F-60 0.52856F-70 0.96937. 00 0.2125F-60 
.... 
0.3005E-67. C.3062rC-01 
0.36760-C3 C.784656-66 0.13338E-66 0.4127IF-69 0.20766r-69 0.52856E-70 0.20180-69 0. 96937C 00 
0 ,, 6 295F- f 0.300 --02Q--I - -......... 
0.02COF-00 0.422641-041 0.70,56C-03 O.?18374F-05 0.190164-02 0.63824C-06 0.16112E-05 0.16946F-04 
--- ----
__ __0, .0 Ott.--- - * 0 0 O.0 .. toJ 0,0
.. ..¢ • 

0.0 0. IOOOOE 0!
 
.WFEN G IS 1, THE STAWC VECTCR IS 0 
STATE 1 = o.e5g 
STATE 2 = 0.1322 
STATE 2 = 0.0006 
STATE 4 =-0.0000
 
STATE S = 0.0000 
STATE C = 0.0000 
STATE 1 = 0.0000 
STATE E = 0.0000 
STATE S 0.0000 
STATE I0 = 0.0153 
-- -- 
STATE NO. ... . STATE PRO , MCOE NO. MCDE PRO . -. . . . . . . . 
0.839233398 1 0.9821774-6 
_ 0. oq8612 _ _2 	 0.000064659 
3 0.0 02468 	 3 0.0002191P6 
4 0.000012018 	 4 0.O1763852­
5 0 00001 e713f 
6 0.00C033PS2 __ 
7 0.00OCt9302
 
0 0C I91 P14
 
9 0.0000co00 
_________ 0 0.017538'321 ____ ____ ____________________ 




0.0 0.42500E-07 0.7bOOCE-08 0.0 0.0 	 0.0 

0.0 .. 	____ 0 1000.08- 3........... __________ ____
 
C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
-_ 0.0 ..... .... C.S00 0F-07 .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . -­
0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.15000C-06 0.0 0.0 0.45000E-07 0.47568E-06
 
__ 0.0 .. . .. .0.S0954E-06...
 
0 .0 'C.0 0.0 0.0 0.22(OE-04 0.0 0.4000E-07, 0.0
 
... .00 Q.79652I07 __
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 	 0.11460E-04 0.45000E-07 0.0 
0.0 .- - . 0.795528r- 7 _ ..... . ..-. 	 .. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.45000E-07 0.0 
.. .... 0.0 . . ..... . 796T5E - ___ .... . ... . .... . - -.---0.0 
0.0 0.0 
2E8 07 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
. 0 .3 7 4 4 18-68 1 1 07 -F-

0.0 
. 0 0 	 . .. . . 
0.0 	 c.0 0.0 0.0" 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.37441E-6e8 0.21 107E=06 . . . ... -- .
 
0.10000E 00 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 




IN -	 ... .. ... .........
AT TIME TN N 3 
-.. MODM I = - . . - ... . ---..-	 - - ­
- -- - N;D-- - 3zi ---- --	 ___ 
.- 008. . Ot... 2_ .	 - ...­- 4 
0.28378E-05 0.11020E-05 0.63846E-06 0.I611SF-05 O.t6949E-04
0.9Q501F 00 0.42288E-02 0.70563E-03 

0.0 C.99501F 00 0.0 ,0,0 0.0 0.0 	 0 .0 
-	 . .0 - 0.49875E-0 .. ... ..-......... ....-- . ..----

0.02641E-'65 0.13273E-67 0.98866E 00 0.54!?08-02 0.57472E-02 0.29000E-02 0.42099E-02 0.44164E-01
 
0.10.... -60l -. 0.40908-01 .. o -n1-,3 .... oo -- ------- ---- - o - -o--'--- ------.... 
0.82874-tC O.11772E-68 0.20199E-eg 0.996128-01 0.422800 0.4S94QE C0 0.440318-02 0.24066E-71
 
.... O.I6484F-6S___C.7q74P0-02 . .... ___.....
 
0.82374E-60 0.11772E-68 O.20199E-69 0.511488-72 0.313978 00 0.67365E 00 0.44031E-02 0.24066E-71
 
.. . 1O 084 8- Ct.. . 79T741'-02 . . ... .. .. . . . ... .. . . . . ..... ....
 
0.82R74-66 C.1177PE-68 O.20OCE-69 O0.Il4R-72 0.?0754E-72 0.98762E 00 0.4403]E-02 0.24066E-71 
-0 o 1 6 4q4--q - C.7974 E-02 
0.I07bo'-t3 0.78465-65 0.1333EE-o6 0.4127"8E-6' 0 .20766E-69 0.52R56E-70 0.96937C 00 0.21252E-68 
..... . 3o2"' - )7_ - C 306?F8-0l . .. ..... .. ... . 
0.3o76,1 E-C3 5r- 0.13338E-66 0.41278F-69 0.20766F-60 0.52856E-70 0.20180E-6 - 0.96937 00 0 7 8 4 6 6 
.... 	 0.3t? 0 5-' 7 C.30,Pt-0 l ..... .........
 






, -­ 0,,0 __ _ __ 
-Q.0 . -__-,_ -­_ _ _ -­__ 0 t 
0.0 0.IO000E 01 
WI-EN G IS I. THE STATF VFCTOR IS 0 
STATE I = 0.8373 
STATE 2 = 0.143P 
STATE 3 =0.0006 
STATE 4 = 0.0000 
STATE 5 = 0.0000 
STATE e = 0.0000 
STATE 7 = 0.0000 
STATE 8 = 0.0000 
STATE g = 0.0000 




_ __ __ 
--
- - -- - - - -
-- 
--
AI f IME = 4000.00 END CF PHASE - I ITCTAL TIMI 43909.90-




2 o • 152 1 cogag01 	 29f 
3 0.0019 824 3 






.8..0... O ______________0001___________ 
9 O C0000000
 
.. ...---..... -.to .0..0? 06q9769 
-- ---­
.T 	 IE EXPECTEO TIME IN MODE I 	FOR THIS PHASE =. 
0.0 0.425002-07 0.75000E-08 0.0 

.... Q,10 OQg-
1 	09 Ij 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 .0 __ .600002-07_









0.0 0.0 0.0 
 0.0 

0. .0 . .C..,7955 2F-07 _ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.... .00.... _._ _ 0.O, q c 
____-_ 
______-,_-----_--_ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.... 3? ll_--_6s o.031 tP3 O...o-­





0.10000E 00 C.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 c.0 0.0 0.0 

A T --- TIME INRUN-. 43999 9 9. 
MODE I = - .3 0_ - ... 
.. MODE -3= _ 0 0 
002._4. = .... 	 . - - .. .. 0,,02 ... . .. . . 
0.90501E 00 0.42280E-02 0.7056.3r-03' 0h28379E-05 
.0 *.k9.AOE'-j?. ... Cp29jA46'=z0-
0.0 	 )0.99501E00 0.0 0.0 
------ 0, - C.49075E-.02 
0 .264 1 E-65 C. 13273-t7 O.88868E 00 0.54120E-02 
~.'-..... AlI0C-68 
- C.4R800F-Ol 
0.82874E-6r 0.1177WC-68 O.?01992-69 
 0.99812F-01 

... 1 64L84E-( q__ 0.7974$E-02 
0.1 9741:-66 0.1177?'---69 0.20I9QE-69 0.51148-72 

. .OI494F--( 
- C.7074Fr- 0 20.t$2874r-t6 
 0.1 177?t-68 0.20199r-69 0.51148E-72

-- _ __ O|4 4 -69 
_._( W 4 -OZ__
 
- -. *104.4E6 ---. 7Q74CK0 

0.367692-.3 0.7V4t.FF-66 0. 1333e2r-66 0.41278E-69 
O_.'62q52-67 -- 0.1flb. Fr0I 
__--
0.3(.764'-63 C,78466E-66 0.13338E-66 0.41278F-6q 
.--- 0.36295a-67-... l(,2 0 0 .
---- ..- ..... .. . 















































0. 	 0 
0. 0
 



































































































TFHIS IS CASE NUMBER I 
N MAXRUN MAXPHS MAXSUO NMOOE 
THF H VAt UCS F01 EACH OHASE ARE­
.... I 0000E-f. - - 00 -0-'--0.I-O000[-0 2 -- rI10000E-02-0. 10000E-OP-0. 1-O000E-02
 
----- ATAT.------ .0 
-0.0
STAT-.-- -0 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0
 
0--I 3 -0- ­
0 t 0 0 
- 0 - 0 -- 0I--- -.. 
OHIr I = 1752 .00 HOURS 
PHAS~4?6?6r0-OURS 
. HA9I 3 pk-2ko.00 HOURS
 
. . I' Sff---A -6?q.00-HOURS
 
PHASF 5 = 2620.00 HOURS
 
. -.... . f lA -r - -?') 'J( flLOH U-R--"
2 l -­
o.u 
, -...­. . .. 
t.v.IL-~ 
. 0. . ... ..0.9_ - .0--_____ .Q .- --. ,0 __O O-_ ,. 0,0 - _ _ _ 
0.0 C. IO000E O0 
WHEN G 1S 1I THE STATE VECTOR IS 0 
STATE I = 0.8230 
STATE ? 0.1549 
STATE 2 = 0.00C6 
STATE 4 = 0.0000 
STATE = 0.0000 
STAVE 6 0.0000 





/ uT EPRODCBE 
E 5UCIB-E 
STATE 10 = 0.0215 




I 0.8IC77C631 1 0.975648463 
2 0.1b2q21071 2 -- 0.000062466 
3 0.00195b774 3 0.000211753 





0 0. 00000000 
0.0.024077088 -- -­ _______­
______H E EXPECTFr) TI1 IN MOCW I FOR_ THIS PHASE =4235 * 8 __._ 
THIS IS RUN NULMEP 2 	 WITHOUT S1UTTLE 
- -,AM-iz~hh-LAM7-AMSL AMk AA-P P11P -24-MU -L-AMO 
----- 0 *5OF-0'--- * 4E-O5---.AfOF- -0--3 I0--O4----I E-2r---F-O4--O- 3F--O-O--O'50E-0--O .- -002 00--1-0 O,- OE-1 I----O90F 	 --­
0.0 	 0o.50000E-03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. OOOOF-t4 
0.0 - -	 0.0 O.34380E0 0--- 0.0-- - .|41 I-06 
0.0 	 0.0 0.0 0.?2920E-09 0.0 0.1411IF-06
 
0..0 0-.0 ----.- 480F--------4l1I 1E-06
"00 	 -0.0 

0.0 	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.I 1E-06 
0.0 -"-0.0 o- 0 	 0. 0-01.& 0. 

.---- A T--f ME- I N-fHUN- 00 
-- -- -- -. MOf).-1 
.".. . . . M OI)F--2 - "O- O- _ __ _ __ _ __ _-	 --
MOOE-hr "0.-.,0 	 --- - -
0.0995OE 00 0.42019P-03 0.705PAF-04 0.51767F-05 0.464a45-06 0.35206F-05
 
-0.0 0.AO)l II--O - -0.?54o7F-00---0.28697F--O--0,3546$E-02--O. 1405E-01
 
0.0 	 0.0 0.78400F 00 0.26978r 00 0.3?174F-0 0. 14051F-01 
.. . 0:).0--0:6Q4liF 	 0-- 00-0..8684" 00-0.1401-E-0 

S0 0. 0 0 0-0 0-0.:089OF 00 0. I4052O-0l
 
-WHFN-G IS I. THE STATF VFCTnR IS 01--......-... 
- TATE 1 = 	 - - - - - - - ..---0.0 -	 - - ------- - -. -- *. 
- ---- TATE---P ---- 0.00044 
_ _ 
S - TA .t~ 	 --­, 
SrATE 4 0.0000 
STArF r, 0.1) 00iD- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
AT TIMF = 	 18000.00 FND OF PHASE - ITOTAL TIME - 16000.00 
,..-STAT4- NO. - STAT Pl.O c, - . .M.. E-NO -- Mo)OFPPO .- - - ---­
1 0.91303') 33 I 0.9l520QtIt
 
-... - - .......-...00 274)0- --- .. .. 2 . . .0.0293?779
.

3 0.001 00807 	 3 0.0 




.. .....--.. -... 6 . .---- .. 0.0 564 61t 7 -- . .......-... 	 _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _
 
---- THF-XPECTFD-TIME -IN MOD fSI-P0R-THIS--PHASE--- -I7267.82 
0.0 0.50000F-08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.I0000E-14 
.....- 0.0 ....-... 0.0 -....... 49a0E-05-----0.O -0.0----.-- ,141F-0-­
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.22020E-05 0.0 0.14151I--06 
0-- ------. - 0.0--. I4I-'IE-06­.0 0-----------0.0 -- 0.34-3-eO-0----. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.14151t-06 
-- 0.0------------ 0.0------.,0 -- 00 ------- 0.0-.----0.0--+-___ 
___ 
... .. ... . I F -+ -60*0U 0.
 
. . . D-- .0.0 
.. m-DE--4----- 0.0. 0 
0.90950" 00 0.4POI9F-03 0.705P4E-04 0.51767E-0S 0.46545F-06 0.35206ff-05 
--- 0.0 .-- 0.69911F--00----O. ?47------Ob.-627--O-----.-354b 6(--0-----0.t405E--51- ­
0.0 0.0 0.78400E 00 0.16978F 00 0.32174F-01 0.1405IF-01 
- - -0.0 - " -0.0 - --- ---. -0.0 - .6091Q IE-00--.O,2A8i4F 00---0 14051F-0l 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00305C 00 0.140sPE-01
 
..0.0 . . . 0 00 0 0 0 * I 0 0 - t
 
S-.....- WII"N C I51 -- THC-IT ATF VECTOR 19 0­
.... . . qTATC --2 -O0004----­
...-..- STAT: -3 -0CO.000t ...... 
* -STATr -- 4 -0 r0000 
9 TATF6 O.0000 
------- -- AT-T IMF- .--.....- N-OF- HASE-FTOTAL-T-I ME-......-4460. -
STATE NO. STATE PRO'1. MODE NO. MODE PRu 
- ----- • "---R7 0-----0--0.8750270­
2 0.0P9987842
p 0.001P2399I 





TilE EXPFCTEO TIME IN MnDI I FOh THIS PHASE = 25007.29 
. 0 .....0.5000nEr-0t 
-
0.0 -0 0.0 -"O000E-4­
0.0 0.0 0.34380E-05 0.0 0.0 0.14151E-06 
--­ 0.0 
0.0 
.. .- 0.0 
0.0 
0,0' 










"0-151 E 06 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Ar TIMF IN RUN - 44690.90 
MOOF 1 1.00 
02 =0 
io0 3 = 0.0 
MODE 
0.0MODE 4 
0.0 O.r9OOII 00 0.25467E 00 0.28627F-01 0.35468E-02 Oul405IF-01 
--- 0.0 0404 0.?S400--O-.I697"&---- 21-74E-0I-0,t4051 -01­
00 0.1405IF-0I0.0 0.69911F 00 0. 28684C0.0 0.0 




1. TIF STATE VECTOR IS 0WHFN G IS 
STATE I 0.9095 
STATE 2 = 0.0004 
STATE 3 0.0001 
STTF 4 0.0000 
S;TATE 5-- o.nooo 
i- STATE 6 = 0.0000 
* r 
-
AT TIME = 26699.99 FND OF PHASE - 3TOTAL TIME - 71399.94
 
..------ . ..--TATr- NO .------TATE -ORO . . -PAOE - ­-. IJ.... ..- MOOE-NO ... MODE 4, ­
] 0.8750?7001 I 0.976P90942
 
00 19P8 ______ 78 42---­




--- ------. -- O.097qc,5q7 - -­
-	 THE PXPECTFO -T-Iir--IN MfD=-I-- R-THIS--PHASE-- G2087.29--­
0.0 0.50000C-08 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.IflOOOE-14
 
-- - 0.0- -..-.- .... -0.0 ------ 0... 34380F-0--O 0--0.0-----lO - 04 l~SIE-06
 
0.0 	 0.0 0.0 0.2?20F-05 0.0 0.1415IE-06
 
n0. 0.0-- --- 0.0- 0- 0.-343O---5--0.- 54IGIE---06
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1415IF-06
 
----- - 0.0 0 .0- ­0.0,----.00, 	 0.0-
---- AT-TIME- 1N--RUN----71QQ9- -- , 	 ­








0.09950E 00 0.4?O19E-03 0.705?4C-04 0.51767E-09 0.46545r-06 0.35206E-05
 
0.0 ----. OqI-IE--OO--O.S4e7--O--O.286?7E--o---i---Or54&E-02--0.1401F-0 
0.0 	 0.0 0.78400F 00 0.169781F 00 0.3?174E-0t 0.1409IE-01 
... 0 00-00-- 0.6qIE-0-...-.-2MhR84E-00-OIAOIE-O -___"_ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.98595E 00 0.1405?o-01
 
-- 0.0--- -- 0.0 0----. 0 0 00 -OI000--0t
 
WHFN G IS I . -THE- STAT: VFCTOR IS 0 .. ....... ...... . .. . .......
 
44-----STAT- 0;0WO04­
... 	... STATE -i - - 0 0001 - -_­
---.. -S- TATE 4 ="0;0000­
-___- - TATE9-0.O000 
----------- TATV 6 =~)0-- - ­
________ 
-
4T 	 ,OF--HA---- A- I E 	 -- 4TOTAL-T I 
STATE NO. STATF PnrOFI. MODE NO. MODE PROq. 
-750?7001-.8I- -" 	 08 7695001P 
2 .0,001221981 	 2 0.02998784? 




-.... . ------ ---- 0.0P7144015 ... .. ....
.  5 

6 0 o0Pj7','57 
FOR THIS PHASE = 29087.29TIHE EXPECTO TIME IN MODE I 
0.0 0.50000-0 - 0.0 -00-	 0.0 .OtO000E(t) 





0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.34380F-05 0.14151E-06
 
0.0 0.0 0",0" "00 	 - -0 0,-t41I -
0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00.0 0.0 
AT T[MAE IN RUN - 981099.94 
MODF 1 = 1.00 
MODE 2 =0.0 
MODE 3 = 0.0 
MODE 4 = 0.0 
- - - - - - O ' P-06 ---­
00 0.25467f 00 0.21627F-01 0.354613F-02 0.14051-O 
-- 0qqq S OE--O -C4-P CI')!-0 r-5 PAE-4---"0 I-7fE O 4 6b4 - 0.-3 26F-Ot 
0.0 	 0.69911E 0
 
-- 1F- 014051F-0I­0.0-0 O.?d400E-00-0.I 697 .E-O ?t74 -

0.69911F 00 0.P6 84C00 0.i405IE-01
0.0 0.0 0.0 
 O ? O 
-,.fSb0 0- 0I405 F­
-0.0---0.0 	 O.O- 0.0 
0.10001 01
 
- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
WlEN G IS I. THF STATF VECTOR IS 0 
STATE I =099 
STATE 2 0.0004 
STATE 3 0.0001 
STATE 4 = 0.0000 




PHASF - 5TOTAL TIME - 124799.94AT TIME = ?660Q.99 'ND OF 
....-------- ,TA-TF- NO. ------ ATIz -PAC1U3 MOOR--ND-- MODF -OR 
0.879027001 1 0*.762509 2 
3 0.00173276f 3 0.0 
. . 00111 10 6 - - --.. 00 315b7 
'5 0.027144015
 
6-... ... .0 -47'56 --­
. ...-..-------
THI EXPFCTFD TI AF-IN Mf1m)- 1-FOP-THIS--PHASE-s 
0.o10000-14
0.0 0.50000E-08 0.0 0.0 0.0 

.1 1 1 E -0 4~ 
- -- O 0.9 . . ... - - . 00--0 . . . . ... .....-0 . 3 4 3 I O F -- 9 F- -- -O0 0 .0 -0---
0.14151E-06
0.0 0.22920E-09 0.0 O ' "0.0 0.0 

-00 --------- 0.0--------.0 0.0- 0.3A<ROC-0E--- . 141-
I 61 
0.0 0.0 0.0 * 0.0 0.0 O.141$IE-06 
, . . .
-- 0.0 0 0 . -t. . 
.. ... AT-T-IME IN-PUN ------- 24?099-- ­
MO---3----- 0.0 
0.959S0EO0 0.4?019F-03 0.70524E-04 O.51767E-05 0.46545r-06 0.35206E-05 
----. 0-----. O lE--.....?ps --OO--0.2B627-OI-O, 4hr--OP -- 0.1405I-01 No­
0.0 0.0 0.7q400E 00 0.16978E 00 0.32174F-01 0.1405IF-01 R PODUC/B8, 
0.140522-010.0991.-00-0of6o4E-00-







I-FN6 IS t ,--THF-STATE'-VFCTCR--I0-­
-;T A¥rF-1 D 0--'0 1­
-S T ATF-a -5 00 0
---- STATE- - O-tY00-
STATE-- 4-r00000" 
-TATE- 6 0.--O.0 00 ---
AT rIME - - -- P6AQQ.qQ -- FND Of-PHAS--TOTA-T IMF 
MO()F PROf.
 
...-- t q I------------l-!.. - ---- 0.16 762509t-t"
STATF NO. STATF 
PQnq. MODE NO. 

...--.- .- .-- - . .-l P O .. ... . ~P0 . ­
0.0Qtp23lo 2 0.02999784?
 








. . .. 
0.093756557 
. . . 
. . 
THE EXPECTEO TIME IN MOD)E I FOR THIS PHASF = 25087.29 
Appendix Subsection 3D
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-- SN$ITTLF sIw)LEoLy 0....___-
-__ 
TnTAL SYSTFM .. 3.0T.  

. ........... t# .................... ............. -......
 
SHUTTLE-MAINTAINFO PROGRAM 
--- (3 SPACPCPAFT)-NOr nOTIMIEO NON-PCCU'PING . - PFCUnTNG. _nprRATIONS __-_ _ 
... ... STIUCUQ __________ POt 5000 30(,40?t i, __________________________1 -,0(.0641 *? 
2 C4 I Nf-R ING 175(10000. ??OI?6.
 
3 qTAq Lf AoN fl62. - - 1617140.
 
4 T14C"M'AL ?U,000. 21)1001I.
 
c; S_ MrCHANISMS ____________________.
 
6 ELCCTDTC "nWEn pFA92. - 72')I7l.
 
7 * PqOMAQY onrl S 3300000. _ROO00%.T.
 
A CflMM. t OATA HANOLING 167060. 1089A90.
 
.._ __PNCUJATICS 
-- IPI% ........ 

10 TIrsr r SUOPORT FOUIPMENT 4660940. 20100 4.
 
I __ RCflAM MANAGEMENT _2300. 7I000.
 
12 SYSTFA4 INTEGRATION 944000. 244699.
 
13 RFLIARI-LITY...... - 111600._ __ 1380n.
 
14 QIJALITTY ACCfPT'ANCE 1441?po. 5R?0000.
 
IS __ TITAN INTrRITAGE _G__ 9q2000. _ ____ 670100.
 
16 *TITAN SHROnir) 1.0 1000000.
 
I7 ____SfIItTTLF INTrRFACE. 20010000. t99?000.
 
19 TQAINFPS , SINULATORS 3110400. tOOOO.
 
P0 G IJNn STATION 3251000. 800000.
 
_21NrW COMPUTFRS 4S50000, _____ 0.0
 
LAUNCH nrPATroNI __________ 
_________________ 
pP * LV-TITAN 0.0 2'00000. 
23 * 0.0LV-SIIJTVLF .000000.
 
P1 S-C SUPPORT 0.0 4950000.
 
?5 * _ _ FACIL ITIF ' -- 134701?. 36826....... .....
 
PA * qHiTTLE UPDATE FLIGHT 0.0 15000000.
 
P? * EXPtP!IENT UPDATF 0.0 3000000.
 
pq G.s.Fc. r  OTHER 0.0 60000000.
 
20 oPOrTAL nPCr AT1IjNq,0000000.
 
" C A CHARGFAnL6 HO___....1105520. 69831PA5. ---­






NnN-G C A SURTOTAL 14197012. 194fRlAfO.
 
TOTAL 109765120. 2719R0040. 101609q.
 




CnST nF ADD'L SHUTTLE REPAIR FLTS 210000000.
 
G-AND TOTAL ....... .5.7..4 368.
 




tmT I r. ... 
. PERCOM PROGRAM 
PROGRAM NO. 2 
SHUTTLF SCHFD UI. OFL AY . 1.0 .. . . . . . . 
TOTAL SYSTFM MrTF......... 3.0 




(3 SPACICCRAFTI-NOT OPTIMIZED NON-RECURING-... . RFCURnING . .OPFPATIINS 
.................................................. ...... ................ 
I _ TRUCTURE 20150000. 30 64 C)P. 
2 CNGINCrfING 17500000. p2so1P6. 
3 STARILITATION _?_ 60 ....... 1617140. .. 
4 THRMAL 21?0000. £010971. 
'5 S-C mECFIANI S;4S "70000. 27?146 I. ___ ____________ 
6 FLECTIlIC POWER ?nn9?. 7217 T0. 
7 PRIMAR f'T ICS_ 3300000. _ 8000178 . 
8 CO'IM. G DATA HANDLING 16796q. 1SO'fI'O. 
q I? A° - _ __p_3_6P 2F5I6Tt2oA. 
t0 TEST C SUPPlORT FOUIPMFNT 466f',40.' ?010634. 








12 11800. No p , 
14 OIALITY ACC(PTANCE 2445P?O. 5100000. O n 
I.S . TITAN INTFCRTAGE r-p800. 671000. -
16 * TITAN SHROUD 0.0 O00000. 
-. 17 SI4UTTLF INTEr(ACFS 20910000. _ Q_197000. ~ 
IR TPAINFOS t SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000. 
q * FXPFQIIAFNTS A 7. B 5000000. 30000000. 
-" ?0 GROUND STATION 3?51000. 8OoqO. 
?I * NEd CO'IPUTrRS 4550000. 0.0 .................. 
LAUNCH Or'FRPTII1NS 
P2 * LV-TITAN 0.0 ?P900000. 
_ 23 * LV-1HUTTLF 0.0 t000l0000._ 
24 . S-C UPPOnT 0.0 4q0O000. 
2 * FACILITIS 1347012. 3628P6.. 
? . *SHUTTLE UOOATF FLIGHT 0.0 15000000. 
7 * EXrPIMCNT IJPDATE 0. 0 30000000. 
PG--G.'S.F.C. , OTHER 0.0 60000000. 
23 ORRfTAL QP'RATIONS 9000000. 
G C A CHAQGFAL.E _ R1105520. 6B11?6 
G .& A 046607. 18fI'320. 1160qq9. 
SIJ TOTAL 19 AIRI ?. 771?4076. 
NON--G £ A SUBTOTAL 141q7012. 194A6368O. 
TOTAL 105765120. 27TtQ8F480. 10160o9q. 
*ND C C A CHARGE 
TOTAL -. 3R714496. 
COST REPAIR FLTS 1AO00L00UTTLE: 0 00. 
GRAND TOTAL 567914496. 
NO. OF rAILUES.... 42.00 
UCTI'AE YFARS)..... 10.50 ..... 
UPTIME RATIO....... 0.70 
___________________ 
. . .
-- .. --.. . . . . . PERCOM PROGrAM 
_______________--PROGRAM 	 NO. 4 
S;HUT TLE S " D)U LF LAY . _ P.O . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 
TOTAL VYSTrM MTT F..... 3.0
 








RCCURRING ___ __ OPERATIONS _

-__(I SPACFCPAFT)-NOT OPTIMI7EO _NON-PCCUPP ING 
........ ........................................................... 
20 000 - -- __________________I _STPICTIIPE- _	 00 0 0. 0426
-_ __ __-
20 1 
5(6.2 FNGi-JFFR INC, 	 17S00000. 2P7n 
3 STArILI7ATION . . . .. . ..- R62 -, - 1617140. 	 -- - - - ­
p1 20000. 11010911.4 TIlgE'P4AL 

11S S-C UMCHANISMS 
 35.0000. 2721401. 




7 * PQIMAI)Y OnTICS 

SCOMIM. £ DATA RANOLING 16716). I Oo801)0.
 
0 pjFIP4ATI CS1 1214. .......... p 1562? n-,,
 
10 TrT r Soimn-PRT FOUIPMiENT 4K,61)540. 20M1.4.
 
I I _PRnGi'AM MANAG.CMFNT 25311000. 71 1)000. -_____
 
I? SYSTFM INTEFPATION 944000. 24 486q8.
 
I I R II lAtil ITY 	 I11600. I 1 1100. 
1445?0. 58120000.
 
I 1. TITAN rNTEOI;TAG F _ -_?_ 000. 670000.
 
16 * TITA SHRUD 0.0 OOOO00.
 
14 OUALITY ACCFPTANCE 
7o1000.17 SHIIJTTLrE INTFPFACES -20110000. 	 ____ 
-8 TPAINF)S r SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000.
 
IQ EXPFR, Nr A _r .3000000 0.
 
-.- SLJND 	 3P51000. 800000.TATION 
2. *$ IirW COAPl)TI:RS ___4550000. 	 . 0.0 
_..... ..LAUNC14 PrI ATrONS 
0.0 Ppro00000.2. - LV-TI TA. 
0.0" t 000000.
 
P4 S-C SUPPOPT 0.0 40950000.
 
1347012. . . 362826.
 
. .3 LV- ,4UT TLC 
r CACILI TICS 





27 * FXYFPtMr:NT UPr)AT	 0.0 ........10000000
 
0.0 60000000.PR * G.s.r.c. f. OTHEr? 
9000000.
20 nRn ITAL OPERATIONS 
nLE1|09920. .. .. 68316 .6. ........ 
1160999. 
. A CIIAIGFARLF 
10462607. An7219.
G & A 

SUnTOTAL 	 91Tj6F_1 12. 77124076. ___ 
t4107012. l04863640.
NnN-G . A SUnTOTAL 
i, 0160909. 
*NO G , 'W HCHARGE 
TOTAL 	 1057f"651?0. 27I ?#8114'IC _ ___ 
TOTAL 	 387914496.
 
COST Or Ar)OL UHtJTrLE REPAY EL-'STAL---T-	 13 7999152. 
525q14366.GRANO TOTAl. 

NO. OF FAILU FS .... 33.60
 









PROGRAM NO. S 
TT.F . . rI.AY.. . ......... .......-.
 .. .. .CHFOULr +. 3.0TOTAL STC'M MrTC 







I STRIJCTtIjI -? 2 7 " 2617500000. 

. .. .. 
­
p.. Ct.N6I '-P'1-I G 
Aoij 2.01162- 1617140. .... 3 1TA ! 1LI AT I ON 

21 20000. ? 10 1)1 .
 4 THFRMAL 

.... -. -




 _ __ o00q711. 7 * pP MARY OPTICS__ 
100 ,/A COMM. r OATA HANDLING 167,169. 10I0 

1P14. -468- .7/1 - ­q pNIcg-4A TJC1 
10 T ST G 'Aln"ffrflT FOVIPMENT 
_4660,40. 207064. K 
?____O, I_____711900533000. ____ 













14 Q)ALITY ACCFPrANCE 1445?20. 51120000.
 
-6670000.
-52000. _1-I) TITAN IN4T-RSTAGr ­ 0.0 000000.
IA * TITAN SHR)UD 
17 SHtTTI e INTFRFACES 0____00___.­
"
 
in THAIfPrpS . SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000. 

£13 _50000. 3900000.) . _ __10 * EXPrIIMrNTS A 

3p51000: goF00O0.
2') GRONO STATION 

..... .... ... .
 ? I NFW C OM PU TER S 5. 
. __-LAUNCH OOEPTIONS 
?2500000.
? *-- L V-T[TAN 0.0 
0.0 10001,000. ..... 
P3 * L N-SUT TLC 
0.0 499O000. 






PC * SHUTTLr- JPflATE .FLI_GHT 
0.0 39000000. .. 17 * FXPERIMPNT JP')ATF.___ 
0.0 60000000.
 p- * G.S.F.C. I, OTHER 
r 9000000.
29 OR II TAL rATIONs 
10 O. ___ 6R8l266.












NnN-G . ASUFITOAL 

719-M4 nO. 101 60q9g._ ____5105766120. 
















NO. OF FAILURES.... 30.55 
UPTIME(((YEARS)((((((7 .-
_ 
UPTIME PATIO........ 0.51 
-.-.- --.. --.....- - - PFRCOM PROGRAM-
PROGRAM NO. 6 
--­
.
. .. . .....
.. .... 
_........
ULE DFLAY..__ 3 .0 
. .. SlIUTTLF SCHE 
TnTAL SY-TFM MT F.....3.0 
125-SYSTFMLOD....
_VAR...S. 






.. RECUIRING... ... ... ... ... ...
NCN-RFCtJPRING.e.... .. . ....... ... ... 


















3520000. ...... ?7,141 5 s-C MCHANISMS 791 ?n.28/O?.
A ELFCTRIC nO$ER 
 80007._,
33000007 * OIlMAPY 0PTICS 167869. 10$311)0.
S C-AM. r. OATA HANLING 
 1214. 
 2356?2.
 0 PNrUMA TICS 2070614.
4At,'W40.10 TCSl r stIJPnPT COUIPMENT 71 .()Ooo.25i-000. 
I I Pi>ncG.A'h ANAGCMCNT ?4416091.944000. 

12 SYSTCM INTCGRATION 

I 1 IA-00. 1 11"00.
 
_i RrLIArILITY 5%20000.1445220.









-- IA-TITAN SHRl)UD) 1997000.









19 * EXPFP!T9ANTS 800000.3?51000.











2 * LV-TITAN 
_..............





 P5 * FACILITICS 15000000.
 
2f6 * SHUTTLF UPDATE FLIGHT 39000000.
 













20 ORrITAU pCPATIONS 68 1 i .
 












01568112. q 6 0
 
StIqTOTAL 14107012. j A4t 16A .
 

























PRnGRA M 40. 7
 
SIIIJTTI r " c ClIntI r OFLAY. 6.0 . . . ... 
TOTAl ',1I A MttI ....... l1.
 




( 3 SPArFCRAT)-Nor OaT4dI7F7). NON-RFCURRING ... CFCUPIPNG ..... rJPFRATIONS
 
........___, S.TrHJ. TU.F .. __.... ................................1 __
 
P FNG I !rro 1NG 17500000. 2P50n 16. 
. STA'If-rYATI.N 60R6?2 . 1617140.
 
4 Tkr-Ct"4L 21 P0000. 0?'10071.
 
S-C VrCHANISMS __7_____ 30000. T?7 , - - - ---­




7 * PRIMARY ,'TlCS _J'_O __ so0  
A COM. C DATA HANDLING I 67f160. O119W)0. 
1*_I? _C) - -P j'AT ICS - 12 4. ?_2196,A. ____________ 
I( TFST f, SIJ)POPT rOIJPMFNT 46f940. PO f06'34 .
 
I I P0QCT M AANAGCMENT 213000. ...... .. 7 11000..- _.
 
I? SYSTFM INTFGRATION 44000. 24469./ NOT RE­
13 __ TTY IIO. EPRODC
FLIATIn 1160 131O. 
14 QUALITY ACCEPTANCC 144pO. q"20000. -_ -
IS TITAH INTrI-STAGC _SnO__ _52000. _ 670000. ___ _. 
16 * TI TA ;iionun 0.0 1000000. 
- I')')27 SHTTLEF INTrRFACES 20910000. - 1900. 
I A TPANFnS £, SIMULATORS 3110400. lO0000.
 
I * Cx(rrIMrNTS A F. _n 5000000. 34000000.
 
20 GROUND STATION 3P51000. 8000o0.
 
. 2 * NFW CO"AP)TFPIS 41556000. . .... .0
 
... ... . ... 
?p * tV-TITAN 0.0 PP500000.
 
23 * LV-SI4UTTL!: 0O 10000000. _
 
VA S-C SUPPORT 0.0 4050000.
 
25 * FACILI TIrS_ 134701?. .. .. .r ?f . .­
26--* SHUTTLF UODATE FLIGHT 0.0 I5000000.
 
LAUNCH nPrOATIONS ..... .... 
P.7 * EXPFRIICNT UPDATE --.. 0.0 3(000000.__
 
28 G.S.F.C. G OTH ; 1R 0.0 60000000.
 
-- 20 ,'TAL- OPER ATIONS9000000. 
o S. A CHARG ARILE -ltO S_ O,520. . 6. 12696. ........
 
G C A 10462607. AM82129. 1160999.
 
SUI TOT At. qOt 56 11?. 771 ?497f6. ........
 
NON-G . A SUBTOTAL 14197012. 1949436160.
 
___TOTAL 105765120. P-710IIAO. 101 60999.
 
CHA"GI*NO G C. A 






COST OF AOO'L SHUTTLE RFPAIR FLTS 
41512T76f6. _ 
NO. OF FAr(.ttPFS.... 18l.67
 
UPTIMF YrAS).o o * ... 4.67 ..
 
IPtI1*F RATIO ........ . 0.31
 
- - -





- - - -
........-..
SHUTTLF SciiFnuLP DrFLAY.. . .. 







.VAr .y.TFM .L.PE. 
SIILTTLF-MA 1JTAINFt) PPnGRAM 
. FClPPING . . .. OP..RATIONS






I ST t)rTt)" 
 2O01fl0O0. 40641)?I6. _
 
I PI 17"00000. 2,,0 "f.
I ENGINF l G 
-	







4 - Tif AL 

.... ..
27PI 4 . -1 ........
3520000. ....S R-C M* ACHANI'WAS ?P01711.
2R88?.6 -L'CT;IIC POWCR 

7 * PRIMARY nTICS 
 3"lton_ .0000 800087.
 




10 - ST r SIJ)POPT EQUIPMENT 	 4669540. (070634.
 
P9-33000. 71t0)0.




1? .. SYT'4 INTFGQATriN 

too
I I u__0 .= __31l"4 QCLIAlIL ITY 
' 2?0000.
14415720.
14- QUALITY ACCFPTANCE 

I- TITAN !INTCRSTAGF -,82000. ..... 670000
 
16 * TITAN SHPQI)$) 
 0.0 100000.
 





1 TPAINF'S r, SIMULATORS 
10 EXPPIM'NTS A & B $0000.
32-itO.











? * LV-TI TAN ­ 0.0 __ 10000000.IV--otT TL 

09500






2S * FACILITIFS 
0.0 19000000.
SHUTTLF m3T







29 * G.S~r.c. r. nTHFP 
_O00000.
 








.. &..A . . .
 
SG TOTAL 















...COST OF "ADDtL SHUTTLE"REPAIR'FLTS 
 GDt3 14368.
 GRAND; TO]TAL 	 ____________________ 
NO. OF FAIIUnfRS.... I.20
 
.. I, - .. ------I-..... 2..O.. 

UPTI MF RATIO......... 0.1
 
UPTIMF CYPS) 830 

PERCOM PROGRAM 
PROGRAM NO. q 
... . SHUTTLE SCHFOULE 










nPYfIMIIED NON-RECUPPING . .FCtqrNG ----- OPFRATTON$ 
I _ STPUCTIJU'V_ 
p FNC!NFFING 
." _STAQ11.I 7AT ION 
4 THCr:QMAL 
S S-C MC721ANISMS 
6 FLFCTOrI PDWFP 
7 * {.rPPMA'?Y OPTICS.-
q COMM. . OATA HANDLING 
q PNrl)MATICS 
lo Trr r. .Untor FOUIPMF N? 
I_ PROGOAM %IANAC.VMCNT 
_____-_2531000. 
17 SYsrFF INrPFGPATION 
S3 __RFL!OILrTr 
_I 
14 CUALIrY ACCFPTANCE 
1~__TTA NTFrSlTAGF. 
















































_7 SHUTTLF INTFRFACFS 
TPAPJCPS F SIMULATORS 



















LAUNC Of)T ArrnNS 
* LV-TITAN 
_' -_ LV-SIHUTTl. F 
5-{" S"I RT 
* ACILITIFS 






















G A CHAPG'A LF 
G f. A 
S) TOTAL 
NOn-G t A S1UOTOTAL 
TOTAl. ...... 
*N) G & A CHARGE 













COST OF AOD'L SHLJTTLE 
_____GPANO TOTAL 
NO. r)-PAILIJPFS ... , 
UPTIMF (YFAPSI..... 










- PEICOM PROGRAM 
--
PRGA4N6.10 -
SHUTTLF SCHC-rULF OFLAY. 
TOTAL SYST'M MTTr ... . 
_ 0.5 
6.0 
.. . . .. 
. . . .... 





.... SHUTTLe_ 4AA1NTAtI r PROGRAM 
('3 SPACECPAFTN)T OPTIM 7M-
........................................... 
I TICTU 
PD N N-CI UQRING 
p 501000. |7qF'UNG100000 . 
--
RECURIN G OPFRATIRCCLJTMG 
................................ 







--- * FLCCTltIC PJlrR 
7* PIE MAHANDLICNG 
COMI.!. QAAHANLING4?1f. 
Q pNmh J'AT ICS, 
10 TFST G SU nPORT FDUIPMF.NT 
I PROGRAM MANAGrMFNT -
.? SYSTFA TNTFGRATION 
1" fPFLIAuIl ITY 
14 QJA.I TY ACCCPTANCE 
1 TITAN INTrPSTAGF 
6 * TITAN SHRO JD 
17 -- SIUTTLF INTCI 
F ACFS _ _ _20010000, 
.. . 
TPATNF'S 0 SIMULATORS 
?l .y FXDrF lmrNTS A & R 
- .GrUND STATION 
20 
21 $ IrFW CO-APIJTFrS 
. 
?FIIGiNCFING 56 1 4'9,9 
21PO000 2010971. 
27"' 49 1. 
3 0CHANISMS-0000........ 
30011?. 216? 
3300000.OPTICS___R0003 TOO __ 582416. 373I4059. 
O01609?. _ 
. . .... 2 0 70 6 14 . 
46540 o 2071-o4. 
P5I6__3000.,_ 719)0. 
q44000. ?44r?69%1, 
1t1600- _ Io00._ 
1449??0. 5670000. 





3P51000. 800000.4550000. --- .0 
__­
. .... .... 
LAUNCH nPFATIONS. 0.0 2so0000. 
? I 
. 4 
* tV-TH TAN 
LV-S I T TIF 
S-C SuPPOPT 
- 0 .0 
1347012. 
490 0000 . 
A36280006. ___ -..... 
25 * FACILITIFS 
2 6--SHUTTLE UI'QOATC FLIGHT 
?7 FXPFPIMFNT UPDATE 



















_ 81 A74f 6. 









NnN-G £ A SUBTOTAL 
TOTAL 
*NO G & A CHARGE 
COST OF ADOL 
- SHUTTlE -PFPFAI-R--FT-
GQAm? TOTAL 
NO. OF FAILtJRCS...* 25.V 
IjPTIMr (YCAS). 2........ 
UPTI'W PATIO ........ 















TOTAL SYSTCm MTTF ...... 6.0 
__..VAQ, SIqSYsrM LOpsF.,,..1.?5
 
;HUTTL'-4A I rA? tIC) PpI1RAm 
. ( AC OAqT)--OT OPT IMIZCO ______NfN-RFCUnPING . AFCUPOING .O - PRATIONS--­
... TUCU. .................. OIOOO....... . 
p FNGINCQfING 17500000. P2601P6. 
3 STAIII'.1 7ATtON ? 1100. '61465q. 
4 TRFMfIL 21?0000. 2910071 
9 -- C 'rCHA N MS -... 35 0000. . . . . 27,/14-l. 
6 SLrCC VUC P(O7 10011?. 2931l64P. 
7 *-_PRIMAlY OnTlCS _3"nh0O0. -_ 800it70. 
8 CnmA. G DATA HANDLING 111,P0136. 37140q. 
0 P:Jt.IPf TICS - _'_ 4215. f Inon?. 
10 TFT , WOl OSUT 13IPMENT4A60,. PO7,f,14,. 
.... _ I -- 'OOGCA M MA4NAWMNNT 131000. 7110000. 
I2 SY"Tr INTCGPATON 044000. 2446q'). 
I3 
I' 
_I"LIAI TVL I All IIT 
OlJALIrY ACCFPTANCC 
I In no. 
1445220. 
_I_ 11o0. 
'5'I?0000. /4, _ 
l TITAN IN'TrOITAoE ____ __ 92000. _670000. 
If * TTA ' IfQOfln 0.0 1000000. 
1. SHOTTLI INTrrrAAS S001000. .1007000. o .___ 
IB TRNINJtriS F SIMULATORS 3110400. 00000. ,, 
19 * FYPIrIHrtTSTl A rG A 500000N. 30000. 
20 GrOLJNO STATONr4 3"51000. OOOOO. 
2? * EWCOMP'jTERS -4550000. ____0.-
LAUNCH 0PPRATInNS00 
p2 * LV-TtT A N 0.0 pso0000. 
2 3- " LV- SHUT TL5_ 0.0 _ _ G000 
24 S-C suPOprT 0.0 4W,;O000. 
2 5 * PA C IL I T TrI S 3 4 7 0 ! ?. 1 r," 2' 6 . . .. . . . . . .. . . 
?6 * SHUTTLF UPOATF FLIGHT 0.0 I'000000. 
27 * FXPFRFMFNT UPDATE- 0.0 3000000.o 
Pl *, G.S.F.C. & OTHF 0.0 o0000000. 
o ,,;='k;'-- |-- -- -AT ---­ '- - - 0 -6 
2,, RIXTAL nPluRATt0NS 9000000. 
G r, A CIARGFA1LF R174937A.. 77?O1I.?. 
G & A 
SIJOTOTAL ______0_________..92.905.. 
10545141 . q91 1 7. 
87 9 7=22').. 
116090q. 
____________-
NON-r & A sUnTOTAL t419701?. 1041%16110. 
- -TOTAL_ ........ 106487520._ .._ Pti?36160. 1016009._-_ 
*NO G r. A CHAF'GC. 
__6_... TOTAL 39Rn84352. 
COST OF ADDL SHUTTLE RPPAI LTS q0000000. 
CRANO TOTAL 430nlORA2PA. 
NO. OFR FAILUIiCS, 24.00 
UPTIME (Y-FA 5) ...... ... 2.00e__-___.. _____ .. - --
UPTIM PATIO ......... 0.80,, 
PFRCn4 PROGRIAM 
PROGPAM NO.1? 
SHUTTLF SCHEDuLF IrLAY..* I .S 
TOTAL SYSTF'A MTTF ....o. 6.0 
VAP. S;UnISVqrRM SI-lOE.... _125 . 
SlEUTT F-MAINTAINrD PROGRAM 








.. . .. 
30P.6 
.. . . . . . . 






? 1 ?000. 
5614650). 
2q109O1 . 
-- 11-C IFrHANtISMS 3520000. - 7?I4I1.-­
6 FLCCTPIC PllWF- 10011?. 251161,. o 
7 * Pr I AOV nlr'i 1000,Ion __ no 0)0IT..G 11. 
A COMm. r, DATA HANDLING qa'12 16. 37,140'). 
o PtJNl)MATICS 4215. RIlIOD?. _ . 
10 Tr-SrT F. SIJPPT EQUIPME0NT 60540. 20 706134 
I t___POqGRAM MANAGMFNT __ 213Q000......72 )OO03. 
I? SYSTFM INTFGPATJCN 944000. 24411 1. 
_3 trL1A'IILIT Y 111600. ....... 13"8f00,. 
IA OIIALI TY ACCFPrANCF jA14??O, 58?20000. 
IS __ TITAN INT'ERSTAGF 582000. 670000. .... 
16 V TITAN SHROUD 0.0 l000000. 
17 SHUTTIr INTFRFACFS _?0 Q10 00f. oqo000. 
1I TPAINrPS C SIMULATORS 311000. 100000. 
to * CyPraMrNrq A r n 5000000. 300000o 
"()---GROUND STATION 3251000. 100000. 
__*NRW COM0I)TFPS 45500.-----------00- - - -­
t" LAUNCH OPERATInNS 
... ........ 
2p 4 LV-TITAN 0.0 ?2501000. 
p LV- SHUTTLE 0.0 10000000. 
?4 S-C SUPPORT 0.0 4050000. 
25 * FACILITIES .1147012. _16RKp6., 
26 * SHUTTLf. UPDATE FLIGHT 0.0 15000000. 
27 * EXLFRIM-NT UPnATE - 0.0 39000000. -
?R * G.S.F.C. & OTHFR 0.0 60000000. 
CaR0I TA--PERATIONS 9000000. 
GC £ A - 7HARGEAIL$1 45376. .... 7732)0312........ 
G- FA I0J5I49'. 99833217. 1160qrq. 
SUrITOTAL _?_____ 02. .. . f737?528.R°_ 
NqfN-G & A-'SUB-TOTAL 14107012. 194t636O. 
TfTAL 1064 875 _0?836160. 1__2016 0999. 
*NJ G & A CHARGE 
TOTAL-------3q 4352. 
-
COST OF ADD'L SHUTTLE RFPAIn FL-T 8It0006O. 
6PAN) TOTAL 480884224. 
NO. OF rAILURES....* 22.40 
UOTIMF tYFAPS) .. 2.0 






. . .. 
. .. . .
. .
 AY4 , .2 0 .. --
__ 
HU TT LF _SCH Fr)U . n E 
TOTAL SYSTCM MTT ..... 6.0
 





... O..I ... ...... .... 

OPFPATIONSSHJTTL=--AI NTAI NFO PROGRAM 
r	 ING_ RECURI OP OSN4N-PrCUR tNG 
-- (I SPACFCPAFT )-NOT OPTIPAIZO 
..................................................bo -l0f,4q71 ._
201 .030 " 
...................... 
 I100000. 	 2250I2-I STfUCTUP-". --

* 2 FNGINEr1ING.	 7130q. 9r 6,q . 
7	 2 00,?iO~ P910971.1.000.. 
... 43 ... -STAILI?TIWRM&L AT ION 
4 -C ,FCHANIS . _ 35?0000. .	 27. 4113. ­
aS tA.
10031P. 
6 ELFCTRIC POWFW 
Al0011178. -­
7 _PPIMAQY (ITCj3100000. 	 371140'59.582436. 
____ 
8 COMM. G OATA HANDLING 
PNUmATICSq 	 P0rt. 14 .4669540.
T-$T r SUPPORT roUIIPMENT10 

244116Q3.944000.
SYSTFM r NTFGrATIONt? 
-
11111600. 





16 * TITAN SHROUl P__ r0910000..10---
SHUTTLF INTCnrACFS17 	 100000.3110400.SIMULATORS
-l I --- TPAI-1ES r 	 0 0 0 0 .­5000000. _ 39000ROO00.lO..... & -F XPFFA 






I1 _ N W COIPUTFRt 
0.0 72500000
LAUNCH OPFOATI3NS . 
0.0 1000000.? * LV-TITAN 




* ______140?24- s-C SUPPORT 	
­
134701. 15000000,25 * FACILITIFS 











-0.0PA * G.S.F.C. f OTHFR 

9 ORTL OP.CRA'T IONS 79000000.
 
.... 
-1..09.745376.A .	 W) 1321.G r, r84AnGFAnL P 	 it6091.I 149.
-rA19A45--
.. 
a7372 1 p it.922012. S JTT AL 	 194f161610.141(97012.
A iidt:--N0N0G F, 
160. 




COST 'OF AODr)L SHUTTLCE PPAIP FLITS 	
TOA 
NO. OF FAILU RESS.4... 21.00 
UJTIMF (YFAnS)... ..... 10 .50-. ................. " -;' 




SHUTTLE SCH r) U L C nCLAY.. 2. .. ...... -.... ....... 
TOTAL SySTCM MTTF ..... 6.0 
VA. sU..SySTM)..O. 1..5 .,". . ............................... 
- - SHUTTLF-MAINTAINrnrOPOGqAM (I SPACFCRAFT)-NOT OPTIMZE ...... NON-pWCUflRTNG .. RPCUINC. - lPFRATIONS. . 





















EL E C TP IC P OWFR 
P IM AR Y O TIC S 
10012P.330 0 000. .... 









-CO'"4. r DATA 
PNrI$MA TI CS 

























QUALITY ACECPTANC F 















TPAINrPS & SIMULATORS 
* FXPrOIMr:NTS A , -
GROUND STATION 























?4 S-C SL IPPORT 404000066. 
25 *k rACILITIES 0.0....... . 
?* 6 HUTTLF UPDATE FLIGHT 0.0 3q000000. 
?7 * CXPFPIMFNT UDATE 0,0 0000000............. 





































_ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ 
_ _ 




.COST" O AOiL SHUTLE REPAfI' FLS-
GANO TOTAL 
NO. OF FAILURES ... 19.76 
UPTIME (YF 






... SHUTTLE ScHFULE i0LAYrL.0A I .. -. . 
TOTAL SYSTrM MTTF ... 6.0 
VA. SIYTCM..PF... I.2 ........ ................... 
SHUTTL&-MAINTAIND PPOGPAM 
('3 SP ACFCOAFTI-P3T OPTIMIZFO__ NON-aflCURRINC -.... _PFCUPPI Mr. ___ _OPr'RATIONS. 
... .o.... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. . 
I STP)CTIJQED1'4 20150000. " 09 1 A".. . ... 
2 FNGINCER!NG 17500000. 2250126. 
... 1I STAr31tL1?ATIrN ?I I09. .._) 564I5.6 . -
4 TIFI)'AAL 21 20000. PO00)71. 
1 S-C MrCIANISMS 3520000. 27P11. -
6 FLFCT"IC POWER 100312. 25316'1.. 
7 RPIMARY nTIC 1S3100000. '100097,1./ 
8 CnMM. r DATA HANOLING '021130.. 37114 '.). 
0 PNIFO"A T ICSq- 4 p I . n I_to"02. ______ 
10 TFST & SUJ)POT roUIPMFNT 4.60,40. 0Ornf, 4. 
1? __I Pnf)rAM .AANAGrMFNT 2'313000. 71 0I1oo. 
I? YSVTFM INTCGPATEON 944000. PA211,0913. 
______1 nFL IA'3!LITY -­ _ 11600. _____ 13 5.00. 
14 OUALITY ArCCPTANCF 1445?20. 5"10000. 
I __- TI TAN INTFPSTAGF . q_ 000. 6__70G00. 
16 * TITAN SHOQUD 0.0 1000000. 
S17 SH(iTTL" INrTCPFACS5 _.?00 10000. 1907000. 
. A TIAINf'RSl & S!MIJLATORS 3110400. 100000. 
". FXPPFPIMtNTS A&. R S000000. 39000000. 
"' 2 - GoOUND STATION 3251000. 800000. 
1 * NEW COMPUTERS 4590000. 0.0 
LAUNCH O rRATIONS 
2? LV-TITA-AN 0.0 22900000. 
.. * LV-'SIJTTLF 0.0 10000000. . 
- -C SijppnRT 0.0 4050000. 
. .... 2 FACILIrIFS -I 14705?. P. A,'A?4. . -. . .. ... ... 
76 * S-HUTTI.. UPOATE'FLIGHT 0.0 15000000. 
?7 *" pflplMrNT UPDATE _0.0- 30000000 
2n * Ges.F.C. r nTHFR 0,0 60000000. 
?0 OR9ITAL OPERATIONS 9000000. -
G & A CHAIGFARLF 
-
-
81745376. 773R91 2, . ..... 
G . A 1054|140. 9013?17. 1160999. 
SUnTOTAL -22q0512....... 873725 . --
N0N-C. & A SU3TCITAL. t4tq7GIP. 194f36680. 
TOTAL 106487?0. 2$2136160. 10160999. 
*No 0 & A C;Ar;GF 
---- TOTAL 348444352. 
COST Or ArOOL SHUTTLE REPAIR FL. 63333280. 
GRAND TOTAL ....... 46PP17472. 
NO. or FAILUQS,.... 18.67 




TOTAL SVTr mTTFr . . 
.....AP.. I.......... S. .PI.. . ........... 
SHNTTL=-A1NTA! Nrl) PROGRAM 
(3 SPACrCqACT)-NOT OPTIMTFI) NON-PECURPTNG- RFCURR ING OPFRATI DNS_ 
I STJCTIJor.... 01 0000. 30f,4' 1)6 _[_ 
. . EmfTNr'rlFlIUNi I7'S00000. g25012. 
I STAnI31!ATION 211110q. ',h I469q. _ ___ 
4 TffI.AL 2120000. 2010971. 
5 s-C UCCHAtJTSMS 35?0000. 271l431. 
6 -I.CTIC PnWR 10011?. 231162. 
7 *OIAY0TC _______3000.__ _ 000870. ___ 
f COMM. F. DATA HANDLING 50?836. 371.0'39. 
9 PN4IJMA T I CS _____. _ 4 .. .. 0O2. 
10 TEST P. StIDOF)PT POUIPMENT 466Q940. 2070634. 
II Ppflnc0AM MANACEMFNT 2933000. 71 1q000. 
IP SYSTC-4 INTrrQATION 044000. 944rt6983. 
II PrLIArlI IT Y 111600. l_13,00. 
14 QIUALITY ACCEPTANCF 144590. 50120000. 
1S -1 TITAN4 1NT=QSTArOZ __ _9?000. -670000. _ -
I A TITAN SHI'-mUC) 0.0 tOoooo0 . 
.... .7 JHUTL 1NTCflF ACFS5 ?0q 10000. 1 007000 . - ------
IR TPAIN"'C* £ S MULATORq 31 10400. 100000. 
tq * -XPrpr'mNrS A & n s000o 30000000. ___ _____ __ ___ __ 
- G-VSROJNO 'STATION 3251000. 100000. 
1 kwrwNTA..40000.__ 0.0 
LAI)NC'4 Ofl"QATI0NS ..... .. . 
2? * LV-TI TAN 0.0 .2500000. 
23I LV-S'IUTTLC _______ 0.0 ____ 0000 __________ 
PA -C SNmnOr 0 .0 4q,10000 . 
25 FACILITIFS 134701?."__ 161?6. 
?6 * HUTTL.F Urr)ATP FLIGHT 0.0 ISo00000 
27 * C.xr'nM'NT JP)AtE _ 0.0 ..... 39000000. .............. 
20 -RRITAL OPFRATIfONS Io000o. 
G & A C14ARGCAOLF A175376. 77]IIQ112. _ 
G F A 10-34514'). q93j21t. 1160000. 
SUITOTAI. 01200S12. 07172S298. . 
NON-rG A-SIFTOnTAL 1407012." 63.0. . .. 
TOTAL 1 064 "720.-- 2716,160. Ijat0 99. __ 
N G£ A CHARGE 
COTAL 3qSRA41152.. 
COS:T OF ADL 
,PANr) TTAL SHUTTLE REPAIfR FST 
40000000. 
384n4 351. 
Nq. OF FAILJfC5. 14.00 
UPTIMF (YFARS).........7.00 . -.. . .. . 
UJPTT'M RATIO .......- 0.47 * 
PFRCOM PROGRAM 
PROGRAM NO.17 
SHUT TLF sCHFOJLE DELAY., I?,0..... - ... 
TOTAL SYSM MTF....... 6.0 
V--A _SU9SYSTFM_4St.IW'% .WA ? 
..... ................................ 
.I............. . .................... I. 
SHUTTL=--AAIHTATNFD- PqnGPAM 
.. SPACFCPACT)-NnT flpTIMT7EO NON4-PFCURRING _. RFC)RRING _______OPFRATION5S. 
....................................... 
......................................................... 
I __ S T'$C TIF 20I'000. ° 
P FNGINr E!NG 17900000. ?7501 6. 
. -.. STArILITArrON 21130q. 56469 .q. ... 
4 TIR'hAAL P 120000. 21)10'71. -
r - - MFCIIAII S 3520000. P7;I 4 3 -.. .......... 
f, FLFCTOIC 00WFQ 10031?. 2310,13?. 
7* PQTMAQY O0TICS____ 3300000. 8_00067$1. 
8 Cfl . & DATA HANDLING 5F2F36. 37840'rO 
0 _ PN=-rUAATICS 4215. n 10Rop". 








.... 7 1 1 qOOO. 
2441161'). 
. . . . 
/ 
13 QrLIA4ILITY [_LU,00. I ilO00_ / 
14 DUALITY ACCIrPTANCC 14,2?O. 5F20000. 
.. . I _ TI TAN INTr'STAG.E _R2000. 670000. . . . . .. - -_..-_ 




TnAIWEqS & SIMJLATORS 
20910000 
3110400. 
. ... I 9D 7000. 
100000. -
" K 
19 * FXPFOItIF-NTS- AC,G $000000. l q 39000000. _ -
20 GQOIJND STATION 3?51000. 00000. 
pt _* NCW CI'PUI FQS _O450000. 0.0 -
LAUNCH Or'P'ATI TNs... 
2? * LV-TITAN 0.0 22500000. 
pi I.V-14 
-1T TLF 0.0 1 000000. 
2A, S-C sUPPORT 0.0 4910000. 
2q * FACILITIFS __------- 1347012. -I h3 ? 6. 
P6 * SHIJTTLF UPDATE ILIGHT 0.0 15000000. 
W274 FXOFPTIMNT uPr)ATE __0_0.___ _- - 0.0 "30000000. 
PR * G.S.F.C. &.OTHER 0.0 60000000. 
?q OPITAAL 0-FPATIONS 9000000* 
r , A CHARG:AALF nA174,376 .. 77180 It2. 
G F. A jO5451A0. 9WII3?17. 1160P99. 
%JOTOTAL 9?? 90o'11 2. n7 17?1528.-_ 
NO,-G & A 




2 J_16 0. 101 6O00_ 
*N r r A C14ADGE 
TOTAL 39880R435?. ____________ 
COST OF A 'L SH.-UTTLE REPAIr FLTS 16666669. 
GRAND TOTAL 415550976. 
NO. OF FAILUIOCS.. 0.'s 
FUPTIME (YEARS)...... 4.67 _ 




SHUTTLF SCHFr)ULF OCLAY.. 
TOTAL SYS'TFM MTrrF ... .. 




'iIIUT TL--N44 I N/TAI Nirfl !'POC.PAM 
.... S'IPACVC'1A TI-NOT OPTI4E1)E ...... NfIN-PE-CIIINC RFCI)1PINNG OPC'RAT|ONS _ __ 
.. ......................... ... ....................... 
2 F sINf!nIjFINC 
3 STATILIZ7ATION 
4 THFq AL 
_S- - -C .AFCFANISMS . . .. . 
56 rL CT I "nOlWro 
7 * PIsAAD OnTICS ______ 
A COMAM. r, 0)41A IIANDII-1 
9 PN:U A T IC 5N 
10 TCST , SUIP1T CQUIr'MENT 
11 P'CPAM '%NACPFMFNT --
12 SYSTI'A INTFGATON 
I _ OFLrAl3FLYTY 
14 OUALITY ACCfrV"TANCF 
.15 TITAN INTFOSTAGF __5___ 
16 * TITAN SIRO0in 
17-- SIJTTLC TNrFnrACFS_ 
Is TRAINFIlr,',SIMULATORS 
Ioq FXPFRIM"NTS, A G 3 
PO GROU1o STATION 




2 I 30q. 
I ;I0f)000. 
.. 590000. -.... 
100312. 
3100000. 

















































. LV- qHIr TLF 
S-C SUOnI'T 
* rACIITtrS 
* SHUTTLF UtOATC FLiGHT 
* EXIrPrMaNT UPD)ATE 

















Pq OfIITAL nPFRATIONS 
G . A CIAftGCARfi 
r f A 
SUO3TOTAL 
NnN-G & A SUCITOTAL 
TOTAL 

















COST OF A')0'L SHUTTLE RF'AIR PLY$ 
-lGRANq TOTAL --
NO. OF FAILtOCS.... 6.60 
UPTIMF (YFAPS) .....2.80 








SHUrrL.F sC~P DtQLAV, __,5 _______--- - - -- - ---------- __ 
TOTAL SYSTEM MTTFF....... 1),0 
VAR,. _S.j.YST'-4-L,,.15.. .- .25 
SV4IJTTL .- MAINTAINED PROGRAM 
(I cPACFCPAFT)-NOT OPTIMEIZED_- NON-.FCURPING ____ RFCURQING XpprPATIONS 
I _ STPIJCUORU 201 'O000 3064121A. 
p2 -FNGINCERING 17300000. ?250126. 
I-STAn LII7AT ION-------- 4-0641 . - I I_t11)qa. .....- -
4 THCOMAL 2120000. 2910071. 
5 - J)ACIIANI SMS , . P75 10000.?I4iI3. ... ..... .... 
6 FI.ECTrIC POWFR 2130?6. 5109W),). 
.7 t flmAO Oi,rrcs _ ________ 1100000. _____foO0$17A. ________ 
_ CCM'I. & DATA HANDLING I242961. 806Op. 
q __PN5'iMATIC' WWI$. 1744,67?. 
In TFST G. 1IS"pOAT FGUI ;PE 466e0540. P070634. 
1 1_ PPOGIRAM '4AMAGFMFNT 21331000. 71tIq0o. . . _ 
I? SYSTEMA INTFGQAT!ON 944000. ? 44f16 03. 
11 _PQFI IAnII I TV ....Y 111600. _ I 1 $lin00 
24 0UALITY ACCFOTANCC t,442 0. 5IA2C000. 
.i___ TITAN TNTrPSTAGF. 670000,T_ _____O, 
16 * TITAN SQIf JOn 0.0 1000000. 
17 5HUTTLE INTEPFACFS .... _. P0910000. __ P)7000. 
III TRAIN 'PS , SIqMULATORS it 10400. 100000. 
1 *F orqr4NTSA..P_ 9_5000000, ... . 3I00000. 
2d GOiUND STATION 3251000. A00000. 
. . * Npw COMAPUTERS 4550000. 0.0 . . ......... 
LAUNCH QPrP ATI ONS ......... 
22 * LV-TITAN 0.0 22500O0. 
73 LV- SHUT TL C )0._ _ I000000,.. 
24 s-C 9t)PfnPT 0. 0. 4050000. 
29 _ FACILITIES _ 147012. . .... 36?P?6. .. . . 
26 * SHUTTLF IJPATE FLIGHT 0.0 11000000. 
27 * CXOFRIMFNT UPDATE_ 00 30000000. .. 
2 1 * .S.F.C. , OTIIFR 0.0 60000000. 
20 DonlITA. OPC.RATIONS 9000000. 
-... C A CIIAIlGFAALE .82 6"p .. 110 7"400. ... ... 
6 &A 106764',?. IIH45nS'T. i1(lOqqq. 
SUrnTTAL 03430640. 10 1174256. ..... -. __ 
NON-G r. A SUTnTAL 141)7012. 194A6,680. 
_ TOTAL 1076 36,1 ... B5 3772 A. f0t60qq. 
*Nn C r A ChI;nGE 
___TOTAL - '161'104. 
COST OF AnDLL SHUTTLF RI'PAIQ FLTS 1584?1008. 
cPANr) TOTAL 47475f0q6. 
NO. OF FAILURS.... 17.64 
IJrlTIMF CYAP . SI 11.6 - - -






.... . . 
. ........ 
. . ... .. .
 
_ 	S';HUT TLE SCHFD)U L E DEL AY .. --~ 1 O.. 
TOTAL SYSTP4 MrrF ..... *. 9.0 
VAR. StlJr1YSTCM 8,LOPF .... _ 1.29 	 - -
SHIITTL--HA INTAIWVEf) 1I'0)GQAM
 
RECURRING ..... - PERATIONS .
 
-- NON-RFCURfPING (3 8,PACCCPAPTi-N)T O TTMI lED 








 490641. 1 q 71 fll0 . 
2 ?0000. 79(9 ..4 THFOM4AL 

S S-C IFCHAN(SMS 3520000. ?7?I4'$9. - - -----......
 
R
6 ELFCTQIC POWE . 1 192p. 
* PRIMAR Y NrOTICS 	 3300000. R00OHT*I.7 q ;
806 ? .
A COMM. 6 DATA H ANOLING 	 124?P61. 
119"n. tT___I 7?4467P. q PNFI.ATr 

2070634.
t0 TFST F., SUmF'nnI1T CUIPMENT 4669540. 
2513000. 7! 2q(0o0...
iI PfnRAM MANAG:M'NT 

" P SYSTFM INTFrPATInN q44000. 2 4 4 q699 1
 
* 1 	 1____3 1---nof$.11__ REL IAnIL ITY - -________ 	 f160 0. 
14452P0. 8(120000.
14 QUALITY ACCRPT ANCF 





I' * TI TAN SiDOtiND) 
17 SAI)TTLE INTFPFACES 20Q10000. I707000.
 
1n TRAINeRS & SIMULATORS 3110400. 
 foao00.
 
tO * '(PrPI'WMNTS A n B 100000o..... 3000000 	 "
 GxnUN)QO- STATrI 3?­251000. 00000. 
4550000. .... 0.0 p.I _ NEW CC'IMIJTrPS 
.LAUNCH OPFRATIONS 	 ............... 0...0...... 





0.0 -- -00000 .. - .
23 . LV-SIIIITTLC 
0.0 408000.
24 1-C SUll"'IPT 





26 * -SHUTTLF IJOATF FLIGHT 

_ __............._ 	
­0.0 3q008000-..?7 * PXPERI MFNi UPATE 
0.0 60000001.
24 * G.S.F.C. F OTHER 

9000000.
29 I' OPERAT DNS
t T AL 
 Ql?$100.
8276321?. ....



















*NO r CHAnGEf 
TOTAL -- 1463351 04._
 
5390q36.
COST OF Ar)DL SHUTTLE REPAIR FLTS 

GRAND TOTAL _ _O334976.
 
NO. OF FAILUJ ES 16.0
... 








TOTAL SYSTEM MTTF ... 9.0 
..--. ... ........ T ...LOo.......... .. ............. ..-
SHqTTL-MA7NTA IfD POGRAM 
(I cPArrCQAFTi-;NOT OPTIM!7ED 
.. .. .. ... .  .. . .. .. 
1 . ST. lJrTUPF 
2 r fTNrF*ING 
3 STAOILF7ATInN 
,Tli-RMAL 
q __ S-C MFCFAN SMS 
6 rPtrcRrC nr~wrR 
7 * CIPIMAARY (I'TICS 
* CfM'-4. F DATA HANDLING9 ­ _pNr1)MATICS .. 
. .. 
. . 
_NON-RECnQf _.NG G ..C..ING ______OPERATIONS 
.. .. .. .. . ..*. ... ... . ... . . . . . . . 
._0o 0000, 3004" 16, 
17500000. 22501!6. 
, 46064£. . . ... 1 "71'. . .. 
PI 20000. P910971.­
3020000. __. .. . 27 14I13. . ............... 
213P6. "iOOOOA. 
1900000. RO_0(___. 
1?42961. n fl0,U?. 
. ... 11H. -. _.. ._ 744672*. ___.. . . . .. .. 
10 TF.ST C SUPPnO T EOU IPMeNT 4669540. P0r06,4. 
I I'_ PuOGPAM ANG3FT___ 2513000. 7£100.--
I? SYSTFM INTEGRATION q44000. 244'16Q9. 1 
1 PFLIAf!( ITY __ __ It£600.* I 0lnO0. 
14 QUALITY ACCCPTARCF 1445220. 5Rpoo00..-WAk 
£6S - TITAN INTE.STAGF_ 5A0000. 670000. 
I6 *1 TITAN SHOrUIJ 0.0 1000000. 
7 SIIUTTLF INTfl rACFS '20q90000. 1Q97000. 
I VPrArNaQS & 9ZMIJLATORS 3110400. 100000. 
9* ExorpTMCNTS AtP 53 5000000(. 3.90000,0. 
26 G ftJ'ID STATION 3291000. A00000. 
_2! _. * NFW CODMUTCRS 4590000. 0.0 .... 
LAUNCH OPCRAT _ _ _ _ 
7? 4 LV-TITAN 0.0 2?600000. 
21 * LV-SitlJTTL - 0.0 1£0000000. 
24 S-C sUPOOOT 0.0 49.0000. 
-- 2S _ FACILITIES 134701 P 16?'P12, 
26 * SHUTTLF UPOATE FLTGHT 0.0 IS000000. 
.27_EKlCPMrNT UP0AT____ 0.0 ______ 000000. 
p * G.S.F.C. G OTHFR 0.0 60000000. 
29 O~|ITAL OPERATI ONS 9000000. 
&, A CHARGFARLF -9276321?. ....... 0182q400. . . ..... 




NON-G & A Sl rTOTAL t4197012. £040636q0. 
TOTAL 
4MG G C. A CHA P 
10763661R8. p?953T772z.. ---. 6099._ 
. _TOTAL .. ... 416335104. __________ 
COST OF A001. SHUTYLE AFPAIR FLTS 50000000. 
rANr) TOTAL .4661346 97A. 
NO. OF rAILURES.... 16.00 
UPTI'AF lYPARS! 1.......0 
IPTI£F "ATIO........ O...0.4 
A% . 
PERCnM PROGRAM - - -
PROGRAM NO.22 
SHUTTLF SCHFOULE" DELAY. 
TOTAL SYSTFM MTTF ... 
.20 
9 
.... .... ..... 
.... 
VAP. S-UqSYSTFMSLPFr. . . 5 
SHUTTI r-MAINTAINA) PROGRAM 
(3 SPACFCPAFT)-NOT OPTIMIZEF) _ON-_U_ 
.. . .....  . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . 
......FCUpfUI 































* PPI4ARV OP>TICS 
CnMM. G DATA HANOLING 
PNC:UIATI CS 








TRAI'CPS G SIMULATORSFO TS A 8 B• 
FXPFRI"NTS A 
oFnUN') STATION 




















































23 * LV-YiU'1TLC 
24 . -C S(jf'pflr r 
25 * rACILITIFS 
r,* SHUTTLU IrPATF rLTGHr 
? * F.KPFFtIrNT UvnATF 







0.0 ..... 0.0 
P?500000. 







24 0PITAL OPCI1ATIObN-S , 
G r. A CHARGFAnL 
F 
G f A 
SUqrTOTAL 
NON-C. f A sUBiTOTAL 
TOTAL 
UNO6- 6 A'CIARGF 
COST f1" A!DL SHUTTLE REPAIR 
- -FT.. 
rOANO TOTAL 
NO. OF FAILURE, .... 15.27 
































.... .... .... .. . . .. .. .. .. PEPCDA PRlOG AM




. o ...... 
TOTAt SYSTFM MTTF ..... 9.) 
SHUTTL r SCHFOFULF OFL AY.* 
SI4UTTL'--AI NTAINCI) PROGRAM 








. . . . . . .. 
01000. ___*0€6407 l 
. . . . . . . . . . O...  *... ... . .. . . . . . .. . .O. . . . 
17100000. 2? ,0It'6 . 




_ STAfIt.LItAT InN 
TWOUiL 





S S-C "-CHANISMS ___3120000. __ 7?14n 1. -
6 LrFCTICl ifl'.q 2 139?6. S30Do005. 
- --­7 * 'QIMAQY OlPTICS-----_;____ _ -3l0000. ________ 000007. __ ________________ 
* C'4M. & DATA HANDLING 1242961. 0602?. 
* PNCJMATICS FR. 1744f,72. 
tO TFST , SUOr'fRT FOUIPMENT 4669940. ?0f0614. 
I I pIrkOflIALA MAHIt CNT 123000. 71 1 00 . -
.... 1___ OFLIjfl1.I!TY ________ 11160. __)O*_ I Id'tlO0.__- ___________________ 
14 0134LI TY ACCFPr ANC5 t44',??O. 5q2000. 
P1 _ TITAN INTrR1STAGC ____ ____ 8000. A70000. _________ 
16 * TITAN sIIrJO) 0.0 1000000. 
S7_- SHUTTLF INTOF ACES OO_____?a 000. t9QT000.-











CnP___________ _ _ _ 4550000. __ 
1"-...2? 
" LAUNCHr1PERATIn,4ONS-LV-TI T AN' 0.*0 ?2500000. 
*3 LV-SqHN r T I- F . 0_0 |____0_____ 
4 s-c suPnRT 00 4Q90000. 
. 5 k FACILITIFS 134701 P .. _ AA6?6. 
2A * SHUTTLr Ur"DATE FLIGHT 0.0 15,000000. 
. 7 * FX(0FRQPNT UPOATF 0.0 .3()00000. 
2R * G.S.F.C. P OTHER 0.0 60000000. 
29 ORSiTAL OPERATIONS 9000000. 
G A CHAPGFALE 87763?32. - lR?'3400 ....... 
G A 10676452. tIt8450580q.)-
Jqt 'nTTAL -







-- TT AL .­ ___-_ 0763668...... ?qOS17728 _ _ O|O160qQ9. 
*149 G & A CH-ARGE 
TOTAL 416335104.-
COST OF AnD L SHUTTLE REPAIR FLTS -43043472. 
GRAND TOTAL . 45937843?.... 
No. OF FAILURES..;. 14.61 




M T D * . . ­
.. 0.73.. 
--° - -­ - ---.- - --
- - - - -
PFRCO PRROGRAM 
PROGRAM NO.24 
S;HITTLE '.CHFDI)LF DrLAV. * 1.0 - - -- -- . ----
T...TAOTAeL . ...TSSM .'4M T ... . .T n lo ~ e . . . . .o oe e0.0~ ..e ~ . . . . .eo e e m .°e° . .~ ..a .° .° . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .........$ e ~e l ~ o e e  ..... .. . . . . 
S141)TTL.E-MAT NTAI N1-D 
(I SPACFCAFT)-NOT 
PROGrnA-4 
n MrZEo . NON-nrCUnPING PFCtI rtING OPFqATIONS 
- -
- 1- STPUCTURF 
2 FNGINrllI NrI 
3 STAn13I7ArI0N 
4 TIIFIUAAL 
- S-C MrCIIANI SMS 
6 Ft~rCrr flOWFR? 
7 * Rn!MAIy OPT ICS 
4 CrOIAM. r, rATA HANOL NG 
q _ PNrUP4ATIC, 
JO TPgT F. J2rOT EOUIPMENT 
II ___PPORGRAM MANAGFMCNT 
12 SYSTFU INTFGRATIO(N































14 OUALITY ACCFPTANCE 1445P20. I o000. 
5I TITAN INTrPSTAGr.. 
16 * TITAN '1IROU) 
t7 SHUTTLC INTC-RFACMS 
18 TgAINrlS I. SIMIJLATORS 
1,t * 'XPRItMNTs A &.R _'_000000. 
20 GROUND STATION 

























* LV-TI TAN 




* SXPFRIMCNT UPOATS__ 















(lQI TAL OPERATIONS 
G F, A CHAPGCABL 
G r A .. ... . 
SLki3tOTAL _ 
NfIN-G F A-SUFITOTAL 
TnTAL 
*Nnf G F. A CIAAQtS! 






















NO, or rAILURES.... 
UPTIME (yAPSI ..... .. 









. .. . . . .. ..
. . . .
 
TOTAL SYSTUM MTT ....... 0.0
 
-SHUTTLE SCHEOULF DELAY,. .. §, 




.. . . . . .............................................................. 

(I SPACFC4AFTI-NnT OPTIMI7ED NON-rC1UfPtNG.. PCCIIPPING . ___ eOPFPATTONS__ 
; : ; : .... i ........
 
.. - _ TPUrrUoF 21.?oI 'o000fo. 3064081 6,
 
2 rtGINrER1JG 179,00000. 
 PSOI?6.
 






___ S S-C tFCANTSMS _____350000. ___ ?7,11441. __ 
6 ELECTRIC POwFRz ?I l0?6.
 
7- * PQMAPV 0OTICS 3300000. 0____8007.
 
R Cn'AA. G DATA HANOLING 124PQAI. 806qqP.
 
9 P.IrUMATICS eonll. _ __ 174467P.
 
to TFST r SUPPORT FOUZPMENT 4661S40. ?01(634.
 




I? SYSTF4 TNTrCRATInN 

- 13 _nFLIAOILITY ____O0° t 16. 

14 GUALITY ACCFPTANCF 1445220. sn?OOO.
 
I TITAN II4TrPSTAGEC 
 587n00. ........ 67n000. ..........
 




. 7 ...- SHUTTLE INTERFACES 

in TrPAlNCS & SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000. 
q * EXPFqIMNTS A £ B __ 00000. 39000__ 
20 GDflUNo STATION 312q000. 000000. 
X 2t NEW COMPU1TERS 455D000D. 0.0 
LAUNCH OPCRAT!ONS .......
 
" * LV-TI TAN 0.0 22P500000.
 
0.0 10000000o.
23 __* _ tV-SHUT TLF .... 
24 S-C S1POPT 0.0 4950000. 
29 * FACILITIES 1347012 ..... 6?. - ---­
26 * SHUTTLE UPDATE FLIGHT 0.0 I5ln00000.
 
27 * FPIEPIMENT IJPOATF .. 0.0 300000.-

P9 * G.S.F.C. £ OTHER 0.0 
 6000000.
 
20 -opOITAL OpePATIONS 9000000.
 
G C A CHAQGFAnLE 82763212 .---- ?-800........
 
G A 106764q2. I II45 6. II609').
 
SUTfnTAL 934306A0. ..... 1036742.-







*N9] 0 6 A CHARGE 
- TOTAL ... 416335104. 















SHUTTLFI CHEOULE OELAY. 2.0. .. . . . . .. . ... . . ... . . . 
TOTAL SYVTFM MTTF....... q.0 
-- VAR. -SU31,Y'TlMi
S .....r"Y T 
SLOPV......1.25 
........*. _.... . .. . . . .. . . . .. . ......................... ..... 
SHUITTLE-MAINTAINrI) PPQrRAM 
(3 SPACCPArT)-NOT nCOTIMIF) NON-RECUPIIING -IFCURIING OprRATrONS 
.................................... 
..................................... ................... 
-- .I - . ST lJC TkF .010000. .... 306402P . -
2 EJGIrFlq ING 17500000. 22',Ot?6. 













7 * PraIMARY OnTYCS 3100000......... 1. ___T_ 
-1 COMM. F DATA HANDLING 124296t1. finAo'?22. 
9) PNFI)AATICS Vfl _ ... 174467?. 
10 ----TIT f, SUPrORT EQUIPMENT -­ 4669 . ?070654. 
It POnOAIA MANACGMENT _ ___ 2q13000. ___ 7WQOOnO. 
I? SYSTC-4 INTfl5IATION 944000. 244'1i68. 10 0 
13 _ P LIAq LITY I It 600. I mI3O. , boo, 
14 CUALITY ACCFPTANCE 14452PO. 502n00o. 
I. TITAN "fONpsTAGF _ _?2000. 6 70000. 
16 * TITAN SHnOUD 0.0 1000000. N 
I SHIrTLF IJ-TFRFACFS__ 20910000. -__ 1 000. - -... -
R TPAFNrpg C SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000. 
10 
PO 
_ * XpQI4rNTS A C, 
CROIN ) STATION 
F3 5000000. 
325000. 
- ___ 39000000. 
1100000. 
21 *" NEW CflAPUTFRS . 4"90000. 0.0 .. . .. ... . .. 
LAJN NIInPFRATIONS ......... 
2? P LV-TITAN 0.0 2200000. 
P1 * LV- 1140TTLF -. 0.0 1 0000000. 
24 s-C SUPP(IT 0.0 45o000. 
Ps * FACILITIES 1347012. 36 R26. .. . . . . .. . 
. .- 4 SHUTTLF UflOATE FLIGHT 0.0 1;000000. 
7 F%.'.RnM1.Nr UPDATE 0.0 3Q(00000. ...... _ _...,_ 
2q * G.S.F.C. , OTHER 0.0 60000000. 
20 r ITAL -OQFA'TWIONSl4 9000000. 
C A CHA0GFAnLC 82763P3?. 91 8-- 400. . 
G C A 10676492. It84M[158. 1160q9. 
SUnTOTAL 934306A0. .... __ 103674256. _ 
NON-G fl A SUBTOTAL 141q7017. 1948f'3680. 
TOTAL ...... 1076366. .... ?qA772R. I_10160999._____ 
*NO G A CHARGE 
TOTAL . . .4!633104. ________ ___ 
COST OF AOD'L SHUTTLF REPAIR FLTS 10000000. 
GRAND TOTAL 4?6334976. 
NO. or FAILURES, --. 00 
UPT lAP (YEA0S) . 6.00 







/ .. _, HUTTLeSCHCOULF OELAY. ,-
- -.. 




.. VA.......SYTC LOP 

SHUTTLF-AINTAINF PROGRAM 
I.(I IPACECRArT}-NnT lPTIMIlEO - NON-PECUPRING R.FCURPING OPCRATIONS 
. . . . . . . .T tCT . . . . . ......... . .. [ 0e......... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 
I S--'TRUCT~llF - ______ _ __~ 0).- __04~A 
? ENGINFFOING 17500000. ?501t?6. 
41 . 
4I 






S S-C MFCIIANISMS O_3'0n  .. . 72! 11A1.. 
A .LrCTRIC (nWFR P1 39?6. 1909R 
7 -tQ n IAPY O rl C,, .3 1000° . _ 0000)0 -. 
.... C.. F. DATA HAN LIMG I24 )61. 6 9 
Q PNII)MATTCS'~ _ *--,­


















14 OUALITY ACCrITANCE 14452P0. sf0oooo. 
1 __T I TAN 7NTFlSTAGC 982000. - -
16 * TITAN SHnRUO 0.0 1000000. 
i7 
.q. 
1#ViTrTLP fNTrflFACES __0910000. 












... 21 * NFW CnOMUTrRS 450000. 00 -
LAUNCH PrQfATIONS___- -
22 *" LV-TITAN 0.0 22508000. 
.* . LV-SIIiTTLFP -
74 S-C SUPPORT 0.0 4010000. 
P5 * FACILITIFS . ~ t_1 7012. 367(196. ... . ... 
_________ 
P6 * Si-UTrLr UtOArF 9LIGHT 0.0 15000000. ... " 
P7 * EXPFRI14FNT _ _ (P)AT_0.0 30000000. -
2W * G.S.F.C. , OTHFR 0.0 60000000. 
29 npH!TAL OPERATIONS -0030000. 
G & A CHARGCAnL ___. ... 82763232.-
G f A 







Nn-G f A suiJTOTAL 14197012. 104 36o. 
TOTAL t0763668R. 2n 3772%._ _ 1012609q. 
*Nfl G & A CH-APCF 
TOT - 416335104. 
-
_. 
COST OF AODOL SHUTTLE REPAIR FLTS 0.0 
GRANl TOTAL -­ 33,104. 










.. HUTTL SCHEt)LE DELAY. _ 0.5 . ...... ... ....... . 
TOTAL SYSTEM MTTr7 .... . 
---- VAR. .SU'YSTFM_ SLOPS... -_ --.--- -_____ ______________ 
..................................................... ..................... 
SIIUTTIm-MAINTAINED PROGRAM 
( Il SPACFCPArT)-NOT DOTI'IZED ........ NON-fCCUPPING RECURRING _ OPPRATIONS 
... ....... ......... ................. . ..... ..... ................... 
*2' ENGI N FlT 17500000 2P',0l?6.' 
-- 3 S TA'31.LI7A T ION----- -­ _ _ 7 70f,20.........047q'?n4. _ - - -- ______ _­
4 TfIo4A 21>0000* 2q0071. 
5 -C YFCHANYS5M _ 31?0000. . .714f5 -­
6 FL.CTRIC POWER 3651)26.- 0 ? P755-1. 
7* $ -PT4ArOY rtTfCS 33n0000. n_ 0 IRT?. 
n cOMM. c DATA HANDLING 2125512. 131100008. 
9 PNCUMATICS I____S 17b. _______ pOa1r. _____________ 
10 TFST f, SUPpRT EQUIPMENT 4669940. 2070634. 
.... I -- PrOfGP&M V NAGFJFNT __.._ 2933000. 7111)000. 
I? SYSTFM TNTFGQATION 944000. 244R69R. 
I3 PFLIAILITY 1 11600. __ 311100. 
14 QUA ITY ArCCEPTANCE *449??0. SF120000. 
... 1 - TITAN INTFPTAE 1_',000. _ 670000. . 
16 * TI TAN %lkTnIlJ') 0.0 1000000. 
. . SHUTTLF ItNrrRFACFS 20q10000. _ 19qo00. 
tl TRAl-ilhrS r SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000. 
_ XE PFPIWMTwS A . 0 5000000. 39000000. 
P0 GOOt)Nrl STATION 3251000. 000000. 
21 - trW COn-PUTCQS _ ._oo-000. 0.0 
LAUNCH OPFP &TONS 
2p * LV-TI TAN 0.0 22500000. 
__ pi23 * LV-ljLr TLr .. 0.0 ID000000. 
?4 S-C SUr'lOnr 0.0 490O'000. 
2q * FACII. TICS 134701P. '146226. 
P6 * SHUTTLF UPDATE FLIGHT 0.0 19000000. 
27 * EXPCnIMENT UPDATE 0.0 39000000., 
29 * G.S.F.C. FtOTHFR 0.0 60000000. 
2.. OPITTAL OPRF A-TIONS 9000000. 
C C A CIIAQGFAlLC 841P4048. IIl110'96.-
GA 10851997. 14336158. 116009. 
SURT OTAL 94976032. ..... I29469200. 
NON-G C A SUATOTAL 14t07t2. t4R63680. 
TnlTAL .09173040. 320332800. . . 01609_D_ 
*NO . C A CHARGE 
TOTAL 439666688. 
COST OF ADD*L SHUTTLE REPAIR FLTS- 37199984. 
GRAND TOTAL 476866560. 
Nn. nF FAIIIflirs.... 13.44 
UPrTIMF (YCAQS)..... 13.44 




SHIJTTLC SCHFOULC E LAY1, I.0 ., -.. . .. .......... . 
TOTAL SYSTEM UTTF ....... 12.0 
. VARh.. I . T. U S. .. e... _...25 ...... ..... .... _ . ... -. . -. - . . 
.. . e leo"o oe ' lloi soIl~ s l e/*...tfqtq~tl _S .. OI#t e ll lt t ee ltttl.. ... .. . 
-SHUTTLE-MAINTAINED Pr OGRAM " 
.... (3 SPACFCRAFT ?-NOT -OPTIMIYED _ _ NON-RECUPRING .. RECURRING ... OPFzRATTONS--­
..... .........U. ..... .......... .*...... 
2 ENGINrPING 17500000. 22,10126. 
I __ STACJLI7ATION 7706 0. ....... 2047lq[14.. ... -
4 TIhEMAL 2120000. 74101171. 
";5-C MFCI4ANIS'AS - 3520000. - - 7.7,1-4 (1 1.-______ 
6 ELECTRIC 0 OWCPR 16f126. 4 ) .?755. 
7 0* fPMArPV OnT-iC-_ .... 1300000. -OnonT07. 
* CnOmI. r, DATA HANDLING 212153. I 140f0,04. 
* PNf'IJMAT ICS 1"3___If70.01? ___ It14 nI. _________ ___ 
SO TnT F SI1-FlPRT EQUItPMENTi 46691,40. o for,6 14. 
.. . II PR GRAM MANAGf:MrNt - - .251 3000. - _ .. 711o000. ..... .- .... ... ....." ---­
t? SYSTFM !NTFGPAT ION 944000. P4426 08. 
IIQ" FLIAI1L ITV _ 111600. I I Afn0. 
IA 0'ALITY ACC'FPTANCF 1441220. 5'-n'o000. 
.15__ TITAN IITFPSTAGF - q'8 2000. A() n000 
16 * TTTAN 'S4QO(Jr) 0.0 1000100. 
17 -HUTTLF tITFPFACFS ___ 209710000. 199,000. 
18 TRAINE14S r SIMULATORS 1110400. IOOOO. 
10 * FXPFIMCNT% A & 5000000. .3000(000. 
P6 GOtJNO STATION 3251000. 800000. 
I21_ NFW COAPIJTRS 411O000*. 0.0 
2? LAUNCH )PFRATIONS 
2 * LV-TITAN 0.0 22500000. 
p3 * LV-HtTTLE" .0 . .. 10000000. 
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.... SHUTTLE SCHEDULF DELAY.._ 1.--
TOTAL SYSTCM MTTF ..... 15.0 
- VAR. SqUOSYSTFMSLOPr.,I_ PS.1- - -
SHUTTLr-MAINTAITJFr PROGRAM 
..... 	(I SPACCCRAFT)-NnT f'lTIMr7En NOY-PFCUPPING... RFCUING __N, OPRATIONS .. ___ 
_______I  STQ9JCTUI.I?'F 	 ___20|0000., __ ............
 
? ENGCrNCcnrNG 	 275000. 2?S01:6.
 
.. .	 3 S.TALI T tI AT I ON I I tu?411. 300('3nn 76. ... ........ .......
 
4 TFCP'lt 21t0O00. 2q1t71.
 
I '-C .1520000. 27.14'fl. ___________
k4rCflfStl ___ 

6 I LFCTRIC POlWER 9916I29. - . 1302171$r.
 
A; Cn-4'4. r 'OATA HANDLING 	 3P062'58. 20flI.6011. 
q) PNr:IMAT!CS 	 __T___l_ __ r11. R4 00411. 
jo TrqT r, rUi)4,OlT FGUIPMENT 461,n-,40. ?OOv, 14. 
..... I P_..f1nG tM tANAGFMrNT P-i i io. 7111)000._- _- -
I? SYSTFM INT CPRATION 944000. 244 11691I. 
13 	 PFLIAIILITY 111600. I I Ino00.___ 
14 _QIJAL IiYv ACCFPTAN4CC 	 1449??0. 9020000. 
1. -, TITAN I'*TFQSTAGE___ 5A2000 . 6r000)0. __
 
16 TITAN StA19U) 0.0 1000000.
 
. .. - SHUTTLE INTFRFACES P0910000. 1 ))
q?700.
 
In TPt&IN'!0S F,SIMULATORS 1110400. 100000.
 
tO * rYOFC 'PIM:NTS, 0 5000000. 39000000. _
A 

?0 	 GROUND STATION 3251000. o0000.
 
-1 *- NCW CnMPUTF .S 	 4550000. 0.0 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS
 
2 * LV-TITAN 0.0 2?500000.
 
?3 LV-'HUJT TLF 0.0 |__0000000.__ ___
 
S-C SUPPORT 	 0.0 4050000. 
,~5 * rAcrLrrrrs 1347012._____ ­
26 * SHUTTLE UPDATE FLIGHT 0.0 15OOQ0o.
 
27 FXPEPIMFNT UPDATE 0.0 __10000000.
 
PR * G.S.F.C. L OTHFR 0.0 60000000.
 
29 ORIITAL nPERAT IONS 9000000.
 
G & A CHAGFALC - 85790412 . '477?000........
 
G r A 1106A661. 173899 6. 1009").
 
WURTOTAL 4-R9673)? . 152157969.
 
NON-G G A SWITOTAL 1419701?. 194B6360.
 
___ 	 TTAL 111054400.. 347021056. 1_Of60999. 
*NO 0 & A CHAPGF 
...TOTAL-----------.. oqoqoA2R..
469236298  ________________ 
COST OF AOD'L SHUTTLE REPAIR FLTS 	 20909OnRd
 
GRANO TOTAL 	 - 4__ 4344. 
Nn. OF FAILURES.... tOttA
 




...._H)TTLE SCHEOULr DELAY.. 2.0 

TOTAL SYSTEM4 MTTr....... 15.0
 
VAR. -SURSYS-TPM Sf~.. .5­
. .............. ...... 
SHUTTL-MAtNTAINrO PROGRAM 






















































'S-C FCFHANISMS.- ."3'SPQOO 
rt-crFTIC OnWFR 
* 	 PI'APY OPTICS 




































* FACIL ITIFS 
* 	 SlIUTrLF UPDATE FLIGH 
* 	 EX"CR rIMFNT UPOATE 
* 	 G.S.F.C. & OTHER 
nRnITAL OPRATIONS 

G r A CIIAQCrAfLr 









&NO G A CHARG.E
 




NO. OF FAILRES 9.88
 








...... 	 .. 
 .
 
........ . .............. ....................................
 
.NON-PECURRINC, - -- RECURRING-......... OPERATIONS­
201q0000. £- 30641)216. -
17500000. 72,01?6. 
116?441. 301184OB176. ......... . .. . .. . . 
O120000., 291 Ol71 . 
..'..... ., 2T1| .-








0)44000D. k P74481,0A. 

























































.. . . . 3626F 6. .. .. . ....... .. . 
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SHUTTLE SCHFOJLF OrLAY*. 2,5. .-.................... -












(3 SPACFCQAFT)-NnT OPTIMIZFO lNnN-RECU~0lNG - RFCQNO|NG . ... 
. . . . . . .
 . . . . . . .. . . .. 

... ... .... ... ... ... . 




I 	 STIRCTURE ______ 20150000. .' 30649; I 6.. 
2 	 ENGItIEFQ ING 17500000. 2P50126. 
-......11_?__1 ..... 0 1 9 6
16744t. F3&076.
STAOILI'AT!ON 	 1;~lL T(N 3O_ __I__ 
2120000. ,rlOonl. 
r S-G IAC~hAhISM5_ _ 3'.?0000. p, pI_ R0.. .. -_ • 
iRfq. 130?7117. 
A 	 THFOMAL 
6 	 ELCCTRIC POWFP 

00000. nOOOfir.fl7 * PQIMARY OPTICS __ 

A 'COm. C DATA HANDLING 3?067250. Po,16601.
 
10. 4S004 11. ------­?I I_ _--) 	 PNF1JIAAT!CS 

TFTg & SUrPPT VOUIP?4ENT 





.. 	 _ Pfr)CmRA'4 MANAC.CMCNT 2_253000. 
|2 SYSTEM ItTrGRATION 
 111600. __ I 118(10. __________II RLIAII IV____Y_____ 
14 QUALITY ACrrpTANCE 	 14492PO. 59?0000. 
..
IS TITAN INTFPSTAGF --- - S82000. ..... 670000. . . .. 
0.0 too00.I6 * TITAN qHROUD 

...27 -. SIIIrTLE !JTFRFACES ___________t 0000, ____,I07000. 
I TnAINrqR & SIMULATORS 3110400. 1O000n.
 
t___ * XpFprrNT_ A . f 
 SQOOOQO. - -300f0000 .	 _ 
0- GpnUN) STATION 	 3251000. (00006. 

p- I NEW COAPtITERS_ 	 4S5OO00. 0.0.- ­
_ 
---LAUNCH OPERATIONS'__ 
0.0 2P900000.22 * LV-TITAN 
- - 0.0 10 000000..23 * LV-'HLITTLC 
0.0 4590000.?4 S-C SUPPORT 

114701 P. 3-6;202n.. . . ...
25 * FACILITIFS .-
0.0 15000000.
26 * SI-HUrTLE UnPATE FLIGHT 
0.0 _ )1000000.P7 * EXPFPIMSNT UPDATE _ 
0.0 60000000.PR * G.S.F.C. G, nTHFR 
9000000.
P2 OP9ITAL OPERATIONS 












NON-G G A SUnlTOTAL 

TOTAL 
 t 11054400. _347021056. 	 -- 10160'9. 






















SHIITTLF SCHrDt Lr OFLAY. 3.0 ... . . . ... .. .. .... ... - ..-... 
TOTAL syftrm MTTr ...... I,.0
 














3064016I STOIICT1I1101W00 11-5._________ 
p ENGINrIqING 7500000. 2250176.
 
I STA'flLITATInN _ 162441. 30986076.
 
4 TIIRIAAL. 21 P0000. 29iO0)7 .
 
S . S-C mrCHANISMS 3520000. ....... 2771 4 13. .............
 
6 ELFCTRIC POWF 55129. t3q?7137.
 
7 * PRIMARY OPTICS 3300000. 0flaORll.
 
. COMM*A. G DATA IIANOLING 3?0(1?'Rl. POAl(,eO6fl.
 
0 PNCUUmATIC,; _______ 218. 41,00411.
 
10 TCST r. SUWpORT OUIPMENT 4AA6n40 P07Af,14.
 
l .. PROGRAM MANAGF4CNT 2913000. 7 O11000. -- .
 
I; SYSTFM tNTFGIATIAN q44000. P44 R. /
 
-3 _ o _I 1 1 40-.PFI At141 TrY 1600. I0. 

IA OtIALITY ACCFPTANCE 144',220. 5pooo-. op
 
I.; TITAN INTFRTAG'E____ f5i1O00. 670000.
 
IA * TITAN SHROUD 0.0 5000000.
 
17 SIOIITTLC INTFOFACES 20910000. _1 7000. . . .... . .
 
.. .. TANFOS f SIMULATORS 3t10400. 100000.
 
I1 * PXPFRTMENTS A & 5 5000000. 0 0 0 0o.
3"oo __ 
?0 GOn)N0r STATION 3251000. 00000.
 
1 *_NEW COMPUTERS_ _________ 4550000. _ 00___________ 
LAUNCH OP'RATIONS 
2p * LV-TTTAN 0.0 22500000. 
?I * LV-SHUTTLF __ 0.0 10000000.
 
24 S-C SUPPORT 0.0 4490000.
 
29i FACILITIFS 1t47012. 3------ .--....
 
26 * SHUTTLE -UPDATE FLIGHT 0.0 I500000O. 
27 * EXPFR IM NT UPD ATE 0.0000000.. . ....
.. 

28 * G.S,F.C. & OTHER 0.0 60000000.
 
29 0R'3!TAL OPERATIONS QO00000*
 
G6& A CHAPG'ARLE _________ 5790'432. ... 3477?000.
 
.G" A 11066961. 1738,56. 1160999.
 
SUBTOTAL Q68573.. .i21 579n. 
NQ"-G £ A SUBTOTAL 14197012. 194A63160.
 
TOTAL 1S11g054400. __4702056, _ 10160999.
 
*NI G & A CHARGE"
 
. TOTAL 4682362Re. ........
 
COST OF AOD-L SHUTTLE REPAIR FLTS . 1666A665.
 
GRAND TOTAL -- 84002 2_
 
NO, OF FAILURES.... 9.33
 










SHUTTIF SCHFOULf nELAY.,. 6.Q__
 
TOTAL SYSTFM MTTF .... 15.0
 
-- ____




-..13 SPACFCOAFT)-NnT OOTIMIE3 NON-QFCiJPRNG.... -RCURRING OPERATIONS-
S STnUCTIn -306406.­
2 ENGI*rr'ITNG 17500000. 2250t:6.
 
.... 3 STAlIL1?ATION ______ 
 116.441. 10qn6')74. 
4 THFrMAL ?120000. 29t0[7t.
 
5 _ - C MFC H A N ISM5 - 35 0 00 0 . . 2 7 P 148 3 . . . ..... . .. .
 
A ELFCTPIC POWER + 51n?2. 13027137. 
7 * PPI4ARY OPTICS 3100000. _8000,7".
 
A Cfl'4A. S TArA HANOLING 320625n. a08416609.
 
Q P NrEIATICS 231WIn .. 4S00433.
 
10 TCST F SUPPORT CUIPMENT 4660540. P07A634. 
--__It PIOGPAM 'AANACPMPNY _________ 2531006. __71tOO 





I l RFLt.IAlLITY . - __ 111600. I 31000. __ _
 
14 qUALITY ACCCTANCE 1445220o Sf?0Oflofl. OO
 
I__q5_ TITAN INTrPSTAGC qn_______nO00. 670)000. __ 

11 0 TITAN sHROUo 0.0 1000000.
 
S... I .. UJTTLF F__"90000._ ____ 000.,INTERFACS 
In TRAINFRS & SIMULATORS 3110400. tO0000.
 
0{ |4 FXPFOl:NTS A _ - H S000000. 3q000000.
 
20 GROUND STATION 35o1000. A00000.
 
21 _ NEW Cf'n4P1TFRP 4550000.. . O ­
.. .LAUNCH OP:PATIONS .__.___--...
 
2 LV-TITAN 0.0 P2500000.
 
0.0 100000.
23 * LV-SIJTTLr_ 
24 S-C qL)PPORT 0.0 4990000.
 
P5 * FACILITIFS _ ___ _ _1347012. .. 7 A6P6. .........
 
?6 * SHUTTLE UPDATE FLIGHT 0.0 15000000
 
.... 27.* EXPCPIMFNT UPDATF 0.0_ 300000
 
* G.S.F.C. G& OTHEr 0.0 60000000. 
9000000.
 





. 14772000. .....--... ...
 




NON-G C A qUnTOTAL 141q7017. 1948616A0.
 
_TOTAL 
 tIttOl 400.______34702105. 10160999.------­










NO. OF FAILUPFS.... 8.00
 




GRAN) TOTAL -A-236160. 
...... . .. ... -" PECM PROGRAM
 
¢SHUTTLF SCHFOIJLE OELAY.. IP.0 .
 
TOTAL SYSTEM MTT ..... 15.0
 
VAR. SU91qYTM stlOPF..._ 1..25 
 . 
SHUTTLFPMAINTAINrl PROGRAM 
NG - RECurING ..... . (I S;PAFCPT-NOl n TIM.NON-nCUf *... 
F 






30640if ....... ­2O150000. ---I STRIUCTUIJF --??S0I 

- .17900000. 








 27 14( 1.­
" A 










7 PIIMARY OPTIrS 
S COMm. fG DATA HANOLING 3204558* 20I3 6. 
p I I oS P07063'4., .............S0  . ........
4669540O.0 PNEU SU"PORT EQUIPMENT
. ....10 "-TrlT f MATIA C i__, 
-
M -N T 711000{Q.

it PpDGRA&M MkNk.G' W _2133000,, q *
 
044000. ?440161) .
 12 SYqTFM IN'TCCPAT ION 

__|__ 31t00. 
-11600.I1 _PLIAOILITY 511 000O.
1445220.
I4 QUALITY ACCEPTANCE 
 R
,R.?00-T
IS. _ TITAN NTEqSTAGE .. 000000.
0.0








Ii TRAI'JCn. r SIMULATORS tQ * FXPr*tPnrNrS A f 8 __5000000. OOO00.
3?91000.
20 Gr -lN')S;TATION 
 0.0 -__ - ­






- * t V-TIrAN 0.02? -
 0.0 10010000.-LV- IIIT TLE 

0.0 491,0000.24 .- C %UPPORT __162 2?6. .. .. . ... . .....
 ...
1147012. .
PAC IIT I tIfS
P5 0.0 1SO(000.
P6 *-SHUTTLC UPDATE FLIGHT 
­0.0 310000.
UPOATE
17 * FXPFOIMCNT 
 0.0 60000000.
 


















































_SHUTTL SCHE)ULFL DELAY. -P44O 





-- - . . . S
,4P&FUIflN ..... - **. F AT|On' ) pFUPN . . . 
-
f O . .. .P RnrRAki ..sHITESArtIAP. SV- 1NTAI'4 Nr . .S;HUTTLF-_4A&









FN rNGNI'F' I NG 
 17=,00000. 











. 6 ELrC7111C "OWCQ - 30000 o . $0(tIllfC)I. . . . . 




. . . 
20fof 14. 9 pNr UA TICs 

l t r 

I0 TEST F SUI "'W FOUIPMCN'NT 
_ 
71 I'1000.__­2S 13000-
.I __ u .AANAGr.4ENT 044000. 7441169pOGIlAM 
I I 1'I00. ______1? SYSTC-4 INrFGPATION 21100lh___O__ 
l416()0.5
"11 PFLIADILITY.. 59?0000.145R2PO. 







 0 - it, 9100000
0.0




47 SHUTTLFAIFINTCRFACFS 3IMULAT1RS 100000.-- 10400......... 

) ETPVIR'CKNT A R A ri00000 .SLATORS 1 000000.- ­
flfl000.
3?51000.






0.0 1000o,0.27 * LV-TITAN 0. ____joffli.__
 
23* 4q50000.












',A- $' HUTTLF Un)DAT F FLIGHT 
-000000.0.0 

27 * EXPFP[MFNT UPDATE 
 600000
2 G.S.F.C. rT0.0 

8 13477;9000000.
O'9TAL fPERTIONS R 

.. 11I6099%.­3 77 000 .....
ITISSS4A.
57 q041 . ... .



























CCfST OPi AQOL SHUTTLEj REPAiR 'FLTS

















SH U T TLC S C H F O U LE n E L A Y 0..5 . . . . ... ... -.. 




(I %PACUCPAFT)-NT OPTIMIZFD NON-RFCUR ING FrZCUQRING ,OPFRATIONS..... 
. .T. I.T ........................................ 0........................... 
____ -00 - STICUE___21;000 0. l4064A2a16. _ 
, F NGINEFOING 17500000. ??50126. 
3 STAOILIATION 1t1|O0 . .. 494 nq. .--...  
4 TI-ICMAL P120000. 799097!. 
9 S-C- *4CCtANISMS - ,- 1?0000. ,??14.ll. 
6 ELEGY~qIC onwrn 7681111. -- 93"11. 
7 * PIMAPY OTiCS 3100000. "000378. 
Ai Cfl'I. r.nATA HANDLING 44(,10'8. 211176f314. 
' PNC U4ATfCS 9?27N1. 6?64%30. 
10 TEST r, 'UDPORT'9UiPMENT 466q940. 20061n4. 






llt600. _ _IO. 
448(,0q* I 
I OUALITY ACCFPTANCE 1445220. SFR20000. 
I -. TITAN INYFOSTAG R0000. A70000. 
It, A TITAN HItUr) 0.0 1000000. 
I7 SHIITTLF INTrQFACS- 20010000. 199000. 
.. - TPATNCRS G SIMULATORS 3t34o00. 100000. 
U . to .EXPFDIMFNTq A r,- 5000000. 39000000. 
;0 GnU0tD STATInN 3252000. 10000. 
. . - NCW CE'IPUTLRS ___SO00 .... .... 0.0 
LAUNCH nprAVIONS 0. ....... 
2 & LV-TITAN 0.0 22,00000. 
?1 *__.. LV-514TTLF 0.0 ..0----_ . 20000000. _ 
24 i-C 1UPPnRT 0.0 49"0000. 
25 4 .FACII ITTFS. 11 4 7 0 1?.J. - - 36?FIP* ____ .... _ --. 
96 *-SHIJTTLF UPDATE FLIGHT 0.0 15000000. 
27 * EXPFP!MFNT UPDATE 0.0 -- 00 000. . ... ....... 
29 * G.S.F.C. t OTHER 0.0 60000000. 
p0c ogiTAL OPERATIONS - -QGOO 
G G A CliAnGEA(ILF 67728?AR. 16226? 320. __ -
G & A . II16944 . 09318?4. 1160999. 
SUBTOTAL 9q045212. 1Rl1l4144. 
NfN-G & A SUBTOTAL t419701.. 1q4AV66a10. 
TOTAL tl1242240. 3705772?5. 1016099n. 
- NO G f A CHANGE 
TOTAL 501460736. _--
COST Or ADO'L SHUTTLE REPAIR FLYS 1 5405402. 
GRAND TOTAL %1AR6A04A. -.. 
Nn. OF FAILURES.... 0.0 
UPTIMF (YARS)..... 1.1.62 .. 
UPTIME PATIn .... 0.91 
PrOCOM PPOGVAM 
PROGRAM NO.4? 
* 1.0 . ........
SHIITTLF SCHFOULE DELAY, I 1. 
TOTAt sy;rC mrrr ..... . .0 
VAR. _SURSYSTFM t;fln'F. , * _.. .2.. . ..........
 
SHUTTI.E-'4WAAITA1NrO PROGRAM 
(3 5PACFCOAFT) SOT_ OPTIMZO NNRCRIG- RFCURR ING OPrRAT IONS.______________ 
-.I .T**O 1___ CTUCT4' A ~ 'I *__________1__ - l )000400., *. .......- __ 10649!1 r. .~~'O1..... . . .... 
P Mcnr.1rcnrp I 4G171,0OD. 22910 1P6. 
4 FNIF$I'AL 21?0000. 21097t . 
r SI'C MC:CHAN1SMS.. ____- .3420000. 7 ?p 174). 
A PFLFCTRIC (IW 76"l10.ItIA1? 
___7 _ t IAA4PY OPTICS 3_________100000.____ llOf.. 
CfrM'4. G )OATA HANDLING 44630118. 21V?74 "Ul. 
Q, P~r.UMATICS, 32771. 6A',1. if)__ _________ 
10 TFT r sUI)pl- T EOUIPMENT 466),40. 00614. 
_ __ | pRlqp4..4 4ANAGF(e4NT p_ lf0 0 ... . 71 19lOl. . ... .. .. . . 
IP ' SYSTF4 INTFCr&TITIN 944000. 244f,01')1. 
I1 RFL!AnfILITY I I I A10). |I'rnO. 
14 QUALITY ACCE.PTANCE 1445270. S,1V!O()Of. 
l.I_ TITAN INTCPSTAGF -Sf2000. A rl7on__67000. 
t6 S TITAN 111H4lJUn 0.0 1000000. 
1 ___iIIIITTIF INTRFACES -091000(. __ l____nfl. 
IA TRAINERS r SIMULATOR' 310400. 100000. 




Nw cnmurcS ___4560000. 
37100 noono. 
0.0 _ -^ 
LAUNCH OPI AT!ONS _ ........ 
*7 LV-TIT&1 0.0 27500000. .
 

73 * LV- siiTLF 0.0 tO_0_,__ 
P4 - -s-c Unpoar 0.0 49.0000. 
75 * r it __ 1347012. 162n26.~ AITIF.S 
PA * SHIUTT L JPDATE FLIGHT 0.0 1,000000, 
775 CtnI.AFNT UPDATE__________ 0.0 - 300040000. __ 
PR * G.S.F.(. f. OTHFR 0.0 60000000. 
"- 29 O~r ITA OPE-R.A T ION4S -qo000o0. 
&£ A CHAOGFARLE-- 87729208. ... 16226?'70. ........
 
- G 11316944. P0"l1104. 1160999.f A 
C0 

NON-G & A 5IFTOTAL 14197012. 194fl6364O.
 
r1.JRITnTAL _____"_ no04 ...... 161194144. ____ __ 
11234??40. 3V1I057"T7'?fl. -1 0 90.
 








COST OF AnO'L SHUTTLE RFPAIQ FLTS 
 £4?10524.
 
CRAMfl TOTAL _ 519671040. -
NO. OF FAILUFS.... A;4 
UPTIME_ CYFARSJ..... 13.26 ~-
UPTIME RATIOn......... O.. 
- -"..PERCOM PROGRAM - , 
PROGRAM NO.AR 
S;HUTTL srHr)ULF nFLAY.. 1.5
 
TOTAL SYTrM MrTFY...F.. 1.0
 











S ooo00000. SP'il ?6.F-NiHCrrgvsoo 
3 STAI|L I7ATION 1,)0100. '4?N)Q4?OiV. ­
4 THCJJMAL P20000. P'11097I. 
S S-C MrICHAN IMS -- -.... 3fPOONO. ?7,114111. ____ 
E. Ciytfl C.PnlwER + .-- 7613A.. ­
7 a PRIMArY D1TICS _1100000. nO0nfI?t. . ...
 
" CO44. f. DATA IhANOLING 441.3058%. 21491 4 14.
 
0 PNFUAAT I61 "iA1 6 7 . 6 4 t, 0..+. ... .... .. .. . 
1O TFSf F S nPTRt FOUIrMENT 4661)',40. p070bIA. 
I PqnGAM MANAGFM NT 2933000. 7ItROOO.
 
I? SYSTEM INT-FC.RATtIN 044000. P441"161)%
 
t I PFLIAIILtITY t I 160.a'. 1 3 1$00.
 
IA QUALItY ACCFPTANCF 144P??O. po0000. 
__670000. ___--­
- TITIAN INIf1STG000loo. 
£6 TITAN 0.0 1.000 0).*HSOUr) 

17 S'tIJYTLF INTFACES ?(),) 10000. 
 _ 1097090. 
I TRAIN'RS G SIMUL.ATORS 3110400. 1100400. 
.... 19 _ EYPRIMCNTS A & fl 5000000. 3001"1001)O. 
2A GROUND STATION 3?51000. 800000. 
I. * NFW CCV'PUTFPS _ _ 4590000 ....... .....
 
LAUNCH nOERATInNS- 5 ........
 
*p tV-TITAN 0.0 200.
 
23 * LV-SIUTTLF 0.0 t4q10000.
 
24 S-C SUPPORT 0.0 4050000.
 
25 * -ACILITIFq 1347012. .. ... 36?20 6. .. .. .. . . .
 
26 * SHuTTLF uJr)nATFJ tLGHT 0.0 19000000.
 
?7 * EXPFPIMFNT UPOATE 
 0.0 39000000.
 
?4 * G.S.F.C. & OTHER 0.0 60000o00.
 
20 O)R TAL- OPRATIONS qO00000., 
-.
G & A CHARGEA91LF n7728?2R8. 162?,?30. 

G rA, 11116944. 2091I824. 126099 .
 
_ _ SLUPITnTAL 99045232. '103194144. ....
 
NqN-C & A-SUFITniAL 14 19 ___70 _194061680. 
113?4??40. -78057120. _ |_t0l60qq9.
--- - TOT AL 








OF Ann'L HUTTLE REPAIR FLTS 

5 14537472.GRAND TOTAL 

NO. OF FAILURES .... 8.62
 
.... .












 ___ _- - ..-.OFLAY...2. 
TOTAL SYSTMV MTTF ... 18.0
 







- F UIRR ING OPFRATIONSNON-FCURRING
Cl(.',PACFCD7AFT)-N0T OPTIMIZF.D 
I " 
. . . 
200000 30'')?I . .... ........................................
I .. ST U... .. . . .. 

17f000009 P?50tI.
* 2 ENGINEERING 
... 4?004?OR.04 .610300. qI -- STAIILIATION 




'VS-C Mr______;m -% 7tHt1q. 1"I166392. r--"LFTI
..... PCR 
' o -300000._ R (000P7I.I PRIMARY OnpTIcs 

44630. 2970.114 .




 P070634.4660540.to TFST r SUPOQT E0UTPMENT 

5. 1000 . 711 )(00.I I fljrQAM MANAGCMFNT 
 Q44000. 
 2 4 4 11q.
t2 SYS;TFM INTFGRAT(ON 
 00. - 13100.S LIAILTY-----------------
1452P0. S8?0000.IA OUALITY ACCFPTANCE 

52000. _ 674000.
I; | TITAN INTFPSTA. 
0.0 000000.I. * TITAN SItRfqtlD 
20910000. .Q307000.17 %HIITrLF INTVQFACF;E 





to _praqu'om-rq A r. a000000. 
3251000. 8O0000.






21 NFW C"MlAI'lJT S _ _ 
tAUNCH nPFRATIONS, .­
0.0 2?500000.




-__ 0).o O0 0_ I. . LV-. StIITLP. 
0.0 4'$q 0000.
 ?4 ;-C SUPPORT 
162__h. 
_ 
1147012.25 _*.. FACI . 1 T f_C 




.... 27 * FXOFPIM"NT UPDATE­
0.0 60000000.
 2A * G.S.F.C. r. OTHtER 
29 OP'I TAL - RATIONS 9000000.
 
































£PTZMt (YtAlRS)....# t1.60 
' UPTIMC RATIO(....... 0.84 

PR0G2AM NO.50 
SHUTTLE SCHFOILE OELAY.. 









SHtUTTLE-M AIlNTA I O PPOOPAM 




....T I I .. 




. ......... .. 




.00000...  .. .. .. .. .. 













































TITAN rtrraTAGr , 
* TITAN ir$uQo 
-;HIJTTLr INTfRfACFS_ 
TPINFP', , Sl'ULATORS 








































* SfHUTTLE- UPDATF FLIGHT 
* xPIrPTM.NT UPDATE 

















-- 24 C100AL~hOPATI9000000oo 
rC,& A CHARGEABLE 
G C A 
SUITOTAL 
NON-G . A SUR'TOTAL 
TOTAL 
*NO G & A -CHA4'GC 
87728288. - t6224?3PO. 










COST OF' AODAL SHUTTLE REPAIR FLSS 
GRAN) TOTAL 







. . .. 29 
.ERCOM PAROG$IAM 
PROGRAM NO.S3 
_SHUT TLE SCHEOIILE OnFLAY...30.-
TOTAL SYSTFM MTrFE... I8.0 
- - -
......... .... ..T . .M ... .... .... ...j.2 __. .................._ 
.... 
SHUTTlCo- 4AINTAINFI) PROGRAM 
















E. rcr6fi1 Pnwrr 
t h'AAOy O"TICS, 
Cn . G )ATA 4ANDLING 
PNrU"ArTCS 




















6264 , %f. 
?a070'. 14. 
II_ flGRAM 'AANC(WMUNT _______ 2511000. __ 7111000. - - ­
32 SYSTF'4 INTrGRAT inN 044000. 244860,l0. 
Ii ___ REi 140 It IYTV I_________I I1600. -____3 _______ 
14 GUALITY ACCF ANCE 1449P20. po2000. 
I. __ TITAN Nlrr:sl5ThAEG .E 582000. ..... 673200 .. 
1 TITNqqjo0.0 1000000. 
..... I 7 S HI)TTLF INTFnrACES - ------------ --- .0910 0. 1 970 
In TRAINIRS G SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000. 
t 
o F*F rRI-CrNrS A ,13 1;000000. 30000000. 
20 . ,ROUND STATION 30j1000. 800000. 
LAUNCH h1FPA LI _ _5 
2 * Lv-rIrAN 0.0 22o00000o 
21 * . LV-SHJTTLF 0.0 10_000__{___ 
?A S-C SUPP()RT 0.0 4W50000. 
2. * rACILITICS P.t?. -_t -_ 36PA26. . . . . 
26 * SHUTTLF JOrATE FLIGHT 0.0 "15000000. 
2T * EXPRIAFNT (IPOAT6 0.0 3qooo(1000 
PR * G.S.P.C. G THER 0.0 60000000. 
0 6q~ITAL--PCRATIONS 9000000. 
G t A CHIAqGCAOLE 877?n?. 162P62320. .... 
G & A 11316q44. 20ql1824. 1160999. 
SUrTnTAL ___q'104?1?. .. i3lA4. 
NON-G & A SUBTOTAL 14*9701?, 104863680. 
T1TAL 37$1057720. t-t32I240.160999. 
*110 G 6 A CHARGE 
T F.T E-TOTAL . ......5014 60 736. 
COSTOF Anf) L n-PAtR FL*S 1SUTTLE"0000000. 
GRAND T-T-L ... ...... ' 1460608._ -
NO. OPF FAELURS... a.00 
_IPTIMP IYCARS) ..... an12.00 





SHUTTLF SCHEDULE DELAY. *.6.. . . .. . 
TOTAL SYqTEA MTTF . 0 




. .. . . 
~----
. . . . .. 
. 
----------­
.. .. . .. 






(3 SPACFCPAFT)-NOT nlTim7 E D ___ NON-nFCUARING 
....................................................... 
20 150000._ 
S TICUING 17500000. 2 CNOriNPcQNG1110. 



























$ PRIMARY OPTICS ________ 
COM. DATA HANDLiNG 
C 
-TCSTr r. siJoPRT EQU1IPMENT 
PROGRAM ,ANAcPMFNT 






























* TITAN SVIROtJ 
SIHiITLV INrFRFACES; 
- rAAj,4r £ SIMULATORS 






















- -..... ... 
....... .... 
29* LV-SHUTTLE _____.0____-­
2 . -C SUPPORT 
25 * A~iLIICS 
26"* SHUTTLF uPfAT:FLIGHT 
27 * EXPPIMENT UDJDATE 
2n* .SF C C OTHER -­
ef- F" 
2n O TTALO 
-G & A CHRRGFLR 
--C; A AL1916944. 














6 6RAT10NS--?? P3?.......... 





• n G C-A CHAPGF, 






NO. or FAILIRES.... 7.00 
UPTItMF (YrAQR)....... 1050 ..... 






- iHUTTLF_5CHFOtiLr OELAY.. 124 Q -- ... . ... ­....... . .
 





.. "...................... * .......... . ............ 
sII1JITe r--AA) II?A ' () Pclflr. AM 
I I V I-Nnor )ofI IITpO Nni-orc.it Nr jA( QPFPATIONSqACrI CtAt Al C'IVNC, 
..................... NS.
- IA lf-.............................. ........... . .** b.-  A 

JST" IJC TIfE ______________ p0l cO00. _ __ 306'49216. ............... 
P ENGINCFRING S1700000. 2250126. 
. ... .I STA'ILI?AtTON 16 8lOo0 . .. ... AP7 nAP70l. __ ,..... .--. .. __ 
4 TItFfMLI4 P120000. 2q I0'7t. 
SAC~,., . ____ 31P0000. M' ??l *3. . 
6 r.XCT'liC PflWC 760118'q.t3,62.­
7 . PPIUAIY V'ITICS __ 3100000. I__.800 T76.
 
U CIkMA. . DATA HANDLING 641.36IR. 2fV9i'. Il4.
 
0-PMP(IA4TICS -- 1273. 6?t.iiiO.
 
10 TFST G SUnTOT EQUIPMEiNT )4I5411. P0701.14.
 
I1£ - .- PQOGUAM *qANhcIrMINT . .. . r lO ... .. 7£ £9000. ... ._... . ...... ', 
12 SYSTFI INTFGRATION q44000. 244' I39. 
I RrLIA41I.IY I_I I1600. _ 
14 QUALIIY ACCFPTANCE 14A P?0. 50120000.
 
-Ili TITAN IIrrISTAGF 52000.
SH 670000.
 
16 9 TITAN SHROU) 0.0 1000000.
 
I?7 %fIIDTTLF I4T$RFACeS_. P_09I0000. 1 'P17000.- -

In TPA! mNr; £ SIMULATORS 3110400. t10000.
 
In0 * FYPrQTIF"T AC * 6 50000. ______3000000.-_____________________________
 
Z26 GoInJNO STATI ON 3251000. A00000. 
2t- * WW COMPUTrrS __ 4550000. 0.0 
LfUtIICH nOPfiRATIONS
 
P? LV-TITN 010 2?2500-00.
 
23 * LV-SHII TI E 0.0 IOO£00000.
 
P4 S-C SU 0 PIRT 0.0 4990000.
 
25 _ "* r-ACrILITI S 13'4701'2*. 362826. .
 
26A-* SHUTTL. U0DATE FLIGHt 0.0 16000000.
 
? * FXOCrRMCNT ,IPOATF. Oe0 , 39000000. . . ..........
 
- * .GoS.F.C. £ OTHqR 0.0 6000000. 
20 1100!TAL OPEQAIONS 9000000. 
G G A CHA'rARLF . 7728PR. £62?(2370.
 




NM-N-G G A SuRTOrAL 14197012, 14811.1680.
 
TOTAL 113242240. 378057721. 1016099q.
 
*NO G G A CHAPGC
 
TOTAL ___501460736. 
COST OF ADWOL SHUTTLE nEPAI FLTS 0.0 
GRAND TrOTAL -.. ... ..... . . .. ... ... 501460736. _ _-
NO. OF FAILUqIJS.... 5.60 

















SHUTTLE SCHFOtLLF OFLAY.. 24.0 ...... .---. . . . 
TOTAL SYSTFM MTTF ...... 18.0 
VAR. SU9lYSTF4 SLOP... 3A5 
-(3SPACECRAPT)NOT OOT[MIEO_.. . . . ..... . ..... NON-FCUING..... 















































* PRfIMARY fl'TrS 
CM'4. C DATA HANDLING 
PNEUMATIC'-
TC'lt r. SUPlflQT POUIP4ENT 




TITAN |tITPSTAGP _________ 
* TITAN stioUD 
SHUTTI4 FINTERF ACES 
TOAINr5 n. StMULATORS 







































P2 * LV-TITAN 
,9 * LV-SltIT TLF 
?4 s-c ,uptBPIT 
25 * FACILITIES 
PA * SHUTTLF UPf)ATE FLIGHT 
27 0 FXPFPIMENT UPDATE_ 

























*Nn C &.AC~i 
COST OF ADO' L -SHUTTLE REIRii6iHi 
GRAND TOTAL 

































sHuTL F.EcHEnUJLe.oe . Ay . __ . ........ -5 ... ..........- -- -,- - -- - - -- - -- --- _ _ 
TOTAL SYSTr4 MTTF ...... *. 21.0 
SHUTTLE-MA!NTA INED PI10CG4AM
 
f SPACrcPArjI -wNOT nTNm r7E) __ ___ NON-'ECUPR ING __.QFC...NUIING .. ...OPIZATIONS_
 
p ENGIIEJING 	 17400000. ?aSOI?6.--­
.... _ STArIILI 7ATION 	 2110631. S66 2 6. ......... " .....
 
A THE'MAL 	 2120000. 24I007k.
 
f, ELFCTOtC DCIWETC 	 1011444. 
_7" nI f.Aiy rOPTICS _-	 1300000. ____ no 0 7 V%. 

9 CqOV. G DATA HANDLING 576740. 3I54 QP4.
 




to TIS C U'r ll 	 A6.6,944. ?$)0610.
 
-..It PPOIrPAM .4ANATrMFNT..... ..... __, 25330D0. .. . 71 ______ 	 -
IP SYSTEM INt1G6PAT ioN1 944000. 2ffe.)fI. /- \
 
I-It n~~rity - IIIf0 I 1600,___________- v
 
)4 QUALItY ACCfl 	 l44S - 50n0090.-­
1% ___ TflkN I.T"FSTAGF -_________ AP000. -_ 670000..____________
 
16 * TITAN SHROjUD 0.0 1I3O0000.
 
I7__ S'IIITTLF TNTERrACF-_ .__20910000. 
___ _ 1097040,, _ _\" \_
 
In 	 TflA13rr r 1S10400. %%IAT tonnfoG 
10 6q r,(lprrMNvs A & a 5o00000. _t0Iou00. ________________________________
 
20 GPOOUND STAT;1I; _ 3P51000. "OO0.
 
.. *rpw coapoI vTFO A___OO40000. 0.0
 
-LAUNCH DOOCATiOnrjnNs 
2? * 	 LV- ITAll (1.0 ??%00000. 
24 	 S-C SU'pOqT .415a000.
0.0 

.. - FACI ITIFS 1147017-. 36"6.----------

P? * SNCUtTI UtATU L1GHT 0.'0 1100000.
 
?9 * G.S.F.C. . OTHER 	 0.0 60000000. 
oflltALOP'PAI0S 	 0000 00. 
G C A C4AqGFAr1LF 890o016 ..... tI1t8L01P.
 
G f A I1st31?q. ?4920704. I16009q.
 
-SURTIOTA( 101506144. ..... 2I 04'-76.........
 
NON-G , A SI)0TTAL 1419701P. Iq40636810.
 
________ 	 TOTAL-IIS?6ZIf,.__ 
_ 1pOeqlO? 10160900. 
*NO G £ A CHApcG 
TOTAL 	 I ? H3021?.R-





Nnl. OF rAtLUFS. ... . ..
 










SI-IJHTTLF SCIIFDIJLE oLy.'. 
TOTAL SYSTF'4 4TP... 21.0 
yAP. sI~nqySTCy SLoPr .. I.?5 '-
TOTA rCyrTF T nTIIPE O-rrURNG - RCUIIG - PRTIN0_ 
... . .. ..... 
............................................ 

I - S TPUC TURfE 20150000. 1 . 3064 ? 16.. . . . 










* S-- C Mr CHfA J S MS 3 
r ? 0 0 0 07 7 1p T 4-1 . '_1"_" _ 
A -Fjrr(zTQIC nwFR" - IC iAiJ4. "P55' 44. 
7.* POIMADY flr'r!CSWIT|IC 3100000. ........ . ____7--
A Ci'-4. r DArA HANDLING 5 71,740. l3rl'4 74)4. 
0, PNPU'4AT I C. t?40 . I.'1 -I 0. . . .. 
10 TI1rq r. Nr-'RT FO0IIIPMENT .... .. 4 6,)',40. 0?0(,14. 
ItI 
I? 
_ PQOGriAM MAtIAGCMENT 
SYSTFA IrTFCOAT ION 
P513000. 
q44000. 
711 9000. ... 
P44 '16t1. 
. -_4 
13 QELIAni.ITY | I|_OOI I 1600. I1',fnO. 














'1 ?T ,tM T TL F | t: F A F ,2 0 ' ) 1 0 0 ( ) 0 . 1 CI OI ln M . . . . . . . . . . 












?0 GROUMhC) SAT tn "s25, 10000 Rofl O. 
tl * NEW CnOPtiTFlS ____ 450000. 0.0..... ___O 
ILAUNCH4 
22 * 
. 1 ___ 
P4 
25 * 
nnEP ATE At 
LV-TITAN 
LV- SIIT TLF 












367126. _ ..... 
- -
?A * SHUTTLF UPOATE FLIGHT '0.0 l150000o0. 
27 
?n 
. FXPFRIMFNT UPAATT 






29 E'IITI-AL (OPERA T INS 
G & A CHAr)G!ARLC 
G r A 
SIIO'3T TAL _________101906 













NnN-C & A SUBTOTAL 
TnTAL 
*Nri 6 CWA CHARiGE 
_t 
14107012. 








COST OF ADD'L SHUTTLE- iEPAiR FLYS-
GPAN TOTAL 



























I STArlILI7ATION O 

2120000. 291071.
4 T1s. -A4L 

I __ 4C MCHANISMS .- .... 3*3200003 P7214"1. -,
o:. 	 1.
101t444. 215?6044.6 FLFCTnlC "OWCR 

310000 - flOOOR'7nl. ­7 . P0IMARY OnPTICS9_ 

A -COMH. 
C. DATA HANDLING 5R76740. 306194704. ­
n? 4A?40A 10. ____ ___-___ 9 l 	 _____ 4?405S.4 PNFIIMATICS
10 TFqCr r, SUjPORT FOUIPMENT 469540. P070A34.
 
ItI PROCRAM kIANA&FMF!NT P5_ 13000. 71P1 O . .. ,v' E
fOOO 

Ip SY5TI:I4 INTErGRATION 944000. 4406hn.
 
11 RlFL!ARTLITY- __o_.- -u. ___0" _ I
 
5020000.
14 QJUALITY ACCrPTALCE t445720. 

IS TITAN IIjTIPTAGF. _
__ 	 __ I20OO. . . 7 
0.0 100000.








in TRAI'1Fqq & SIMULATORS 3110400. 100090.
 
o O o O
3 q001

_ _ *.FXPrQIMNTS.A#V. 	 nO00000 e). __ 
32500. AOOOO.n20 CPIJNI) STATION 

4q50000. 	 0.0 --S. .- * WFE4 COM"UTFRS 
LAUNCH O---A-T-ON----­
0.0 P??00000.22 * t.V-TITAN 

" 	 0.0 l1000OO__21 * LV-S4ITTtO 0.0 49O000.
-"4 ,$-C StjPPDOT 

?P * FACILIT-1l'" 
 -	 134701 ... - '26 . 






2n * G.S.F.C. £ OTHER 






G t A CIIAIGFARLC 

115R1 2.






lS(IJ ITnTAl 0O 
 .6144. 719104576.. 
14147012. 194F163630.












- ' - "
 7333331.
C?ST OF ADO'L SHUTTLE REPAIR FLTS 

. . .5 
 .- 46 t 6 9 24..... ---G R A N D T O T A L 

An,. CIF FAILIIPCS.... 74
 

























............ ............. ...... . . . .. ............. 
(3 SPACFc04FT)-NOT O)PTIMI7FI) -----	 RECURRING rCRATIONS 
_7 EUNrEEIJ 	 17-50f000. P?S0IP6. 
2130611. 56560.-­





V; R-C MFCI 	 - 3,<pAN!Tr . __ ?7_2.t. 1... 
S PLFC-RIC WEP 	 1011444. 25%)694.4.
 
I_______ 	 H000fl7R.* * PRhlVAPY flflC 	 J00000. ____ 
* 	 COMM. r DATA HANDLING 'h 740. N 311154704. 
-_ - -----
_ _____________I 	 424011i0 cI NT ICS 	 __.._____ 249 ____ RW 10. 
11) TEST I- SIPORT EQUIPMENT 466'40. 20?06314.
 
It PROGRAM _ 2533000. Vt 100l00. - ­4 4NAGFMNT 

2 CSYSTFMINTEGRATION 944000. 
 24411.1Q­
13 RItII )ITYL _________ I I"0 flV00._ ____ 

14 CUALIrYACCEPTANCE 1445220. S5F0000.
 
I 'TITAfN IrERSTAGF_ _ _ 'A?0000. 670)000.
 
I r TA 1000000.
TIT S*ITNIU')0.0 

17 _ SHUTTlF INTFQATCFS 20%01000. t1'10700. ­
1R t TRAIN(PS t SrMULATcRS 31t0400. 100000.
 
_______0____00._
rib nI r*ImFNr A AC50C 	 14--SO 0. 00_ - ­19 

10 QnIT) S;TATION 325t1000. 1100000.
 
?t NEW CO'LJT'(RS _ 45%0000. _0.0 
LAUNCH OrFRATION.
 
" * LV-T!TAN 0.0 22500000,
 
0.0 4990000.74- S-C SUPIORT 
. 
p2	s FACIlITICS 1347012. .. .. 361A? 
¢
. . . .
 
.. * SHUTTLr UPOATF "FLiGHT 0,0 i5O(lOOOO.
 
P7 * EXnPrI'AFNT UPOATE _ 0.0 . ..... 300o0000. __ ....
 
21--1 G*.S.F.C. f OTHER 0.0 6O000oO0.
 
0000000.
20 OPIlTA'L OPF.iif i IONS 

G & A. CHARGFA(1LF 	 R99080I6. --- 1931 tl"??-. 	 - - - -








TrTAL _115703152. ___._ 412Q68112. 1016099q.
 





CoST nF ADOIL SHUTTLE-REPfAI-FLYS 

5 37211.
GRAND TOTAL 	 ----





LITImC RATIO. ...... 0.85..
 




S.HUTTLF SCHCDULF-OFLAY .. ?, ....--. . 
TOTAL SYSTF MrrF........ 21.0 
. 
SHtJTTtE-MAINTAINE PROGRAM 
___ (3 SPACrCQACT)-NnT nTIMIE7 -D 
........... ...................... * 
_______ 
STnUCIUrC 




- .S _ S-r M'CHANI'S _MS 
6 ELCCT0I'I 0rw1R ...r55444. 
7 PrlI'4AY O'TICS _ __ 
A. Co*!4. F, 04rA HANDLING 
Q PurtUMATIC% 
tO T-T fS S'It'moT FOUIOMCNT 
SPf114IZAM *4ANAGrMFJT 
12 SVSTr*4 INTPGQATOnm 
II RrLIARILITY 
14 QUALITY ArCCt"ANCE 
l- TITAN INTrlSTAG " 
I, * TITAN 'H0rlkJ.') 
_ IT7 HUTTLr INTEPrACFS 
Iq TPAINFEQ r SIMIULATORS 
____IQ * wFIpFIMrNTS A ,_CR 
2n GROUND STATION 
2! -* NEW CO'U Sr sTS ___ 
Pt10000. 2) 0tq971. 
310000.. plI a . -.......... 
I4AA. 2 
__ 3100010. ROO___0 1. 
5 176740. 1R154704. 
424q95----- nP4,IIl0. 
466'91 40. PO761i4. 
- -- ------1go~f). 
944000. ;14 4 f1.)90. 












22 * LV-TITAIJ 
2. * IV-S1 0rTLF 
24 S-C supnPT 
.... 0 * FACILITIRS 
2, * SHUTTLF UPDATE FLIGHT 
P7 * EXPFPTMCNT L)Pr)ATE 
2" * G.S.F.C. C nTHFR 
0.0 22500000. 
0.0 - 100000o0. 
0.0 4050000. 
3____
_1'4701? . - 62026. . .. 
0.0 15000000. 
0.0 19001000. . . 
0.0 60000000. 
2Q r)RITAL OPEPATIONS 
G & A CHA0CGFAIILE 
G A 
SUBTOTAL 
NON-C &. A SUSTOTAL 
_TOFAL -
*NO G F. A CHAPG'r 
COST OF ADDIL SHUTTLE REPAIR PLTS 
GRAND TOTAL 
Nn. OF FAILLJQ S.. 7.1s 
U"TIMC (YFAqS)......... 2o1-
UPTIMF RATIO .......... 0 .3 
9000000. 
8_9900016. Q131R872..--­
lIIqtq,.. 24920704. 1160999. 
_101S'06144. ..... 2181 O476. _ 
1410)7012. 1048&36R0. 
11703152 4129A-I10?. t 016099Q. 









SCHFnUl.E fLLAY. o 3.0SHUTTLE 






... ............ .. ... .. ... .. 
..
 
.. .. .. .. .. .. 
.. * .  .. 

SHUTTLF-MAINTAINFn PR1GRAM 






I STQUCTUpr 20",0000. " 0I?6. 7 6 

? .. GIN:E")ING 17500000. P210 ..
 
7 t 306"1 666-----0-
I STA3ILI'ATION P120000. ?,qI0rI|.... THF4A4 
S 9-C mC:CHANISMS"S 35?o00). ?7? 14113. _ 
I011444. 2.52694 4.
 
7 *PbI4AAPY OPTICS __________1100000. 

6 ELECTUIC 0OttER 

_____ 
fnflr? l. .. 
A COAM. C DATA HANOLING 5576740. 311154704.
 
4P40)5. 117_4-It flaI10.-- ­0 0NFPlAATICS,_____ 
TEST r. SUPPORT EQIMN 694.2070"34. 









t I t600. I 11400. 
-44000. 

11 nPLIAR1t ITY 
np:onno..
14 OUALITY ACCFPTANCE 144';?0. 
-CS) I1; TITAN tJTFrI'STAGr SOP000. . .... 6 710000. . 
0.0 000000.o 1. * TITAN SHQOUO 
I... _ SIHUTTLE INTrItFACES 20910000. lq97000. ...... -­
1A TRnAiNflS r SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000.
 
So000000. _______3qO000f)0. _______________________I -- A * xPFPI..r,4rS A G R 

p0 G ntpfl) STATION
4 3251000. 100000. 





.. * LV-TTTA'J 

?I * LV-IHUTTTLC 
 I0000000.0.0 1 
0.0 4990000.Ph S-C 'tjIPrlnfT 
-?-6- 3-
p; * FACILITIFS 1347012 - . f... 
0.0 15000000.
?6 * SHUTTLF U"DATF FLIGHT o O

0.0 ...... 3q0 0... ..
21 * EXOPCIMFNT UPOATF 
0.0 60000000.
2A * G.S.F.C. F, OTItER 
9000000.
PQ nORITAL -OPERATIONS 

G n A CHARGArJLC 














*NO G £' A "CHAC.C
 























S__cHUTTLCSCHFOIILE OELAYb. 66-- -
TOTAL SYSTF MrTF .... 21.0 
...... ... .. ....... ... ... . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . .. ........... . t-
SHUTTLF-MAINTAINFO PROGRAM 
(3 PACrCPAFrT)-NT nPT I-IZFO NON-ECUPYN*G -. RECURRING _____OPPFRATIONS-_ 
......	I____ TUCTU'E .... 201-0000. 3064Ql, __ 
P ENGIlJFrPING 17500000. 225R0126. 
I STAD!L17AT ION 	 _ 21Jm063ItI. ;Af, I p 560 .__________ 
4 THC'1AL 2170000. 7010971. 
5 mFHRtsmq0-c - 3
5 V1000 0 . 272140....... 
A FLFCTD!C nAt 114444. 25.526944. 
7 * PPtMARY OPTICS _ 310000. _q0OqlflR_.0 
A COMM. F DATA HANDLING 5876740. "j61.54704. 
q PAJ Ut4AT I CS _ 4240. #*40q00. 
10 TFST r." UnflfIRT FOUIPMENY 46fq540. P070634. 
-I I___ PROGAM 4%NAGFMFNT _..____,.__ 25 1300n. ._ __71 V'1000 
i? %Y5TEM INTFGflATIJ q44000. ?44n6')4. 
I 3_ 0FL(A&IIT. t 11600. !Itno.TY 

14 OJUAITY NCCr0TANCR 144527O. Rpo000.
 
IS TITAN INTFRSTAGr _O_ _D-8000. OO.
 
1f, TITAN St49mm 0.0 lOonofo. 
. 17 HSIJTTLF INTERFACFI 20010000. lQ)Olf.-
I F1 TRAINF7S & SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000. 
- In.* PprnfiFNTS A £ I 5000000. 3QOOtO00. 
2n GpUNO STATION 125Oo0. A00oo0. 
czI *1_NIW COMOUJTFPS___________ 4550000. 0. - ­
. . . .____ 
. LAUNCH OPFQATtONS 
22 * LV-TITAN 0.0 ??501000. 
__ 7_ * .3 tV-sIIfTTLF 	 0.0 10000000... 
24 --C %S1PO0 T 0.0 4950000. 
2- * FACILIT'TS _047012. . . 367126. ........ 
P6 * SHUTTLE UPOATE FLIGHT 0.0 19000n0. 
3o-O0000. 	 .....
P7 * EXPFPIM'NT UnOATF 	 0.0 
2A _ G.S.F.C. f OTHER 	 0.0 60000000. 
OPAITAL OPERATI-ONS 9000000.
 






G & A I1598129. ?41)0704. tt6oqq9.
 
StJTfTA- 101506144...... 218104576. .... ...
 
NON-G & A SUnTOTAL 14197012. 1940t6 6RO.
 
15703192. 4%?060102. 10|60900. -­
*NO G F A CI-44tGE 









Nn. OF FAIIOCS.... 6.2p
 





-" PROGRAM NO.62 - . . .-.. . ...... .. . 
SHUTTLF SCHEDULF OFLAY.. 
TOTAl. SYSTFM MTTF.... 
12.0 
21.0 
VAR. SURJY-ITFM $LOI) F..._ ____.____ __ 
SHUT TLF -M A INT ,INFtO Pnl)GOAM(3 SPAHFCRAFT]-NFT nPTIMIZO NON-FCURING . RFCUIRING OPFRATIONS 
......................... 

















S-C 'FCIIAtIS 4 . . . 
FiCCTPIC PAWFP 
Cn')AAY C(I'1ICS 
CrI414. G DATA 1IANOLING 
PNEUMATICS 



































IS TITAN I-TFPSTAGF _________-5000. 
1. * TITAN Sl|TflUf 
IT _SHIJTTLE INTFPFACFS 
t * TRAINFJrP £ SIMULATORS 
-­1-0 EtqrmOMFNTS A t, A 
0 GCROIJNO STATION 















0 .0. . .. ... . ... . 
___________ 
LAUNCH nnfCQATIONS 
.. * LV-TITAN 
23 * V5*iTL____________________ 
pa, S -C SuPPnRT 
?5 F AFACI1.ITIES 
M. *, SNUTTt.r tiPoATE PtG0.0 
7 4 EXPEPIMeNT UrDATE 




















G & A CHAOGEAJLIt 
GG 'A 
SUIrOTAI. 
NON-G C A SuRTOTAL 
TOTAL 
*NO G-C-A CHAPGF 
8R908016 














COST OF A0D'L SHUTTLE RFPAIR 
GRAND TOTAL 
NO. F FAILURF.... 5.09 







SHUTTLE SCHV DULF DFLAY.. 0-5 -
TOTAL SYqTCq MTTF ...... 24.0 
VAQ. I tJRSYSTrCM SLOPF.... 1.25 
SHUTTLC- 4AAJTAtNr) PRnGPAM 
(I SPACrCqArT)-,JO . nOfTIMIZEO NON-frCUPRING RECURRING. OPFRATIONS ~.______ 
P rNG NCiER1ING 7,00000. 229n026. 
I- STABLATION 2-4t?- . 7159 0'6. -
4 THCIRMAL P120000. 2010071. 
83- S-C S- kFCANSMMFCHAN4ISMS " _ 
_p__(,__-.___  _ 352?000%" 2,72141. ___721______________........ - ___ 
6 FLFC.TPIC rflMFfl IP78944. 32PP27nO. 
7 * 0PyAorOy r3n1ics 3100000. 
__ flO0fl. / 
8 CaM'4. Fn4DATA HANDLING 743100?. 4fl?4"T?. 
0 PNIJMATTCS ___373t,. 1043045$. 1. -041 
10 TFST r.S"IPORT EO[JIPMENT 466q500. POY0614. 
-it - PROGRAM MANAGMCNT ?513000. 71900O.1 o. __- "*o 
I? _SYS;Trf IT'TGPATiON-- 944000. 244n8698. 
13 _FLIA'ILITY 1 11,500. I 53800. 
14 QUALITY ACCF;TANCE 445?P0. 5o000O. // % -
.. .. TITA INTCP-STAGC- 582000. ___ 670 000. * A 
I * TITAN SH11ltJD 0.0 I00fl6fl0. 
- t17 SHUTTLF INTErACES 20910000. 1047000. 
I A TRAINC1QS f- SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000. 
Iq * FXPFQIMFNTS A & 6B 9000000. 31)0000000 ....... 
P0 GantINO STATION, 3251000. 000000. 
. . * Nrd f'AOPITF S _ 4550000. 0.0.......... 
LAUNCH OPCOPATION5 _ 
p2 * * LV-TI TAN 0.0 2P500000. 
' *_ LV-SHUT TL.F 0.0 0000000. 
24 $-C sUppnfOT 0.0 4q50000. 
25 * FACILITIES 1347012. 162315pq __ 
76 * SHUTTLC t)PDATF FLIGHT 0.0 15000000. 
. . * E"PFFImCr UPDATE. 0.0 30000000.... 
2q * G.S.11 .C. . OTHF 0.0 60000000. 
29 . oRr TA,. nPERATIONS 9000000. 
- G A C'IARGEA'ILF 02304512. 227I0?AR. 
Gr A 11907277. P9.30/440. 1160qqq. 
SIJqTOTAL 104211776. 25640R(R., 
NON-G G A SUBTOTAL 1419701. t04 66O0. 
TOTAL 281408784. __491l3o006. t0160991). 
*NO G & A CHAOGE 
TOTAL 57q9lq616. 
COST nF ADO*L SHUTTLE RFPAI FLTS 0.0 
GRANO TOTAL 57q919616.._ 
NO. nP FAILURES.... fl.86 
UPTIMIC (YCA4S)..... 13.71 
WPTIMr RATIO....... o.I ' 
PeRCn PROGRAM , 
PROGRAM NO.663 
SHIJTTLr ,Cmrmm-r OFt Aye* 24.0. . .. 
TOTAL SYCfTrM MTTr........ 21.0 





. . . . . . 
. . . . ........................ 
... ... 
S14irTt '-MAIfNTA1tC) P100617A4 

















. .. A-q 
rLr-cTl i *,ffgr119II.1{ AI)y flPTIC' 
C ni'A 11. G D AXTA H'A NDOL ING0- I A t7 
101 1444.pf.'94.1 l00000 , 






0- TFST r. -J OP TROt IIPMENT 466940. 
It__ Pfr1qSO 1A ANAGFIMFNT 29_aii30flf.... 
I?--- SYSTE"A INTFG+ATION 944000. -
II FLIAIII.TY-------------------­ 111600. 
14 iiALITY AC+FPTANCIE 445P70. 
I S TITAN IIJTFQirTAt 
F 5SP.000.. 
16 * TITANl SI4P UO 0.0 
. 1 $IASITTLF I1IT5QFACFS, ,pO0000. ___ 
IA TRAIrRs & SIMULATORS 
310400. 
ao * EXOrQtlWNTS A_& A1 so000000. 
?0 GOOIjNO STATnIN 3251000. 


























--- C SIJI''OPT 
* SHUTTLE UnDATE FLIGHT 
* FXDOrIMNT UPDATFS 
* G.S.F.C. G OTHER 
++np At --6+ERAT I ONs 
--......--
0.0 22500000. 
0. --- 10000000. 
0.0 4950000. 








G r. A CHAIGEAEILC-_ 
G & A 
SOOT nTAL 
NOn-G t A SUIiTITAL 
TnTAL 
*NO A CH. 
AqO0016. 9031,437P. ..... 
.L59RIP9. .?400704. 
I0I44. ___. .. 24IR04576. -­
141q70tP. 1q94616l0. 







COST OF ArODLSHUTTL F 
I ANO TOTAL 
NO0. OF FAILURES 
UPTIME (YCAR) .... __ 

















.. --.. -..-... ....... . .. 
. .-
PROGRAM NO.65 
SHUTTLF SCHrO()0 F OFL.AY, 
TOTAL SYSTE' MTf........ .. 
. t 
?4.0 
.. .... . . 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
... . .... f .. . .. . . . . .d.. . . . .
 -* 
. .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . .
S1HUTTLF-MAINTAIN:) PROGRAM
 
OING . rrrUQfNG. OPERATIONS







I STIJ T t-- --- -polsnooco 3_0644Z16
 
p ENGINrPF ING 7ro00000. P?501 ?f'.
 
I STArtIL IAT[ON 2694 1 P 9. 71 ,A9,056. .
 
P212000 pq197I . 
S S-r FCHA'JTSM5 - - 152000.. . • ,_7_1__f__* ____ 
6 WELECTIC I37944. 322781f0. // 
4 THPO'IAL 
OOWCR 
0 ..... 7__l,,_ _ , 
COMM. F.DATA HANOLtNG 
7 PRIMARY O-TICS "_"_OO__ . ,lOOO)l, 
7411007. 4nP8T4776/.
a 
... [_ .'.3 __..._N___, 7"'; __...... 1041J04T ." -- ---- "/___ -ONFIJMATICS ________ -01 _____ 
10 TrST r, -tippflr FoUIPMFNT 4669940. P070134w/ 'j 
II PnOGRAM MANAGEMNT________ 25 13000.,.__ t90.___ y _______--­
32 SYSTFM INTFG(ATION 944000. PA44A619.
 
I_____________1100 ___ I i4800.._____________ _________________II U+FLIA1 UI.T+Y ...... 
14 QUALITY ACCPTANCE 1445220. 5420000. /A
 
IS TITAN ITroSTAGr .. ____O_ 
 00 --.. 670000. ...........-­
3$ * TI TAN 5 jt'rf()J 0.0 0T0ooo0.* 4
­
...... 1 HtITI.F N TEQFAC( S __ _ _ _ _ _ 20910000. ..... . . I+bI7000. ­
100000.




__ '00000._____ 3Qloflno()4*In__Fr________Nr_._ 30 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~* aono 300'oAnnont___________ 
P) GRntuND STATIN 325100. so0000.
 
-1 * NFW COMPUITCRS 495000. 0.0
 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS­
9p * LV-TVTAN 0.0 Pps00000.
 
_ 0.0 1 0000000.P3 * LV-IIUT TLF 

24, %-C SPtJPOPT 
 0.0 4qqO000. 
25 -4 FACI. 1 T [E- 134701?. - 36286. ... .
 
?6 * SHUJTTIr UPDATC FLIGHT 
 0.0 15000000.
 
27 * E~nCRIJrNT UPOATF 0,_0. 
 .__. |O0000. 
21 * G.S.F.C. F rJTlIFR 0.0 60000000. 
-000000.2-" nrqITAL nPFRATIONS 

G , A CHAOC.'APLF q2045,t?. 
 - 22710PFIR2...-.. 
160999.t1O07277. 29106240. 

SU94TOTAL 10421 1776....... 2';64f6R' _... ..
 
NON-G r. A SUJFTOTAL 14 q07lP. 

G F A 
104n61680.
 
TOTAL 110408784.| 451"50016. 10160999.
 
*NO G, :H ' 










NO. OF FAILlnES.... r.72 
_____ 









* 1.5 -.----...SHUTTLF -;CHrULE fFLAY. 
TOTAL SYSTF-A MTTf ... ... 24.0
 
_ 
. . ......................................... 
......-

















P604125.  056.I STABIL I7ATIN 
21?0000. P 111O,17.
 




4 TIf'4 A1. 
PI4.3Pr16.
 
7 4 POI MAISY nprlcq _ 10 0. - -..... 007.. . ... ..
 
q *COIAM. G DATA "ANDLING 7411007. 1;,4"' 7f'".
 
0 PNFU'4AAT ICS ',3715. 
 104 104-0 . 
I n TFS T r. tuJI'i,OT FQuIPMENT- 46',4O. 20700,14. 
.... 1I __ PfnlGflAA MAIJAG-MrNT _ 21000.1 71111000. 
I? SrYSTM INTrGOATION 1044000. 244l16*. 
I00. i "00.
 
14 OuALITY ACCFPTANCE 144A520. 

I" _RE.IAORI ITY I 1O 13 
s0 po000. 
8000. _ 67000"1 TI TAN I8T-,TACF ­
*t TITAN SilflU 
 0.0 1000000. 
20010000. __ 199000... 




7 SHIITTLC INTERFACE-_ 
10_ *XPFRIMUE"NTS A C - 500000041 39000000 

2o GpRIJRN) STATI 3251000. 110000.
 
?I 4 NqW CO'/PIJTFII; _ 4455000. 0.0 . . . .
 
.... . .LAU NCH OPERATIO NS -
LV-TI TA I 0.0 2p250000..p * 

23 0 LV- YST t.F 
 0.0 10000.10. 
0.0 4CI50000.
24 S-C SUJb'flRT 
ali F'ACILITIFS 134701?. ......... 362426. . ...
 
0.0 10000O0.
76 - * SHUTTLC" UPDATF FLIGHT 
-, 0.0 3000000"127 0 F.XPFR.4NT UPnATE 

p.. * G.S.F.C. F OTHER 0.0 60000000.
 
9000000.
2- OR3TAL OPF--ATtONS 

G & A C1ARGAOLF 0PIO4I1 .. 2271110205.
 










NON-G G A-SUITOTAIL 
11f400764. 45t350016. 













NO. OF FAILUOES;,.... 6.59
 













(3 SPACECQAFT)-mNT nOTIMIED NON-rCURRING . PFCIJ"RtfNG OPERATIONS
 
- _ _TR'JCTPF-	 20190000. '40649P16.) 	 _ 
17500000. ?2%02I6.? ENGIHER ING 




















tO TFST r SUPnPRT FUIRMENT 4669540. P070634.
 
2533000. 711I0000.
II . PqOOrA'A MiNAGF-IFNT 

t2 	 SYSTEM INTFGRATION 044000. 446q9. 
16n. I 33f'iO.13 RrLIARIITY - ­
14 OJALITY ACCCMrANCE I44S-i0. %2?0000. 
SR000. -.... 670000. 
. . TITAN INTFPSTAGF 
0.0 lO0000.
16 * TITAN sHnRUr 

1? SHUTTLE INTEFACFq 2001O0O__ £907000.
 
I R- TrpAjNRS r 'SIMULATORS 3110400. 1001100.
 
In * prPqrfNT5 A &_13 5000000. . ... I00t) O.
 
?0 GQOUNO STATION 	 32%1000. AOnoo.
 
4550000. ..... 0.0P. _ * NFW CnAPITFRS 
LAUNCH OpOIATIINS 	 . .-. . . . 
0.0 22500000.
2 LV-TITAN 
2p1 * -. LV-tIIl)rTI F -_-____ 0.0____-OO . 
0.0 40500OO.24 S-C 1UPnRT 

25 * FACILITIFq .134701?. ...... . 36 .?'I ......... .... .. . ..... .
 
0.0 15000000.Ph * SNJUTTLF trATF FLIGHT 
27 * EYPPIMFNT kiPnAtr 0.0 30000000. .......
 
0.0 (0000000.
2 * G.S..C. r,OTHFR 
00000.
20 ORI1ITAL OPERATIONS 

..
G C A cHAPGrArL . q230451?. 227nonn. . 
G r A .IQOT?77?. ?0104?40. 116099q. 
-104V'I 77A. P...48A65 . ........SUMTOTAL 

Nn-G G A SIfTOTAL 14197012. 1:063600.
 
TOTAL _ _ll840E784. 
 4511-sot001. -- O160(99. 
-..

*NO1 G & A CHAQGE 	
-VTL-------SqI66 ...... 9l6I6.TOTAL 

Cnsr (F A00OL SHUTTLF REPAIR FLTS 0.0 
5799t0616. .. GQAN TOTAL 






UPTTMr PATIO....-... 0.86 	 P 
. . . . . .. . .. PERCOM PROGRAM ­
- -~ PROGRAM NO,61, 
SHUTTLE SCHFOULPF OFLAY.. 2.5 
TOTAL SYSTFM MrTF .... 24.0 




SHUTTL-MAIN T AIN ) 0RIGRAM 
(I SPACFCRAFT)-NOT OPTIMIZEDO_ NON-/ECUPtNG ..... RFCUfRING OPCRATIONS 
. .. .............................. .... 
. 
o STRUCTU0C 20150000 ....... 10649-16. ____ 
2 FNGIdN.QING 17900000. 22'0IPA. 
1 SrAr~ltAAtftN 2604125.-------7154"0f.6. ________ 
4 THEPML - ipocon. 2qio0?t. 
'* 5-C MECHAN IASMS- 35; 41000.... 37?A1. ..... 
6 FL CTrOI C PrOWF" 12710944. 3PlR160. 
. * PPIIAPY OPTIrS _ 310000. AO0'ty7l. _ 
n COAm. & OATA HANDLING 7431007. &f1 4 r17 6-. 
I PNFIIAATIC; 5137 15. 104 104,13. 
tO TFST'4. SUrPORT FoUIM9NT 466040. 20t06 IA. 
i t PROGRAM MANAGrmrNT _ "o.000. 7110000. . 
i2 SYSTCM INTFCOATION q44000. ?44Aqf I . 
I, PCLIAnIL!tY t_________11600. . -- inina. ___ 
14 Q1tALITY ACCrPTANCF 1449220. ,q2o0oo. 
15 TITAN INTF-STAG " 9B_?OOO. - 17040O _o 
1, * TITAN SHROUD 0.0 100000. 
17 SIILITTLi! INTPQFACFS 20910000. 1qqrfo00. 
I A TRAINFQS r, SIMIJLATORS 3110400. 1 n0o0 , 
14 * FXflPIMFNTS A 09 5000000., 39000000). 
?o GOCnt)Nt STATInN 325On0O. 800000. 




LAUNCH OPE ATIONS . -
22 * LV-TTXAN 0.0 2P500000. 
721 * LV-%HIJTTl.C 0.0 10000000. _ 
24. S-c t)PPOrT 0.0 4q50000. 
?I; * -FACI.ITIrF q_, 1147012.' 36f2 ?6. 4- - - - -.__-.--. 
PA. * SHUTTLr UIOAT FiLlGHT 0.0 15000000. 
?7 * EXOrPIMENT UPDATE 0.0 30000000 ...... -
2 *G.S.F.C. C,OTHFR 0.0 60000000. 
29 OPER1r1TA.-F. ATION(; - -OOO000o 
G . A CHARGCARLF q210451.--- 227100254.a. 
G r. A 1007277. p9306 40. - it60og9. -
SU1rTOTAL 104211776. 2,64n65A8. .... 
NO-G G A SUBTOTAL 14197012. 194n61660. 
TnTAL 1194RT47114. 45t350016. - 10160999. 
.rflO C& A CHARGE 
TOTAL 579019616. 
COST OF ADOD LSHUTTLF'FEPAIR FLT; ... 0.0 
GRAND TOTAL -57g991961 
NO. OF FAILURES.... 6.34 
UPT IME I YCAR S) . .. 12. ---








TOTAL SY'TFM MTTF...... 24.0
 
5I4UTTLr SCHFrIIJLE fFLAY.o 1. 0 . .. ...... 
-- .. ~------- ­
-__ 	 VAP.. StIRSYSlTFM so'. 12 _____ ~ 
.................. 	 ......... .. 9..q *.. --

SHUrTLcA.4AINTAINED PROGRAM 
(3 	 SPAcrrPArT )-NOT nnTrMrFn NON-RECUPRING - nrCUINC .. nPFRATfONS_- ___ 
4 	 -I 	 - STRUCTtJeC P_______-_20150000. 306_4? 16. 
p rN4INr-EPINC t7q0OOOO. 2Z'50t?6.
 
3 STArIILITATION . 2604115. - -. V|fl0'56. ..........
 
A THCOMAL PIPO000. 2P01091.
 
q S-C MFCIIANISMq -;p OO... P7)14ftl.... .
 
.
 FLrCTP IC 114F'd " 	 I771044. 3P??71160. 
A CO . , DATA HANDLING 7411007, AI'4-;716.
 
0 _PNEUMATICS 7137°. 104 104' , .
 
I0 TEST £ SU RT EQUIPMENT 46040. .. . P07014.
 
II PROGRAM "ANAFM~FNT _______2-3100(). 7109000. ____
 
I? SVSTEM* INTPGRATION 944000. 244169 .
 
1I RFLTAIILITY - 111600. 13100,.
 
14 QOUALITY ACCrPTArC 144"720. 5820000.
 
1__3 TITAN INTIflSTAGI 	 5112000. 670000. 
t6 * TITAN sHQ'1U- 0.0 1000000. <
 
f7 SHI)TJYLIJ INTFRPACES. 7010000. t__197000. ___
 
1In TRAINrrS f SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000.
 
*0 FKDFPIMICNTS 	 5000000. 000000. 	 & C 
20 	 GROUND STATION 3251O00. faOOGO.
 
Pt Cn-.PIITr'S 900.0.0 _
*NEW 	 _______ 
LAUNCH OIDEATIONS
 
2? * LV-TITAN 
 0.0 ?'10000.
 
.. . .P3 C ____ LV- HIJU T TIF _+ 0.0 IOO10 0 . 
24 S-C St"PODT 0.0 4q,0000.
 
S5 * F7CILITIFS 1347012. 36?'126.
 
?A 	 * SHUTTLF UP1DATF FLIGHT O.0 1000000.
 
*27FXOERIMqENT UPOATE 0.0 
 30000000.
 




29 ORBITAL OPERATIONS 

G G A CHAQGrArILF q2104512. ?271fiOR81 .. .
 




NON-G & A SURTOTAL 14197012. 1946368o.
 
---	 ; |10160qgq.4110016.TOTAt.L____-____1-840R784. 







COST OF AOO-L SHUTTLE REPAIR FELTS ­
-79919616.-------­




UPTIM. RATIO......... 0.. ..
 
_ _ 















TOTAL SyTF4 MTTF....... 36.0
 









NON-RFCURRING -. RCCUfING.. 
............... 





0ISl0000.I STOIJCTI~r'F_ 17900000. ?2S0I?6.P ENCGINCCQ IG 






9 S-C MFCHANISMS ­
410')1Qo?.29?4q120. 6" ELFCTI1IC PfIWCrf 
3100000. -Roo60007tT7.
7 * PQTMAPY OnTICS 
14905196. Q6[??e.7T. q CnmOM. G DATA HANDLING 

10705. 
 2 0? 131 04. 
') P'WUMATtC- ­
10 T-ST F, SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 4A69q5O. 2070614.
 
PS3000. -_ 711,¢000.















14 QUALITY ACCEPTANCE 

5 7000. f-70000. .










.A TRAlwr'70, r. SIMULATORS 31110400. 

500000. _______) oIt(t000.






PO GRnUND STATtrN 







-? * LV-TITAN 
- 0.0 10O_00-w. 
..' .V-SNUTTLC-__--





0.0 15000000.?6 "HUTTLF U"DATF FLIGHT 
­
77 * nFPFRIMNT tIIPATF_ 
 _ _ _0 ___30000. .......
 




 29 -. nRItTAL "PFRATIONS 
tt6.....










NN-G & A S JOTOTAL 
_ 
















NO. OF FAILURC .... 
 4.60 
.
UoTIMF (YARS)..... . [3.... 

UPTIMP RATIO.. .... 0. 
----
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
. . . -..PERCOM PROGRAM
 
PROGRAM NO.74 




A _N M T ~ e o e _yY36- ­.... --
. . . ... .. .









- N O T NG .___ RFCUnRING ....... OPFRATIONS










. . . . 
_ 
_ I _ S TR C T t E 17500000. ?7i26. 
-2 __NGtNEqIN..... 

q____ _ IAP6?3?96*367671.3 - TAR!LtIAT ION pipO00. PI0971.4 THFWAAL P7PI4q3.35P0000:5 S-C MFC14ANISMS 
q-.fl$6410Q726 ELrCTOIC Rr'rpR2410 
3100000. _____Ofl001 .. . . 7 * If1TMARy nITIC' 












 11II_ PpnGRPAM MiANACCMFNT _ __ 71_ 944000. 244R694.12 .... SV-TCM TNTrGRATION 

13 RCLIA9ILITY 
 111600. 1331100 
nR20000.
1445220.
14 OUNLITY ACCFOTANCE 
-
I- TITAN ItJrTrSTAGF ___ __ _R2000. 670000. 
0.0 1060000.16 # TITAN SHRlr)UJ 

17 _SHUTTLE INTFRCACES 20910000. 1997000. !
 
100000.




to * XPERIIMrNTSA & 9 _0000. 
*100000.
3P1000. R 
. ... GQOUN STATION 






2 * LV-TITAN 
­
.. 0.0 lOO0000n. 3 * LV-IItTTLF 






26.- * SHUTTLE U0OATF FLIGHT 
- - 0.- 60000o. ?7 * FXDFIMFNT UPDATE 
0.0 6000000.




G C A CHAnGrAqLF - ­
n. 











NON-G C.A SJ9bTOTAL 

TOTAL 
 131;145792. 63345131?. 10160999.
 












NO. or FAILURES...- 4.4 
' 
........
UPTIME (YEARS) ... 13.62 















(3 SPACFCihAT)-NOT OPT!MTEO NON-OFCUPP!NG . pFCURrING ... OPERATIONS.
 
..... .. .... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. o .... . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . 
S TRUC TURF ?0150000. .__30649216. 
p ENC1NFPPTNC IS0000. P7,012A.
 
3 ST4l1tI.ZArInN. 5167671. ... ... 14P ?1 06. .. .........
 
4 THFOMAL 2120000. ,q4oO7I.
 
__S-C MCCHANIS4 _____ 3sp0000. P7?IA141. _______________ 
6 ELFCTRIC POFFQ 254IPO. -O410919?.
 
7 * P _3100000. 07
rMAQy nrt)TIC R00 

M COMM. £ DATA HANDLING 14R 196. 9612267?.
 
Q PNIUJA ATIC 10709A. P0701104. .. . ..
 
10 TST G 'UJL)POQT COUiENT 466"140. P0706i14.
 
It PqQRAM MANAGEMENT__ 2913000. _ 7119000. _
 
12 SYSTEM INTEGPATION q44000. 244869n.
 
11 RrLIAl +TY iI I_11160. 110.
 
14 OUALITY ACCFPYANCE 14452PO S8?0000.
 
.... 19 TITI.N 1NTRPTAGE ..	 '000. . 670000.
13oo. .
 
16 S TrTAN SHROiU 0.0 1000000.
 
..... 17 ... SHUTTLE INTCrFACFS 20)10000. _19<7000. 
in TRAINERS & SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000. 
FX P DI rT ._ C q _00000o. _ _ 3 0o0 fo.no_. _ _* A 

20 GROUND STATION l2laqco. R000000.
 
PrI NrwtcOIpuJrQS ________ 4590000. 0.0 	 _____________ 
LAUNCH riFRATTONS
 
22 * LV-TITAN 0.0 PSO000.
 
- 2-a1 VH)TY ___________ 	 0.0 1____~00,0000. .­
'4 S-C SU"POIpT 0.0 400600.
 
?5 * FACILITIFS 134701 P..... .­
25 * SitTTLt UPDATE FIGHT 0.0 19000000.
 
P7 * CXtwRmrNT UPATE_-_ 0.0 39000000.
 
28 G.S.O.C. & OTHER 0.0 600000o.
 
?9IA PEAIN 	 9000000.
 
.	 CG. A CHAnGrAOLE, 10367471,2. 3RA476416. __ --





NON-G C A SURTOTAL 14197012. .1. 4636A0.
 






COST OF ADOOL SHUTTLE REPAIP FLTS .. 0.0 
- TOTAL .. . 774859776.GRND 

NO. OF FAILUIF. .... 4.4 .
 










-- SHUTTLE SCHFOULE DELAY.. 2.0 	 .. . .. . ...
 
TOTAL SYSTCM MTIF.......... 36.0-





































































E LECYP IC POiWER 
POMAQY OTICS-
CM. FC DATA HANDLING 
PNFUMATICS 














TRAINCO C SIMULATORS 

*XPRIUMFNTS A G 

GROUND STATION 










* 	SHUTTLF UPDATE FLiGHT 

* 	EXPfRIMENT UPDATE 

G.S.F.C. C OTHER 

- 2-- -- PTAL" pcRATIONS 











*NO G & A CHARGE 




NO. OF FAILURES .... 4.
 
20190000. . . 306A'?16. 
17900000O. PP50176. 


































































































13374037. 90113424. 1160q09. 
117048784. 436509696.. 
1419701?. t4a3 R90 









'fHUTTLF SCHFOULC DrLAY.. 2.5 ............-.. ...... 
TOTAL SYSTFM MTTF ...... 36.0 
___- VAn.,sIonsvsTrm StqLnC.,.. _- I, 5 -- ------- ----------.----- --
SIIUTTLC-MAI*JTAINLNP.ROGRAM(3 +;PAI I'C ...... ......... ......... ......................NN-FtQ~N " IrC lrgJ'  O g N i 
CI  PACrcfAi T I t Of I001M I 7dFl ­ NON-RECUtJP ING- nrCUirtr, - OFpATTONS ______________________U __ 










' STAOILIATIr1N 51117671 .-----­ 1426?"?96.-- -
_________ 
4 TI4rQ'JAL 2120060. 79I0"1. 
'1 S-C PFCgANIS4% -5?0lPO. _ T i2f11. 
6 F"LECTIC rIOWP 2541120; 64109)?)2. 
7 PRIt#MAROY noric- 3100ooo. ...... nonn7i. ............ 
ft CnmM. f. DATA HANDLING 14gi,6. 96 I, ,'. 
o' P'Jtt)A T I C' I 70;ft. PO MiI tOO. 
it I--T G, ,UtpflRT FOUIPMEF 4Af6q40. ?0?06 44. 
--­ _ Itt_- PnOQAM '.44?IAGFMFNT 1?3000. 71 I17000. -
1? SYSTFM TNIYrGIATID)N 944000. P44Afl6)f. 









14 * TITAN SHPOOU1 0.0 1000000. 
.17? S. PTTLE INT"RFACS- - - 20010000. I107000. 1 
II TRAINrOl £ SIMULATORS 31 10400. 100000. 
1o * FxPFPLMF'I'% A G I 5000000. 390OP000. -
P0 G1 OUNfl STATION 3P51000. RO0O0O. t 
._ . NFWt CnOi',tTr,; _4-;o0000. D.0 
LAIUNCH P-UATIqNS 
P? * LV-TITA'ti 0.0 22-00000. 
Pi_2 LV-SMIITTLt!______________ 0.0 1____0000000. _________________________ 
24, S-C SU nODT 0.0 49qOOoo. 
P, - FACILITIES - "_ 1347012. "4'6.. n . 
P f, * SfflJTTI-F UDOATF FLIGHT 0.0 - l50qO000. 
P7 * FYOFRtIMFNT UOrAT_ 0.0 30000000. _ 
;;R * G.S.F.C. F.tTHFR 0.0 A0000000. 
79 'lROiTAL OPFRAT I ONS .. 000O0. 
G-C1 A CHAPGC:AILF -11772 __ 84746 ______ 
G & A 13374017. 9011t4R4. 11609q9. 
SIUA1TAL P1704074. . .A5AR q6. 
NON-c r A SURTOTAL 14197012. 114963690. 
TOTAL ........... |._13124579P. 633453312. 10160999. 
*NI G &AW CHAiGF 
TOTAL 774R99.'76. 
CnST or ADO'L SHUTTLERCPAI" FLTS 0.0 
- -GRAND TOTAL 774AS976.. 
NO. OF FAILRfES . 4.36 
UPTIMF CYFA ,, _13.09 ............. .... 
_ 




SHUTTLE SCHEDULE DELAY.. 3.0TOTAL SYSTEM MTTF.........360 
. . .. . .-.. 
___VAR. SIUqSYSTFM SLOPE... 1.25 ____________________ 
................................................................................................... 
SHUTTLE-MAINTAINED PROGRAM 
(3 SPACFCRArT)-NOT flTIMt7EO NON-RFCURRrNG RFCUrPF7NG . '. OPFRATIONS . 
| STRTUCTt >'20150000. - -306402t6. ......... ....... ____________ 
P ENGIN'FnING 17500000. 2Psotl6. 
. STAFR LIZATION . .. 7671| . 1_ .. . . . . . .. _ _ _A? _. 
4 THCO*AAL 2120000. PQ9I0)7I. 
S-C MFCHANISMS 35?0000. ?77PIAfI. 
F, EIrCTQIC OOWPR- - 2S401O. 643O170Q2. 
7 * PI MARY ftT[CS 1100000. OOO7'3. 
8i C(1'm4. & nATA HANDLTNG 14809106. 96I2267?. 
q PSILMAT ICS 1070 .. . 20711i104. 
10 TEST . SuJPOnT- aUrPMENr 466540. ?070614. 
l PPfOGAM MANAGFM1ENT 2531000. |71 t)OO 
I? SYSTEM INTFGPATInN 944000. 24461V0I'. 
t3 RCLIAOILITY 111600. |11190. 
t4 QIUALITY ACCCOTANCS 144,??0. 9 
I1 TITAN INTrnSTAGE s___________020. - ~ -670000. -­
16 TITAN SHROUD 0.0 1000000. 
17 SHUTTLE INTCRFACES 20910000. _ _ qQ700. 
I. TRAINFS & SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000. 
. . ._* FxPrPIMFNTr A G.9 5000000. 39000000. _ 
?o GROUND STATION 3P91000. n00000. 
91* NrtW cnM~turrRS- -_______ 4q500.------ 4.0 t 
LAUNCH OOFRAT|INS 
12 * LV-TITAN 0.0 ?2200000. 
p _I---* ---- LV- SHUTTLE 0.0 _oo__OnO_. 
?4 S-C SUPP n T 0.0 4050000. 
- -?5 * FACILZT!FS -134701P. 1___61n26. ________ 
;'A * SHUTTLC IIDATF FLIGHT - 0.0 " n00n000.- . .. 
27 $ EXrP IMrNT UPDATF 0.0.000000(1 _ 
2n * G.S.F.C. t OTHER 0.0 60000000. 
po ORBITAL OPERATIONS 9000000. 
G C A CIAOGFAILF . . .10367 ?. 3R8476416. i 
G r A 13174047. OI 3lPA. lI60999. 
SUOTnTAL 117048704. 498509696. _ 
NON-G F. A SUBTOTAL 14197012. 194A636no. 
TOTAL . 1312457q2. _ 3451312. 10160999. 
*NO) G &, A CHARGE 
TnTAL 774R9776. .... 
COST fOr ADD-L SHUTTLE hFPAIR FLYS --­ 0.0 
.GPANOTOTAL 774150776. _ 
NO. OF PAILIRS 4.1 
IJPTIME (YCfIRS) ..... - 12.2 




HUTTLF SCHFDULF rELAY, 6. ........
 
TOTAL SYSTV" MTTF....... 36.0
 
.. .VAfl._.5IJTY5CMrOr_~.,I.P ,.._____ - ..
 




-_ (3 snAcrCPAFT)-NCT OPTIMTZEO NN-RrCmRPING - RrCUnTNC .,OPfRATIONS__ 




____- c 000--------064n?! , ___ 
________________________ 
2 ENCINCCPING 17,00000. P290126. 
.-. _.. STACIIL!ATInN . .... 7.. 142623IPOA.
 
4 THCQMAIt PIpooCo. 2QI0O7I.
 
V _ S-C mrCHANISMS ...... 34?0000. 272 .--o
 
6 ELFCTRIC OwFf 254'l 20. 64 10979P.
 
. "*_PTAAnY nTTCS 	 o1300nnO. - o 1ooAy. 




__ ,100N. PT81104. 
to 	 TEST & SU t0nT FQUIPAMFNT 4660540. 2070614. 
7I19000.
 
Ip SYSTFM INTFGRATION Q44000. 244A694.
 
13 - RCLIARlILITY I IO1600. 

II ___P"O)GAM 4ANAOFMIRNT 	  1In o n 0.23000. 
_ I "300.
 
I4 QUALITY ACrEPTANCE 144a O. S;%80000.
 
I.-i___ TITANJ NrTPosrAG 582000. 670000.,
 
16 * TITAN StlrfltJD 0.0 1000000.
 
17__ SIUTTLr I NTERF ACES 
__- 20c10000. 2097000.I 

In TRAINEr% SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000.
 
In * 	 CXImFRThrNT' A fl 5000000.On39000000.
 
6'UVJ1NO StAr10w 1?sloco. n00000.
 
-- P._ rw COnnIITr"PS 	 4950000. 0.0 
LAUNCH npIIATInSf-a
 
22 * tV-TITAN 	 0.0 2?500000. 
.. I _ * LV-S HUT T( C 0.0 1 000 O0 
P4 S-C 9UJI't T 0.0 4950000. 
- --- p-_ * FACILITIFS 1347012. 36 ­
6f. * SHUTTLF UPDATF FLIGHT 0.0 1000000. 
P7 * 	 EXPERIMCNf IJPDATF 0.0 *'3_9000000. 
2A * 	G.S.F.C. F OrH R 0.0 60000000. 




f A CHAQGPAOLF . . 103674752...... 3IAe476416......--.
 
; A 13374n37. 50112A?4. t160999.
 





NON-G A SUTOTAL 141970t2. 1049636R0.
 
TfTAL t31245792. 633453312. 10160999.
 
*NO 4 & A CHARGF
 
-... ..- .......... 
__TOTAL 774A50776....
 














s$H.T TLr scHrnitLr' nrLAY.. I -0 - -'- -•........... 
T')TAL SVYTrAM TTF ...... P4.0 
__ _ . VA')._ JS~ STC.M SL.P ...... I.. .... . .-... ...... . . .... . ....... 
sII~rrtx-isAr~I-NrO P0WV.0A& 
(I ;PAcl(rAf T)-nT OPTTMI7FO - NON-llFCUIfITNG RrCUQ#T#Nr. - OPFOATIONS-. 
I 
p 
ST RUC TUPF 
r-NGI.JrCfINC. 




I STA'ILITATTION .641?5. . 71?!l9'.'$ -.. 
A TIfr O'MAL 2I ,0000. ?flt0)71. 
- - S-C MrcHAJISMS 35.,On .. P 7?AF14A3.. 
6 ALCTQIC nnWr t2r8q44. 3P27flU0. 
7 * PRIMARY O'TICS 33700000 _. .H000878. 
A COIrAM. & DATA HANDLING 74 11007. 4n? ,6. 
0 PNI'UlATJIS v739i. -­ 104304-0. - - - - -
SO TFr f C S'ff'OT EOUIPMFNT 46601540. ?Or, 14. 
II- PPOGRAM AANAGVrArNT . Il250 O. 7 t QO0. 
1? SYST M INTrGRATIN q44000. 744fl'Ar.l -
13II rLIAqILITY - 11600. 1 1 - , 
]34 QUALI TY ACCFRT ANCE 1445220. SOPO00. 
IS5 T_ITAN INTtRSTAGF S_________5800. -­ ffo6000.l--­ -­
16 * TITAN SHROUI) 0.0 10000O. -. 
I7__£1 _ SHUTTLE INTeRrACFS ___P0910000. jQ97000 ... .. _____-­
in TRAINER' I . SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000. 
to*F xorl!MrNT .A _P A8________ __ 50000. _______l afOfOa. -----­ r 
P0 GROUND STATION 3P1000. R00000. 
PtI NFW C(1MP'1ITFRS 4550000.__ 0. 0__________ __ 
.LAUNCH OPERATINS __ 
22 * LV-TTTAN 0.0 27?00000. 
n0 o 
P3 * LV-L;HrTLC .0 _ 100flt. _ _ 
?4 S-C SUnPnfT 0.0 4950000. 
Pq* FACIIITIFS 134701367...._ 3 6. _--_ _ 
76 * SHUTTLE UPDATE FLIGHT 0.0 15000000. 
27 * EXPERIMFNT UDATE 0.0. - 3000000.- _ 
?A G.S.F.C. & OTHEg 0.0 60000000. 
29 OPOITAL FOPERATIONS 000000 
... G & A CHAPGrABLF 9 2304 512. 22 718 Wfl0 .­ -
G A IQ007277. Pq306?40. 116099,. 
_SIT0TAL 104211776 ... P64A . R.. 
NnN-G & A StUATrTnAL 14197012. 104A1636fO. 
TOTAL ......... 118401784. - 51350016. 10160999. 
*NO' G C A CHARGE. 
CS FAO SHUTTLE REPAIR FLTS 0.0 
GPAND OTL- TOTAL 570 66. 
NO. OF' FAILURES.... 4.67 
U TIMF (YFARS) 0. 3_..... ...... ".---......  . . 
UPTIM . RATi....... 0.62 
PERCOM PROGRAM 
PROGRAM NO.72 
.... SHUTTLE SCHSOULF DCLAY .. 





. . ................... 
SHUTTLC-MAINTAINFD PROGRAM 
(I SPACrCPAFT)-NOT OPTIMIIEO 
..... .............................. 




RFCURRING ...... OPERATtONS ........ 
. .............. 






?t IP.. ...... 
ppsI76. 
71 501 6. _ 1.. ...... . 
4 THFRMAL 2120000. 291097t. 
S S-C mrCHANISMS -l_______ 35200pO . . ?Tfl3. _.. 
A ELECTUIC OOWFR 127844. 1pTI6o. 
- 7 * PIMAQY OPTICS __ 3300000. 8000n711. 
a COMM. & I)ATA HANDLING 74110n?. 48245776. 
9 _PNFUMATICS __735. 104104,1. 
tO TEST & SUnrnRT EQIPMENT 466q40. 2070614. 









14 CUALITY ACrFPTA NCE 244'32O n8O000. 
Iq TITAN INTFPSTAGF 98POOO 670000. _ 
1b S TITAN SHROUD 0.0 1000000. 
-.... 27 S(iTrTLr INTCRFACrS |09I0000. __17000. 
In TRAINERS f SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000. 
KGR 1n 20 * FXPrRIMrNTS A r OGRUND STATION n 9000000. 3251000. OOOo000. ROA000. 
p * NeW cnMPIJTCPS 4550000. 0.0 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS ......... 
2 * tV-TITAN 0.0 ?2500000. 
23 LV-SItHTTLE 0.0 1O000-00. - --­
?4 s-C SuipfpT 0.0 40q0000. 
p- * FACILITIFS 1347012. 3629;16. 
26 SHUTTLC UODATE FLIGHT 0.0 16000000. 
P7 * CXOCRTMCNT UPOATE___oO _qO__00000. 
PA G.S.F.C. f OTHER 0.0 60000000. 
ROPRITAL nPERATIONS 9000000. 
C & A CHAPGCARLF 92904912. P?718102nfl......... 
G r A 11907277. 293062PO. tlO9O. 
SUOTOTAL 104211776. 25646gSA. 
NON-G C A SIJRTOTAL 14197012. 194Rl668O. 
TOTAL -tRAOR_______11840A784. 45150016. 10160990. 
*Nfl G.r HAG 
TOTAL 579919616. 
COST OF AOD'L SHUTTLE REPAIR FLTS ... 0.0 
GRANO TOTAL -... . .. .57901 616. 
Nn. (F rAILUnCS.... 3.50 
UPTIME (YARS)..... 7.00 
UPTIMe PATIO....... 0.47 
PERCOM PROGRAM 
PROGRAM NO.80 
... SIITTLF SCHEDULE DELAY..|2.0 
TOTAL SYSTEM MTTF .... 





(3 SPACECOAFT)-NOT OPTIMIEO NON-RFCUPRING RECURRING OPERATIONS 
......................................... ................................................ 
.......... 
STRUCTUnF 2_01_0  0000. 3064 219? 
2 ENGINtEUING 17500000. 2250126. 
'1 STArIILI7ATION 5367671. t41 2632.6. . 
4 THERMAL 2120000. 2010971. 
S S-C MFCHANISMS . 3520000............ 7? 14-A 3. 
-6" EI:FCTPIC P(1WFR 250120. 64IO17"02. 
7- PImIUARY OPTICS - *- 1300000. Rooo Tf0.-____ . . . 
'1 "CnMm. r. DATA HANOLING -R14nO5106. 961??e.a 
4 PNFI)MATICS -070911. 207111 04. --. . ./ 
10 TfrT r. S J"IPRT ECUIPMENT 6f0q40. 207011. 
it - PRnGRK MlNAGMCNT - P'It000. 71I00. 
12 SYSTEM INTFGATION 944000. 2441,')q. 
II - RELIABILITY. . .t.o.. I_3 O0. . . .._ 
14 QUALITY ACCrPTANCE 14520. 5so10000. 
S .. TITAN INTIR'STAG SO_ 60070000. 
I6 * TITAN SHROUD 0.0 1000000/. 
_17---_SHIUTTLr INTFPrACPS 20910000.__ _ 191)7000..________ 
iJ TRAINERS 5 SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000: 
. EXOPFIFANTS A f 0 15000000. __0000O0• 
PO GPUNn STATION 3251000. 600000. 4), 












* LV-TITAL* LV-qHuTTLE 0.00 0- P2500000.o|O0 00 0 
24. S-C SUPOORT 
25 * FACILITIFS 
P6. *SHUTTLF UPDATE FLIGHT 















G & A CHARCGEABLF -103675.? 
G & A 13374017. 
SUnTOTAL _ I7040784. _41 
NON-G t A&SUBTOTAL 14197012. 
TOTAL 13124572. 
*NO0' AKCHRGE 
COST OF AODL SHUTTLE REPAIR FLTS 
TOTAL 



















_- SHUTTLE SCHCDLF ELAY P4Os,__ _____ 
TOTAL SYSTEM MTTF .... 36.0 
VAR. SUAsYSTLC.m LO ,.n- ---­





SOACCCPAFT-NnT nOTIMIZED ... 
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
.NnN-PFCUnING 
. . . . ... ... 
RFCt)RQING .. 
. . . . . . .. 
.. OPFRATIONS 
. . . . . . . 
I l;TkCU1?P 250000. 30)64q;21 6.. 
2 ENGINEERING 17S00000. P2S01I6. 
I.1 STA HILIATION . ... 5367671. -14P623?06. .. ................ 
4 THr'MAL P120000. p910971. 
-5 _ S-C MAFCIIANISMS' _________-3t,00. - 7?114fl1. ___________ __ 
A ELFCTOIC oOWER 2540120. 0430)?') . 
7 * PRIMARY OPTICS 3100000. ROto_0 78. 
A CC) - . & DATA HANDLING 1405106. 96122672. 
Q PNUMAT ICS - -0705. 20781104. 
10 T-ST F. SURPORT FQUIPMENT 4669540. 2070614. 
I 000GRAM UANAGFMFNT 2913000. 7119000._ 
l SYSTFM INTEGRATION q44nn0. 24411013. 
- 1 1 RCLIAllII ITY *. !111600. 131000. 
14 OJALIrY ACCEPTANCE 1445PPO. 5820000. 
19 TITAN INTrFUSTAG5 S82000. 670000.­
1A * TITAN SHrRPOJ 0.0 1000000. 
17 SIIUTTt.F INTCQFACCS ____QOO_ 100017q000. 
- In TRAINFPS & SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000. 
__ t7) __*1 x),PEI'AFNTS A_ Fl ­ 500000O. 1q0000o. 
pO Gr fltNf STATTON 3251000. f100060. 
2 _1 NSW Cn'4'tITFRS - 455.000 0. 0.0 . .... .. . _ 
LAUNCH rIPFnATIONS 
7 * LV-TITAN 0.0 2P500000. 
___ _ * LV- SIUtTTLC. 0.0 1000nO00-
P4 S-C SuJPPOQT 0.0 4%0000. 
25 * FACILITIFS 1347012. ..... 1621126. ............... .. 
26 * SHUTTLr U DATE PLIGHT 0.0 15000000. 
-? 7 * rxornIMFNT UPDATE --. 0.0 It00O0000. -
PA * G.S.F.C. F OTHER 0.0 60000000. 
29 OPHITAI. OPFRATIONS 9000000. 
G S A CHAPGABLE 103674752. ...... 38R876416..-... 
G G A 13174017. Sl0 14 4. 1160909. 
SUFITnTAL I17048784 . 4389"R6. 
NON-G f, A SURTOTAL 141970t2. 11486368O. 
TnTAL t31?45792. 633451312. 10160q99. _ 
*NO 0G A CHAPGE 
TOTAL. - ----- ­ 77485q776. --. 
COST OF ADD'L ',HUTTL:E fllIRFLTS 0.0 
GRAND TOTAL - 774A99776. ... 
NO. OF FAILURES... .2.0" 






.. SHUTTLE SrHEOULF DELAY.. 0.5 
TOTAL SYSTEM MTTF 48.0.....






 SHUTTL.-AAINTAINED PROGRAM 
(I SPACCPAFTI-NOT OPTIMtFO NON-RECURRING .. RFCURRING ..... OPFPATIOJS ­
.. . .. . . .. . . .. ...................
. .... .. .... .. ..

- - 20 0000. .TQIJCTIJQF_f306402. ...... ..
 
2 FIGUtHFOING 17-00000. ?? 0?=6.
 
3 STAQILT7ATION '8 R62709. 227qI 7f) 7?. 

4 THFVAAL 2120000. P910971. 
-

I S-C "rCHANrSMS 35?0000. P-7240.
 
6 EL- CTqIC OsDER 4064R53. 10P',8')It2.
 
7__* PPAAPY nrTlCS 3300000. - 000178. 
A COMM. C DATA HANDLING 23e1764A. 153,lrr5 .
 
0 - PNFVUMATICS, 
-- ____ Oifl. 
- - - - - - - -­
__15014-
-10 TFST & SUpnqrT roUIPMENT 466040. P0706 14.
 
11 - 0POGAM MANACrMFNT ..... 2531000. 71i9l0O. 

1P SYSTEM INrGPATION 944000. P4496q. 
­
13 PrLrAFLTrITY 11600. ti
t 13AOO. 
14 CIJALITY ACCFPTANCF 144ppO. 0o0ooO. 
IS TITAN TNTERSTAG 582000. 
_ 670000.
 
16 * TITAN SHROUD 0.0 1000000.
 
17 5HUtTLF INTFRFACES 20Q1000O 1997__000._

.... I ... Tq&INCQ1% C StMULATORS 3110400. 100000.,
 
t-|) PXSflIMNTS A r -3 5000000. 
_3000000. 
PO GROUND STATION 1251000. 100000.
 




23 * LV-sHurTL 0.0 220r000.
 
24 S-C SUPPnRT 0.0 4050000.
 
. . * FACILITICS 134701a 36 nP,... ...
 
26 * SHUTTLC UMOATE FLIGHT 
 0.0 15000000.
 
?7 * EXPerIMENT UPDATE.__ 0.0 39000000.
 
?A * G.S.F.C. & OTHER 0.0 600000.. 
- ORBITAL OPFRATIONS 
-qO00600.
 
.. G A CHARGFAPLF 2.762704. 501214608..
 
G A 126802. 749723?. |iotqq.
 
SUnTOTAL 1323R8SR4. 66P1376 0.
 
NON-G f.A SURTOTAL 14107012. 19446360.
 
TOTAL 






COST OF AODL SHUTTLE REPAIR ELTS 
 0.0




.. 3.46 ' - - ---
-*
 




- ---- - - - " PERCOM P rGAAM 
PROGRAM NO.R3
 
-SHi ITTLF SCHrFtULrOFLAYY... I ....... 
TnTAL SYSTF MTTFP..... 410 
. .
 
. . ..VA.. .. ; . .................... 

S,IUTTLF-MAINTA!NEI) PROGqAM NS.r- uRIIRNG .PEPATIONS 
_ 
.NON-PCCtUPRING(3 SPACrCRAFT)-NOT.OPTIM1IED 
. . . . . .. . .
. .
 
. . .. . ...... . . .. 

. . . .. . . .. 





I _STDiCTiOF 20150000. ..... 
PP50176.17G00000.P F4GIN CI.NG p 7. 










"nWI 4064A,3V. I0? 5,10 1?.
 6 . .LrCT.IC 
 3100000. (%al00?A.7 * P OnrICSTIMAOY 
1531IPO.
23f17611n.








-Tnsr r. StrnRt ROUIPMFNT 466q,40. 0071_qO O




I? SYTCPM INTEGRATION o










0.0 1000000. 16 * TITAN SHn0lUn 

17 SHUTTL INTFRFACES ____________200t000. 9970
 
00000.
In TrAINFRS r SIMULATORS 3Oo00. 
5O00000. 1000000.19 * FXrRjIRArTA. 800000.3251000. 

P1 .* NFW COMPIJTCRS 4550000. O0O
 








- 0.0 40SO000. 





* FACILITIES -tO 
*-SHUTTI.C UPDATE FLIGHT 
* CXfERIMFNT UPDATE 



























NON-G P A SkJRTOTAL 
TOTAL 
Nt - A-CAGF - -----------














NO. OF FAILURE;... 








SHUTTLF SCHFOULE DELAY.. 1.5 
TOTAL SYSTEM !TTF....... 40.0 
___VAP.._SUOSYSTEM SLOPFP....__ 1.2- - -
.... ................... .................................................. 
SHUTTLE-'AAINTAINCO PQOGRAM 
(3 SPACFCPAFT)-NlT OPTIMI7FD NON-PCCURRING - - PFCU IING OPFRATIONS 
I STRUCTIJF 20150000. 30A40?1 A. 
P rN-CtJGINCF"ING 17900000. 22501 6. 
I STAI IL 17AT ION -89P709. 27751787P. 
4 THrPMAL PI 270000. 291001. 
5 S-C MrCHANISMS 3520000. 27214*1. 
7 
6 ELECTPr'C (onwEP 




A0OO'fT7. _ _ __ 
. COMA. r DATA HANDLING 23617648. t1I17S'0. 
9 PNCU'AATICS 170783. 3311,07..4...- _ _ 
0 TFST & SUPPOnT EOUIPMENT 466054O. 20T0614. 
I PROGPAM MANAGFtrNT _ _ _pO211000. 71 10000. _ 
I2 SVSTFM INTFcOATION Q44000. 244AQ69. 
13 QFLIA9ILITY __ 11600. _ I15100. 
14 O)ALITY ACCrOTANCe 1445?P0. 5q02001)0. 
I . TITAN INTrPSTAGE_ -00 ........ 6 70000. 
16 i TITAN SHROUD 0.0 1000000. 
17 
. q 
SHjTTLE I NTFRFACFS _ __ 






I0*FYPPIMCNTS A F 9 5000000. 39000000. 
20 GflOUNr) STATION 3751000. noo0no. 
. * NEW C0PIITrs 4950000. .O-0  
LAUNCH OPRFPATIONS .. . ......... 
pp' LV-T!TAN 0.0 200000. 
?" LV-StTTLF --0.0 10000000.. 
P4 S-C SUPPORT 0.0 4q10000. 
P5 * FACILITICS 1147012. 367np6.--------...... . ..­
26 * SHUTTLF UDATC FLIGHT 0.0 1S00000. 
P7 * EXPERIMENT UPOATE 0.0 19000000. ............. 
P28 * G.S.F.C. G flTHFR 0.0 A0000000. 
20 ORITAL fPERATIONS qoooo00. 
O £ A CHARGFAnLF 11726704. 501234____ 
G r A 15126R82. 74907932. 1160999. 
SUBTOTAL 1321895n4. 656211760. 
NON-G & X SUBTOTAL 14197012. 104861680, 
TOTAL _ 14658S9?.._ R1077376. _10160909. 
*NO G . ACIAiGf 
TOTAL 1007A24640. 
COST OF AD'L SHUTTLE RFPAIR-FLTS .. 0.0 
GRAND TOTAL -007824640. .-
NO. OF FATLRFS.... 1.30 
UJOTIME (YFARS)1... 3.58..... --





SHUTTLF SCHFDIIL! -nFLAY. .. .....- . . .. ..... . __.... 
TOTAL SYSTEM MTTF........ 4.0 
___VAR . -S_ qtlYSF 4SLflfC..,.________­
. ............... .................................. 
to 
SHUTTLF-MAT PITA INFI) PROGRAM 
(3 SPA~rcRArT)-NOT OPTIMI7ED ....__ NON-PFCURRING .. . qrcuRPING .......- OPFRATIONS- . 
.......... ............................... ......... 
ENGINE.ING 17,500000. ?P50126. 
I STAlJLY7ATInN RA?70q ...... P? 75 171312. 
4 THEIRMAL z?0000•. P0101171. 
' SiC MrCHAPJTS'AS 32000l-- .. A1o1 -o -
61 ELECTRIC PrjwFQ 4064853. 102l.11? -
7 *PPnIAPy f'TICS_ 3"003S00. 6O008111. 
A COM%4. f OATA HANDLING 2361764A. 153117",20. 
PNEUMATICS- - -t 7078. 331507114. 
to TEST , SI"i'OfloT FOUIPMENT 466040. 207n614. 
II PROGRAM MANAGFMFNT _ ___ 2513000. 71 170000. _ __ 
12 SYSTE-M INTFGPATION 044000. 744"69n. 
I_ _ 1-I.A g LITY - I I IO1 . I 1"8O . 
14 QUALITY ArCEPTANCC 1449P20. 511,10000. 
IS _ TITAN IIJTrr'5TAGF 5- ?6/1000. . 6700n0. 
I * TITAN SHeir)OUD 0.0 Ofoo0o0. 
17... SHUTTI NTFr ACES 200O1O00. 10,*:000. 
IR TRAIt*FOQ & SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000. 
t 10 *_F)P~flI'NTS.A r. A_ 5000000. _3qOH0000n. 
PO GIMIUND STATION 3251000. 8100000. 
2 I NFW CI'IVI TrflS 4550000. 0.0 















P6 * SHUTTLF ur"DATE FLIGHT 0.0 1500O000. 
P7 * EXPFRiM.NT UTPOATE 0.0 100" to0o0 
26 * G.S.F.C. & OTHER 0.0 60000000. 
S..ORBI TAL OPATIONS .000000. 
t A CHAnGFArlLC -172627S4.----- fl?1446"f1 . ....... 
G & A 15126"92. 74970212. 1160009. 
SUrTOTAL 1323n"9'84..... 65621117A0. 
NnN-G G A SIJRTOTAL t4t070t2. A4n6lf3R0. 
TOTAL _14651365q2. 8qg11)77376. i 160q99. 
*NO G r. A CHARGE 
TOTAL . IOOA4640. -
COST OF ADI)L SHUiTTLE RFP;AIR FLTS 0.0 
GRAND TOTAL I 0078 4640. ............ 
NO. or FATLIOES. ... 3.36 
UPTIME IYFAQS) ..... 11.44 --- . 
UPTIMF RATIO....... 0.0 
PERCOM PROGRAM 
PROGRAM NO.86 
SHUTTLE SCHEfULF DrLAY.. 
TOTAL ,Y$Tr.- M TF........48.0 
VA . J Y TFw L.I. 
2.5 
25 .... .. .. .. .......... 
------.-
... 
.. . . ..................................... 
SHUTTLE- M4NITAINCO PROGRAM 
































S-C ArCfIANI SMS 
rLFCTPIC l'OF 
* PnIMAOY OnTICS-
COMMA. f, DATA IIANOLING 
pNUf'UAATICs 
£fTrSU'PrIPT C:OUIPM9F-N 
P0OrRnM M&NAGCMFNT ____"1000. 
-SVSTFM INTFGRATION 
RFLfhqA I ITY 
OQULITY ACCCPTANCF 
TITAN INTFPSTAGF 
* TITAN SIIrOUD 
SHUTTLC IHTFRFACES 
TPAT'NO4 t SIMULATORS 










































... .. ... 
< 
! 
20 GnUNn STATION 3252000. 800000.
 
.. . *| _1 N'W COMPII~tTFfOS ____ ___ 4550000. .. -... 0.0 - - __
 
LAUNCH nPFRAT IONS F 
2? I.V-TITAN 0.0 27900000. 
. .p *__ LV- SIIJT TLF 0.0 10000000. 
24, s-C SUPPORT 0.0 49,0000. 
P5 * FACILITIES 1347012. - 36'66. 
?4 - SHIJTTLF UP)DATC FLCIGHT 0.0 15no0000. 
P7 * EXPEPI4 FNT UPOATE 0.0- 30000000. -
28 * G.S.F.C. .t OTHER 0.0 60000000. 
2* fORR I TAL -OPRATIONS qo00000. 
G £ A CHAPGEARLC t17262704. 5R1221461_f. 
G r A 15126R2. 7407qp1?. ItAOQOQ ". 
;SU3TOTAL - 13P3R2 S84. 656213760. . .... 
NOn-G & A SUBTDTAL 1419701?. 1q486160. 
TOTAL 1465I6592. 051077376. --. ,1 01600D9q. 
*NO G r& A CHARGE 
- -
-T.OTAL . . .. 10078?4640. 
COST OF ADOIL SHUTTLE REPAIR FLTS 0.0 
GOANO TOTAL - t007824640. 
NO. OF FAILtJRES.... 3.33 
UPTI'MC (YFAPS)..... 13.31 ...... 




.... ..HUTT.F CH ILE.FLAy..
TOTAL SYSTEM MTTF ... ~l 48.0 ...................­ .... ...... 
.... LJSY~Tjo Stf6I~iE , ..ses....J .e25ee .--- - ______ -- - -~e|QQ~e99t t~j 
SHUTTLC-MAINTAINFO OP'1GRAM 
--- (3 SPACECPAF T-NOT OPTIMIZED NON-RFCURRING .. WCURING ........ OPERATIONS-_ 
-
.. . ... .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . 
.. . .. . .. . 
PI?50000. 
........ .)06 .. . .. . ..4021.._ . .. . . 
p ENGINCFHING 17500000. ppOIP6. 
3 STAILT7TION8S62705. - -2?7517FI7?. 
4 TH PMAL 2t?O000. ?910971. 
S S-C MFCHANISMS 3520000. P721411. -
6 FLFCTRIC POWER 4064R53. 102989312. 
F7*PPIFAAPY, OnTICS__ 3300000. - 1OOO17._8. 
A COMM. G DATA HANDLING P361764R. 1533175p0o. 
0 ON UFAATIC Iq7078. 331%07 64, 
10 TFST' SUnORT EQUIPMENT 4669540. ?070F,14. 
II PROGRAM MANAGEMCNT_ q 13000 71000.11qnnO  
12 SYSTEM INTFGQATION q44000. P446'60 
II RFLIABILITY - 11600. 13300. 
14 QUAl ITY ACCEPTANCE 144'?20. SAPOOO0 
.. 15 __ TITAN INTIRSTAGF 582000 . 70000. 
16 * TITAN SHROUO 0.0 1000000. 
17 SHUTTLE INTFRACES 20D910000. I__TO ....... 
In TQATNIQS & SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000. 
__q Am rxCFOIMrNTS A. 500000o. qonoooo. , 
20 GROUND STATION 3P52000. 800000. 
p. * NFW Cn1PIITFRS 4510000. 0.0 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS- - - -


















26 * SHUTTLC (O-ATE FLIGHT O. 1000nO0. 
P7 S E*rXFQIMFNT UPflATC -. 0.0 - 30000000. 
Pa * G.S.F.C. . OTHER 0.0 60000000. 











S--UBTOTAL 13?3099R4. 656Pt3760.-__ 
NN-G & A SURTOTAL. 141Q701?. 194063610. 
_ _ 
_TorAL ......... 469865q. 1S077376. ___ 10t6Oqq9. __ 
*Nn G C A CHARGF 
TOTAL ' 1007624640 -
COST OF AODDL SHUTTLE REPAIR FLTS 0.0 
GRAND TOTAL . . . . . . . . . .. .. .1007R O0. -64_---_-
NO. OF FAILURES.... 3.29 
--- UPTIME (vrAnS) ..... 1-3.18------------------------------








- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
P RCOM PROGRAM ,-__ 
PROGRAM NO.88R 
_ 
SHUTTLF SCHEDULE OFLAY.. 
ITOAL SYSTEM MTTF ... 




















Ft rCtfr r crwCR 
PR IMARY O0 TICS 
CM. f, DATA HANDLING 
Pq4E&MATICS 




































IP SyVT1M4 INTGF7RATI0N 
13 RCL!ArIILITY 
£4 QUALItY ACCEPTANCE 
is - - TITAN INT'PSTAGC 
I6 TITAN SHVrltJD 
_ SHUTTLF INTERFACES 
I"A TDAINEOS F, SIMULATORS 
0 *FKPFI4CNTS A r, 8 
20 GROUND STATInN 
































22 $ LV-TITAN 
23 0 V-SHUTTLF 
24 S-C SUPPORT 
p. * FACILITIF--
;6* SHUTTLF JPOATF FLIGHT 
?7 EXPFRIMINT UPDATE 

















.... V A CHAQGFAOLF 
G r A 
_UqYOTAL 
Nn4-G V A SUBTOTAL 
TOTAL 















_ ' _ 
... .CnTn AWL SHUTTL-REPAIRFLS 
G.RANO TOTAL 
NO. OF FAILURES.. .... 11 
--













- %HUTTLF SCHFOI)i.F OCLAYe. 12.0 ... . .. . 
TOTAL SYST7 4tTF .... Al.0 
___n._s;uqsvs;rr" %0C. j Z ------ --------­
eR~Y !O~ee_ .. .................
...................... ..... ......... #
 
SHUTTLE-%QAFNTAInF nRflRGRAM 
(1 SPArCPArTI-NOT ETIMIFO... . NfN-RFCUnRING -. RFC(JRQfNG .O.RATIONS 
. . . . 0. ................
... ....... .. ........
2010000...T.UCTU 
P CENGINFFqING 171500000. P250t?6. 
...........

I. .STALArIoN _R152705. ..... 2 r779 ...TCIT?. ..­
4 THERMAL 21200n0. p I9flOW. 
; S-C MrCHANIMS - 35?O00- PTf4'13. 
f ELECTRIC POWF 4004R,13. Io?qns i$?. 
7* p,,IAIAoV nr'rjCq,______ 3100000. m oOOO7I. ______ ___________________ 
A COMM. & DATA HANDLING 2161 764n. I'541 17;70. 
1 PNFIJ-kTIC, I In 7 ... 1 It Flh 14 . . . . . .......... ....... . . .. . 
tO rrsr & str'nnr EOUIPMFNT A66q-40. P07(044. 
It h9P0RAM MANAGFLINT 2533000. 711 qooo0. 
Ip SYSTFA INTEGGATION q44000. 244 fi')'. 
II ReLIAqllIYr  I1I 00I li.). 
14 Q0ALITY ACCIEPTANCe 144520. 560 0000. 
..... IS - TITAN !NTFOSTAGE 58POOO. 670000. 
16 * TITAN 5HQQ111J) 0.0 1000000. 
1 17 -IIUTTLF ITCPFACFS - 20010000. _19070O0. 
t Ai TQAINrQq P SIMULATORS - 1|0400. 10000D. 
10-_*- FXOCRIACNVI A a 6 500000. 30O0nO0. 
po GPODin STATION 325100. 1100000. 
21 _ *_ NF W CrIIPIITU-RS 455on00. 0. 
.-LAUNCH OPrnATIONS
 
22 * LV-TITAN 0.0 ?P500000. 
2I LV- SHJTTLF 0.0 _ 10000000.­
24, S-C SUPPI)DT 0.0 495000D. 
__ . * FACILItIFS t 34701- 3620'6. 
P6 * SHUTTLF UPOATE FLIGHT 0.0 I0O0000.
 
P7 * EXDFRIMFENr IPDATE 0.0 __ _3R0000000.-_ __ _
 
PA * G.S.F.C. C OTHRR 0.0 60000000.
 
2 
 RIbITALC OPFRATIONS .90. 00000,.
 
. t A CHARgACLE .. ITP6?704. 51234611B. .....
 
G r A 151260R2. 7497 232. 11609q9.
 
SIIITOTAL 1123tq 84. 676211760.
 
- - NON-G & A SUiITOTAL 019997011. 194830. 

_TnTAL 1465A6502. __ 51077176._ _ I 0160999.
 
TOTAL 1007624640. 
COST OF ADI'tL SHurTLg REPAIR FLTS 0.0 
C TOANOTrTAL .. 1001824640. 
Nn. OF FAILURES ..- 2.80 
UPTIME (YFA*S).. '... _I1.20 
UPTIMF RATIO*.... 0.75 p 
PERCOM PROGRAM 
PROGRAM NO.90 
SHUTTLE SCHFOULE DELAY.. 24.0 
TOTAL SYSTEM MTTF ..... * 4R.0 
VAR. SUBSYSTEM%SLOPE..._ 1.25 --­
.................................... .................. ~..............................**ae .. ____ 
SIIUTTLE-'AAINTAINFO PHOGRA4 
(3 SPACECRAFT)-NOT OPTIMIZED NON-RFCUPRING RECURRING _ OPERATIONS 
... ... ... 
..................................... ........... 
C..................C.... 
I STRUCTURE _______ _ 20150000 . .......... 1064921f. 
....... NGIN NG 17500000 ?50t26. 
3 STARILIZATION ____ 6A?70S. 227'U ill?? 
4 TIHRA44L 2120000 2910971. 
5 S-C MACCHANISMS - 3570000. 27?14n . ....... . ........ 
A ELECTRIC OnCPI 4064n861 IO5911 2. 
'7 * PIMARY OPTICS 3100000. AOOO781. . 




to TFST & sUPORT CQOUIPMENT 466q,40. P070634. 
1 - PPOGPAM MANAGCMCNT 29330o0. 71 lQ000. _.__ " - _._ 
I? -SYSTEM INTFGRATION 944000 . 44369 8. 
I I RFL!ARIt ITY ________111600. ____ 3380. _ _____________ 
14 OULI!Y ACCFPTANCE 144'270. 020000. 
I TITAN INTFRSTAGF 52000. 670000. 
I6 * TITAN SHROUD 0.0 1000000. 
17 SIUTTLF INTERFACES 200000... 199700. 
IR TRAYNFI'S F SIMULATORS 3110400. 100000. 
q0 * EXOFRIQMNrS A f 8 5000000. 3004000. 
).20-'-G )NO STATION 





LAUNCH npCIATIONS .. .. .....-....... .. . . .. .. 
.. S LV-TITAN 0.0 22500000. 
?I LV- SHUT WLE __oooonO.__ 1_ __ _ 
P4 S-C SUPPORT 0.0 40,0000. 
21 * FACILIT rS 1347012. - - _ 
,36296. . ........... 
... A "SHUTTLF UPDATE FLiGHT 0.0 600e000 -
P7 FXPFPIMgNT tjPDAT__OO_1000000. 
PR G.S.F.C. f. OTHER *0.0 60000000. 
29 ORRITAL nPEgrTtOhs 9000000. 
G C A CHAQrFAI3LF 117262704. --­ ?------...468... 
G r A .t1126AO2. 74979P32. 1160009. 
SUOTOTAL 13?380 84. 6661 760. 
NON-G & A 'URTOTAL 1419701?. 194861i6f. 
TOTAL t|A6R6OqP. _ _61077376. 10160999...... 
*nO G f, A CfHAOGE 
TOTAL -OO?3?4640. 
COST OF ADDOL SHUTTLE REPAIR 'FLTS ....... 0.0. 
GRAN TOTAL 1007fl?4640., 
Nn. nF FAILURES.... 2.33 
___ UPTIME IYrAPS).... 0.33 ___ 
UPTIMF RATIOn......... 0.6? 
